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Sport video is an important video genre. Content-based sports video analysis attracts
great interest from both industry and academic ﬁelds. A sports video is characterised by
repetitive temporal structures, relatively plain contents, and strong spatio-temporal vari-
ations, such as quick camera switches and swift local motions. It is necessary to develop
speciﬁc techniques for content-based sports video analysis to utilise these characteris-
tics.
For an efﬁcient and effective sports video analysis system, there are three fundamental
questions: (1) what are key stories for sports videos; (2) what incurs viewer’s interest;
and (3) how to identify game highlights. This thesis is developed around these ques-
tions. We approached these questions from two different perspectives and in turn three
research contributions are presented, namely, replay detection, attack temporal struc-
ture decomposition, and attention-based highlight identiﬁcation.
Replay segments convey the most important contents in sports videos. It is an efﬁcient
approach to collect game highlights by detecting replay segments. However, replay is
an artefact of editing, which improves with advances in video editing tools. The com-
position of replay is complex, which includes logo transitions, slow motions, viewpoint
switches and normal speed video clips. Since logo transition clips are pervasive in game
collections of FIFA World Cup 2002, FIFA World Cup 2006 and UEFA Championship
2006, we take logo transition detection as an effective replacement of replay detection.
A two-pass system was developed, including a ﬁve-layer adaboost classiﬁer and a logo
template matching throughout an entire video. The ﬁve-layer adaboost utilises shot du-
ration, average game pitch ratio, average motion, sequential colour histogram and shot
frequency between two neighbouring logo transitions, to ﬁlter out logo transition candi-
dates. Subsequently, a logo template is constructed and employed to ﬁnd all transition
logo sequences. The precision and recall of this system in replay detection is 100% in
a ﬁve-game evaluation collection.
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An attack structure is a team competition for a score. Hence, this structure is a con-
ceptually fundamental unit of a football video as well as other sports videos. We re-
view the literature of content-based temporal structures, such as play-break structure,
and develop a three-step system for automatic attack structure decomposition. Four
content-based shot classes, namely, play, focus, replay and break were identiﬁed by
low level visual features. A four-state hidden Markov model was trained to simulate
transition processes among these shot classes. Since attack structures are the longest
repetitive temporal unit in a sports video, a sufﬁx tree is proposed to ﬁnd the longest
repetitive substring in the label sequence of shot class transitions. These occurrences of
this substring are regarded as a kernel of an attack hidden Markov process. Therefore,
the decomposition of attack structure becomes a boundary likelihood comparison be-
tween two Markov chains.
Highlights are what attract notice. Attention is a psychological measurement of “no-
tice ”. A brief survey of attention psychological background, attention estimation from
vision and auditory, and multiple modality attention fusion is presented. We propose
two attention models for sports video analysis, namely, the role-based attention model
and the multiresolution autoregressive framework. The role-based attention model is
based on the perception structure during watching video. This model removes reﬂec-
tion bias among modality salient signals and combines these signals by reﬂectors. The
multiresolution autoregressive framework (MAR) treats salient signals as a group of
smooth random processes, which follow a similar trend but are ﬁlled with noise. This
framework tries to estimate a noise-less signal from these coarse noisy observations by
a multiple resolution analysis. Related algorithms are developed, such as event segmen-
tation on a MAR tree and real time event detection. The experiment shows that these
attention-based approach can ﬁnd goal events at a high precision. Moreover, results of
MAR-based highlight detection on the ﬁnal game of FIFA 2002 and 2006 are highly
similar to professionally labelled highlights by BBC and FIFA.
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Introduction
“The real merit of a visual information retrieval system is its
ability to allow enough extensibility and ﬂexibility that it can be
tuned to any user application.”
Gupta and Jain (Communications of ACM, May 1997)
Thisthesisisdedicatedtocontentmininginsportsvideos, especiallyfootballvideos.
Three closely associated research topics are addressed: content-based video structure
decomposition, video event detection and sports highlight identiﬁcation. This work
leads to an automatic indexing and retrieval framework for sports videos.
Two related techniques are developed and presented to acess video semantics, attack
scene segmentation and psychobiological attention-based highlight identiﬁcation. An
attack structure refers to an attack-defence round of team movements. The attack struc-
ture decomposing tool simulates the variation in video production skills, e.g. close-up
and ﬁeld view, and thus divides a long continuous sport video into a sequence of video
segments, each of which is semantically independent and carries clear and complete se-
mantics according to the context of sports videos. Extra information resources, such as
caption texts, audio and game records, are employed to index attack segments and result
in an efﬁcient video skimming system. The psychological approach of attention estima-
1Chapter 1. Introduction
tion introduces psychobiological ﬁndings on the perception process of watching videos
into the analysis of video contents. As the most interesting moments in a game, sports
highlights always attract great attention from spectators and video viewers. Hence, lo-
cal maxima of attention signals denote interesting parts of a game and thereby hint the
appearance of highlights. This indicates that a temporal sequence analysis of attention-
related features is able to identify domain-dependent highlights without concerning too
many content details. Therefore, it is an effective and efﬁcient approach to detect high-
lights by tracking viewer’s feeling towards video contents. Additionally, two multiple
modality attention fusion frameworks are developed in this thesis: the multiresolution
autoregressive model (MAR) and the role-based attention model, both of which com-
bine feature stimuli from different modalities, i.e. audio track and visual frames, multi-
ple temporal resolutions and variant data updating rates to estimate a uniﬁed attention
signal.
1.1 Motivation
Sports videos are enjoyed by a huge audience across the world. A recent three gen-
eration mobile service survey [3G-News, 2005] reports that sports videos, especially
live football videos, are one of the most popular video genres in video-on-demand
(VOD) services. This popularity stresses the ﬁnancial interest around content-based
sports video analysis, including content-based segmentation, context extraction, high-
light identiﬁcation, video indexing, content retrieval and adaptive encoding. Video con-
tent suppliers, such as BBC Sports, regard these techniques as value-added services to
satisfy customers as well as a proﬁt-making approach. Moreover, with the popularity
of personal data processing devices, e.g. personal data assistants, 3G mobile phones
and personal media centres, the service of personalised video-on-demand has become
a prevalent interest of the media industry. Thus arises the requirement for intelligent
video content processing. It is important to develop an intelligent information agent
[Russell and Norvig, 2002] on sports videos, which not only cuts the cost of media
storage, but also reorganises video contents to support efﬁcient personalised browsing
and video retrieval.
A convenient characteristic of sports videos is relatively simple content structure. Gen-
erally, the goal of content-based video analysis is to model video semantics by simu-
lating syntax variation. Two aspects are involved, the selection of syntax set (Chapter
3) and the choice of semantic video model. Both aspects are closely associated with
video context and video presentation formats. In general video data, content-based
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video analysis is a complex task. This is because it is unrealistic to develop a generic
syntax set. As the theory of knowledge presentation asserts, such a development re-
quires an entire knowledge base of video contents. However, these semantics related
problems can be partially alleviated by focusing on some certain video genres, such
as sports videos in this thesis. This concentration make it possible to develop an au-
tomatic or semi-automatic content-based analysis system. The reasons are obvious as
follows. Firstly, the syntax space of sports videos is usually ﬁnite. Game organisers,
e.g. FIFA and UEFA, have developed a complete terminology and regulation set for the
competition, each item of which refers to a video syntax or a video content. Secondly,
the context of sports videos is self-evident. For example, Ekin et al. [2003] proposed a
set of heuristic rules to guess video context. Burke and Shook [1996] deﬁned a visual
language to guide the composition of sports videos, although this production process
was titled as a visual art and full of individual preferences. This means that a set of
projection rules exist from low level audio-visual features to video semantics. Further-
more, external knowledge is available to facilitate the analysis of video contents, such
as FIFA game records and web broadcasting. Some systematic knowledge networks,
such as football ontology, have already been developed [Buitelaar and Ramaka, 2005]
by game fact statistics and domain knowledge. These knowledge networks describe
inherent links among syntax features and sports video semantics.
Content-based sports video analysis is a prototype of general video processing. This
work can facilitate the development of many essential techniques, such as video con-
cept abstraction, semantics presentation, video indexing, content-based segmentation,
document normalisation and retrieval model. Moreover, a video is a complex style of
knowledge presentation, which consists of multiple modalities, e.g. audio, visual and
text streams, to iterate a story or an idea. Content analysis provides an opportunity to
observe the various organisation of synthetic knowledge. For example, the interaction
between video syntax items will enrich the understanding of the joint perception pro-
cess, in which stimuli from vision, auditory and text understanding are mixed to build
a uniﬁed awareness. Nevertheless, content-based video analysis is a complete circle
of observation, reasoning and conclusion, one of the most important research topics in
artiﬁcial intelligence. In this case, the extraction of low level features is an observation;
the selection on modality syntax is a knowledge-based abstraction; the combination and
balance among modalities and syntax features is an adaptive knowledge weighting; and
the assumption of video content, context and semantics is a reasoning based on limited
knowledge. These experiences from content-based sports video analysis, especially in
the simulation of video semantics, will improve the knowledge of human intelligence.
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Many content-based applications have been accepted as value-added services in the
video-on-demand network, such as personalised video browsers, automatic reply in-
serting, statistical message highlighting and content-based adaptive encoding. A per-
sonalised video browser provides a swift skimming to review a game story, which ﬁlters
out uninteresting moments and reorganises video segments according to user behaviour
and video contents [Ekin et al., 2003] [Xie et al., 2004]. This technique provides a swift
means of browsing game events. Automatic reply segment inserting is an active audit
tool [Wang and Cheong, 2006]. This tool identiﬁes sports highlights automatically and
replays highlights from multiple viewpoints to improve viewer enjoyment. The applica-
tion of online information hinting appends game statistics and background information,
such as a comparison on the number of corner kicks by both teams, to explain game
context. Adaptive video encoding is a new trend in commercial video encoding stan-
dards, such as H.264svc. This technique discards data packets with trivial contents to
avoid meaningless rebroadcasting on a busy network and decides a proper moment to
recover a broadcasting after a network jam [Gasiba et al., 2006]. A widely accepted so-
lution is to ﬁnd the most interesting moment during the missing temporal interval at the
server side and provide a short online video skimming as a brief of lost video contents.
Note that all these applications require: (1) the identiﬁcation and segmentation of game
events; and (2) the comparison of event contents .
Highlights are a special subset of game events. However, highlight identiﬁcation is
of equivalent importance to event detection in sports video analysis. In the Merriam-
Webster dictionary, highlights are deﬁned as the most interesting events with signiﬁcant
video contents, which sufﬁce the iteration of a game [Pan et al., 2001] [Ren and Jose,
2006]. An important task of sports video directors is to develop an exciting presentation
of highlights [Burke and Shook, 1996]. Therefore, the identiﬁcation of highlights is an
efﬁcient alternative to event detection, which not only reduces the size of an event set,
but also provides a precise game summary [Xu et al., 2001][Pan et al., 2001][Pan et al.,
2002]. For instance, BBC sports develops a football goal collection to conclude a game
season.
1.2 Problem Addressed
Figure 1.1 displays a pipeline of event-based content mining in sports videos, although
a component of audio processing is absent. This framework helps the identiﬁcation of
research questions in content-based sports video analysis.
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Three modality streams are extracted from a video collection, namely, visual, au-
Figure 1.1: The Pipeline of Video Content Mining [Fleischman and Roy, 2007]
dio and linguistic streams. The visual stream is a sequence of visual frames; the audio
stream denotes embedded audio tracks; and the linguistic stream refers to text informa-
tion in a video, such as closed caption, title text, automatic speech recognition (ASR)
and sometimes web broadcasting. Besides the step of feature extraction, there are three
major components in a content-based analysis system: multimodality fusion, event rep-
resentation (event pattern recognition) and linguistic mapping (semantic label propaga-
tion). Multimodality fusion combines domain features and produces a time sequence of
content-related labels or a syntax stream. Event pattern recognition analyses the syntax
stream to determine a sequential pattern of video events according to a predeﬁned event
set. Meanwhile, domain knowledge and external constraints, e.g. background music
[Hua et al., 2004] and video duration, are used to ensure the justication of event pat-
terns. The linguistic mapping projects event patterns onto video semantics or high level
concepts. However, this projection usually relies on prior knowledge networks, such
as a language model and word net [Fleischman and Roy, 2007]. From many aspects, a
mining process of content-based video events is an autonomic understanding of game
semantics from independent observations of audio, visual and linguistic streams.
The theory of artiﬁcial intelligence claims that an event-based content mining system
is an information agent. Such a system enables: (1) to decompose semantic units in
the target data set; (2) to decide the importance of semantic units; and (3) to adjust the
performance with user requirements, if necessary. The prior two tasks require an infor-
mation agent to understand video semantics and have to deal with semantic uncertainty
in event detection. Note that semantics uncertainty here is more complex than seman-
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tic gap in the inference from low level features to semantic concepts. Semantics is the
meanings, or the relation of meanings in a sequence (Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dic-
tionary, 10th version). Thislinguisticdescriptionhintsthatthesemanticidentiﬁcationof
a video event is determined by video context as well as the content. Hence, event detec-
tion should take prior game stories into consideration together with the video segment
it owns. Moreover, the semantic explanation of events may not be unique. For instance,
goal events in football videos are furthermore categorised into penalty, free kick, dog
ﬁght and so on. This classiﬁcation is contingent on the context of events, such as the
position where the shoot takes place, e.g. the penalty. Nevertheless, a video event is a
temporal interval of a continuous video stream, but sometimes lacks a clear boundary.
Many overlapping but of different periods can be easily found to meet given semantics.
For example, a goal event is made by several components, such as passing the middle
line, breaking through, goal and celebration. A video clip to describe this story can be
made up with goal, break-through-goal, or goal-celebration segments, all of which can
be accepted to iterate such a semantic event. Therefore, some duration-related issues
become essential in content-based sports videos analysis: (1) how to measure the ﬁtness
between given contents and video segments; and (2) how to ﬁnd a good presentation
approach and event description pattern.
Middle level content concepts or syntax features are necessary to describe video con-
tents. These syntax features not only facilitate the inference from low-level features
onto video semantics, but also deﬁne the context for semantic reasoning and content-
based video importance weighting. However, the selection of syntax features remains a
main problem in sports ontology, because the development of such a syntax set requires
the support of systematic knowledge bases and should cover all possible contexts, e.g.
the LSCOM system for news videos [Kennedy and Hauptmann, 2006]. A large amount
of manual efforts are demanded.
Highlights are interesting game events. The identiﬁcation of highlights is to rank event
interest and thus select a subset of events with the strongest interest. The interest is a
perceptual phenomenon relevant to personal feeling and cultural background [Osgood
et al., 1957]. The decision whether an event is interesting or not, depends on the viewer
and the presentation style of video contents. An event may be interesting for a spe-
ciﬁc group of viewers but not for others. For example, a home team is always cheered,
since most spectators are local supports. The editing skills of replay can increase the
story affection [Rui et al., 2000]. This uncertainty is known as psychological ambigu-
ity. From the perspective of computational psychology , the interest is a joint reﬂection
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against stimuli from audio, visual and text understanding. These modality stimuli are:
(1) temporally correlated, and (2) conceptually independent, but take effects jointly.
Nevertheless, the computational nature of these stimuli is complex. Audio signals are
continuous and of real value; visual features, e.g. the zoom depth, are discrete both
in time and value; the measurement of text understanding employs qualitative analy-
sis, whose result is usually a binary vector. How to combine these signals or feature
sequences to assume an uniﬁed stimulus intensity remains an open question in comput-
ing psychology and signal processing (Chapter 6). Additionally, the versatile nature of
psychology determines that highlights are a sub set of events but can hardly be fully
covered by any given event sets. Some game events can be highlighted with a high
probability, but the probability will never reach one.
In the following sections, three major challenges within the ﬁeld of sports event and
highlight detection are discussed, namely event pattern mining, multiple modality fu-
sion and semantic labelling. The idea behind our solutions and their rationales will be
presented together.
1.2.1 Event Pattern Mining
A game event is an array of visual frames, a segment of audio and related text infor-
mation. According to the theory of pattern recognition, an event is a time sequence
pattern with mixed modality data. The detection of events is characterised with: (1) a
multi-modality data set; (2) a temporal sequence mining in a long multimedia stream;
(3) strong data dependence. Brieﬂy, this problem of event pattern mining can be broken
down into two sub issues,
1. Raw data representation, which can be formulated as the extraction of modality
features and the choice of a subset from a pool of features. Both of them are
signiﬁcant for a successful recognition process due to the sheer volume, high re-
dundancy and low signal noise ratio (SNR) in raw media data, e.g. audio. Note
that the cancellation of noise is crucial in the development of a robust applica-
tion. In Chapter 3, the feature collection and related extraction algorithms will
be presented for sports event detection and highlight identiﬁcation. Additionally,
our purpose of feature selection is to ﬁnd a reliable feature set rather than the
reduction on feature redundancy, although the later is more popular and has been
well developed in the theory of Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
2. Event pattern learning, which develops a method to extract a model of video
events from proposed feature spaces, the representation of raw data. Generally,
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an event is a group of video clips with similar contents, such as a goal in a football
game. Theseeventsaresparselydistributedthroughoutthevideo, whereplainand
usually trivial moments occupy most of storage space [Babaguchi et al., 2002].
However, the similarity in video contents can hardly be detected directly in low
level audio-visual features. The learning process is characterised with the follow-
ing,
(a) The data sample consists of multiple modality data, which are highly corre-
lated with time and usually of different resolutions;
(b) The pattern is a time sequence. However, sequence length varies with con-
text. The learning process has to estimate model duration individually;
(c) Events are sparsely distributed among the whole time sequence. The fre-
quency of pattern recurrence is low. Therefore, it is inefﬁcient to mine an
event pattern by recurrence-based statistics;
(d) Such a pattern may not be unique and usually adaptive to data.
In short, the event model learning is an extraction of time sequence patterns with-
out a prior of model length. It challenges methods of time sequence analysis due
to its low recurrence [Banerjee et al., 2004].
To ease the identiﬁcation of highlights, salient features are employed to estimate
the stimulus from audio and visual frames. Psychobiological feature-attention mod-
els have been developed to compute and normalise the affection of salient features on
perceptions. The survey of salient features will be found in Chapter 3. We regard the
selection of salient features as a problem of model learning in a given feature basket.
Two feature selection algorithms are presented, multi-resolution autoregressive model
(MAR) in Chapter 6 and sufﬁx tree in Chapter 5. The MAR model is a multiresolution
variation of dynamic Bayesian network (DBN). Due to the multiresolution character of
media modality, the MAR model decomposes the salient feature sequence onto a series
of autoregressive models (AR) at multiple scales. This model has been proven to be
equivalent to a Markov process on a graph [Willsky, 2002]. Each feature’s contribution
to the overall information entropy is computed; and coherent features are grouped to
remove random noise. The MAR model deals with the dependency between adjacent
audio-visual observations from multiple resolutions by simulating the temporal rela-
tion between events. Adapting to different descriptive complexities of feature sets, the
model size is automatically decided by maximising the cost function of overall entropy
over feature set size. The approach of sufﬁx tree is proposed for the recurrent nature of
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video events. After symbolising features into a sequence of video editing effects, a suf-
ﬁx tree identiﬁes the recurrent part in the time sequence and extends them by a Markov
model. Therefore, this approach is practically useful for features with large varieties.
1.2.2 Multiple Modality Fusion
Watching a video is an enjoyment of perceptual stimulus from multiple sensors, includ-
ing sight, hearing and linguistic understanding. Salient recurrent patterns in videos,
such as game events, are temporal segments combining visual, audio and text infor-
mation. The modelling of these experiences should work on multi-modalities. Lack
of either media modality may entrap the presentation of video content. For example,
though anchor shots are salient visual patterns in news videos, these similar visual seg-
ments convey entirely different stories with different audio and caption texts. Hence,
event detection is a joint decision process with multiple information modalities. How-
ever, besides knowledge scarcity on multi-modality perception, the fusion mechanism
across multiple modalities remains a great challenge in content-based video analysis for
the following reasons.
1. Media reliability. Besides the visual stream, the availability of a media modality
relies on the interest of content suppliers. A game video can go without audio,
caption text or any other media modality. Moreover, there are inherent restric-
tions in the appearance of modalities, such as the geographic location of closed
captions [Babaguchi et al., 2002], the automatic gain controlling (AGC) on audio
loudness [Baillie and Jose, 2003] and the copyright of game records. One essen-
tial characteristics of commercial sports video analysis systems is to be adaptive
to the change in the availability of media resources.
2. External knowledge discovery. External domain knowledge is helpful in the con-
tent identiﬁcation and labelling, such as game records [Xu and Chua, 2004] and
web-casting text [Xu et al., 2006]. For example, as a new phenomenon in internet,
web-casting broadcasts the sequence of game events by text messages without
visual data. It is an abstract of content description with time stamps, which in-
creases the precision of event detection and helps the identiﬁcation of highlights.
However, the discovery of these information sources remains a question.
3. Event resolution in time and content description. The presentation period of
events varies with media and their contents. The visual stream updates at thou-
sands of bytes per second, which depicts rich details of the play ﬁeld, coach area
and stadium. Meanwhile, the voice of commentators is relatively slow, but brings
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a brief description. A game event, e.g. a goal in the football game, may extend
into several minutes of a video stream. But game commentators or spectators
use only a few words to state the story. With the introduction of video editing
effects, especially replay, an event can have multiple appearances in the visual
stream. For instance, the goal event is usually replayed several times to convey
different views, each of which is a whole appearance or description of the con-
tent. This raises the question of how to detect these various appearances so as to
locate boundaries of an event. The joint segmentation of the visual stream and
other modalities is necessary to match contents across media.
4. Media asynchronism. To save bit rate, modality data are encoded and decoded
independently. For instance, audio in encoded MPEG-1 PAL format videos is
sampled at 44kHz/16bit (MPEG-1 audio layer 2), while the visual stream is at 25
frames per second. Random delay exists among media streams. Most commer-
cial media encoding standards, such as MPEG-1/2/4 and H.263, follow the psy-
chobiological assumption that perception residency abides 1-2 sec audio-visual
asynchrony. But such an allowance can hardly cover the temporal latency in the
process of composition and broadcasting. In our test collection, the misalignment
between audio and visual stream can even reach 11 seconds [Ren and Jose, 2006].
Another example of modality asynchronism arises from the resolution difference
of modality events. For example, the FIFA ofﬁcial documents record game events
in minutes, while we detect game events at the resolution of visual frames.
The above mismatch of resolution, data sampling and media alignment hint that the
multimedia fusion has to be carried out on a coarser temporal resolution than visual
frame or shot level. As far as we are concerned, multimedia modalities, i.e. audio and
visual stream, are only synchronous on semantic events.
1.2.3 Semantics Labelling of Statistics Patterns
Understanding and symbolising video contents is the “holy grail of content-based video
analysis”. A multimedia pattern is meaningless unless it can be interpreted by the un-
derlying semantics. A semantic label serves as an abstraction of video contents, which
links the proposed pattern to a particular domain knowledge and reﬂects the character-
istics of this pattern. For instance, a small red square in the closed caption denotes a
red-card punishment. It is desirable to build computational models, which automati-
cally establish semantic interpretations of syntactic patterns.
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In Chapter 5, we develop a framework of automatic association between game events
and text labels gathered from caption texts, commentator audio and external knowledge
resources, e.g. FIFA game records. This interpreting model is made through the tran-
scriptionoftextsfrommetadata, becausemediainformationiscomplementaryandtexts
are easy to understand. Some statistical models are developed to estimate the probabil-
ity of associating certain text words with given audio-visual patterns (and vice versa)
through co-occurrence analysis [Satoh et al., 1999] and statistical machine translation.
Besides these challenges, the limited size of available data collections is a practical
problem in event model learning. Although the collection of FIFA World Cup 2002 and
2006 used in this thesis is the largest in the literature of sports video analysis to the best
of our knowledge 1-0The game video collection of FIFA World Cup 2002 and 2006
contains more than 90 full games. The whole size of the collection is over 350 GB or
190 hours., this data collection is still not enough to fully simulate video event patterns.
1. Sports events are sparsely distributed in the video. The event number is usually
small in the whole collection. For instance, the number of goals in 90 games
is about 190. The sample size is too small to estimate a sequential video event
pattern robustly. Moreover, the pattern length is a parameter in the detection,
which is unknown.
2. Video composition is an art [Burke and Shook, 1996]. There are numerous video
editing styles and content representation methods.
It is essential to maintain the generality of trained detectors in event pattern learning.
There is a trade-off between the size of the syntax set and model generality, because
these middle level concepts are close observations of raw data. A pattern with many
syntax features will ﬁt the training data well, but its adaptability to other data is ques-
tionable. Note that syntax is an evidence supporting semantics reasoning. The redun-
dancy in syntax set may lead to a conﬂict, which is harmful in the reasoning. Never-
theless, the value of sports video decreases dynamically with time [Ekin et al., 2003].
The processing time is crucial in most applications, such as online summarisation and
information hinting. Real time processing on event detectors is thus required.
1.3 Research Summary
The main objective of this research is: (1) to develop a set of robust and efﬁcient tech-
niques for football event detection, in particulate highlight identiﬁcation; and (2) to
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build a computational framework for automatic content-based football video analysis
in order to support personalised video-on-demand services. The main objectives can
be broken down into ﬁve goals: (1) a ﬂexible and extensible model for content-based
video decomposition; (2) an efﬁcient syntax set for content presentation; (3) a computa-
tional framework for estimating the “interest”; (4) a reliable content model; (5) a robust
algorithm for highlight identiﬁcation and segmentation, which can support commercial
applications with the requirement of real time processing. These works can be extended
to other sports games, such as rugy, volleyball and basketball, although they are only
widely tested in football videos because of data availability.
Attack is a complete competition cycle in the football game. It is a scene structure
in the domain of football videos. An attack segmentation system has been developed
by simulating the process of video production. Four types of shots are discriminated,
namely play, break, replay and focus. A group of domain features are extracted auto-
matically for shot type classiﬁcation, including play ﬁeld ratio, zoom depth, spectator
area, and visual mean contrast. A set of video objects, such as player uniform, hu-
man face and goal post, are detected by the Foley-Sammon transform (FST) classiﬁer
(Appendix A) and Ada-boost classiﬁer [Polikar, 2006a] [Polikar, 2006b]. The attack
structure is labelled according to events, which take place inside the structure, such as
a goal or successive attack. Based on the attack structure segmentation, a video index
is created and a video skimming system is developed [Ren and Jose, 2005].
The literature of salient feature extraction is surveyed. A set of modality features is pro-
posed in the context of football videos to compute affection stimuli in the psychological
attention space. Two computation models, the role-based model and the multiresolu-
tion autoregressive model (MAR), are developed and evaluated in the application of
goal event detection. The role-based fusion model analyses the reﬂection structure in
the video production and combines affective signals from one reﬂector to remove reﬂec-
tion bias. The MAR model regards modality stimuli as sequential noisy observations
of a smooth stochastic process. This model employes an autoregressive tree to simulate
a random process from multiple resolutions. The peformance of MAR model is im-
pressive in the experiment. The result is similar to some professional annotations from
content suppliers, i.e. BBC Sports and FIFA. Such a multiresolution model is robust
against signal noise and media asynchronism. Many applications are developed, such
as attention-based video summarisation [Ren, P.Punitha, Urban and Jose, 2007]. An au-
tomatic football highlight detector has been developed by the MAR model [Ren, Jose
and He, 2007] and leads to a hardware solution for real time applications [Yin and Ren,
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2007].
1.4 Contribution and Limitation
This section pinpoints original contributions made by this thesis. However, a few limi-
tations on these techniques are listed as well.
Two approaches are presented to address the problem of temporal structure mining,
attack video structure decomposition (Chapter 5), and attention based highlight iden-
tiﬁcation (Chapter 6). Attack structure is a cycle of team competition for a goal in
football games. Four production techniques, i.e. ﬁeld view (F), close-up (C), replay (R)
and break (B), are discriminated; and a four-state hidden Markov model is trained to
simulate the transition between these production techniques during an attack. A sufﬁx
tree is enhanced to pick out the most recurrent part, which is called as attack kernels,
in the temporal label sequence of video production techniques, e.g.,“FFCFFCRCFFB
...”. These attack kernels are extended by the four-state hidden Markov model and thus
decompose a long continuous video stream into a series of attack structures. Structure
boundaries are decided by computing the likelihood of a boundary belonging to two
Markov process. This approach alleviates the difﬁculty of model adaptation on a long
time sequence and transforms the problem of video structure segmentation into bound-
ary identiﬁcation between two neighbourhood Markov processes.
Attention-based highlight identiﬁcation is an exploration of computational psychology
to content-based video analysis. This approach introduces many psychological obser-
vations to measure the importance of video contents. A uniﬁed attention curve is com-
puted to combine stimuli from different modalities and time resolutions. Local minima
of the attention curve is used to divides a game video into so-called perceptually com-
plete stories, while local maxima hint the appearance of game highlights. A signiﬁcance
of attention-based highlight identiﬁcation is a high coverage rate of goal events in the
top ﬁve attention peaks, even though no goal-related syntax, i.e. goal post and ball, is
used. Moreover, this approach is able to ﬁnd general highlights and the output is similar
to these professionally labelled in the experiment.
Two modality fusion algorithms are designed to combine multimodality stimuli, the
role-base model and the multiresolution autoregressive model. Based on the perception
structure during watching and producing a sports video, the role-based model groups
feature-based attention sequences to eliminate the latency between reaction roles. This
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model alleviates the problem of modality asynchronism and reduces the number of
attention signals to facilitate signal fusion. The multiresolution autoregressive model
regards a sports video as a multi-source observation on a smooth stochastic process.
This is because: (1) the content space of a sports video is limited, for example, the
attack structure segmentation only employs four states or labels; (2) all contents are
indexed by time; (3) the content change is slow and the state transmission only relies
on the prior state. Therefore, attention signals from visual, audio and text streams are
observations of the random process from different time resolutions. The MAR model
proposes a multiresolution framework to adapt these temporal resolution difference and
designs a series of AR process to facilitate the fusion of these asynchronous observa-
tions. An autoregressive tree is developed to smooth attention signals and estimate a
uniﬁed attention curve. Moreover, an entropy normalisation is proposed as an alterna-
tive to general signal normalisations. This replacement not only enlarges signal-noise
ratio (SNR) of attention signals, but also introduces an information theory explanation
for attention estimation.
In summary, the main original contributions of this thesis are as follows.
1. An efﬁcient and effective replay detection system;
2. A set of robust syntax feature extractors;
3. A sufﬁx-tree for attack kernel identiﬁcation and a hidden Markov basket for at-
tack video structure decomposition;
4. An unsupervised multiresolution model for general highlight identiﬁcation;
5. A fusion framework for asynchronous multiple modalities streams;
6. A self-entropy attention estimator.
Additionally, most techniques developed in this thesis can be employed to process other
sports games besides football, such as rugby. For example, many syntax detectors,
e.g.,game pitch and zoom depth works for all ﬁeld games with uniﬁed ﬁeld colour and
play uniforms. The hypothesis of attention-based highlight identiﬁcation is plausible in
most sports activities: game highlights always excites viewers. In an experimental test,
this technique can work on a volleyball video, although some salient features have to be
changed, such as play ﬁeld ratio. However, given the scarcity of game video collection,
attention-based have not been intensively tested on other sports videos.
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The most apparent limitation of these technique is the dependence on editing. At-
tack structure decomposition is based on the transmission of production techniques and
salient features reﬂect viewer’s feeling on given images and sounds. Lack of editing
effects will make attack segmentation and attention-based approaches inefﬁcient.
1.5 Thesis Organisation
After the introduction chapter, this thesis proceeds as follows.
Chapter 2: Links with data mining and multiple modality fusion are brieﬂy introduced
as well as the literature of sports event detection. Particular attention is given to the
domain of football videos.
Chapter 3: This chapter is dedicated to feature extraction in sports videos. A set of
feature extraction algorithms are presented and evaluated in a large football video col-
lection. I discuss the difference between content-based syntax features and affective
salient features and show how to generate video semantics from these syntax features.
Chapter 4: Replay is a speciﬁc video editing strategy in sports videos. To empha-
sise the most important or interesting moment, video directors reiterate the same game
content several times by slowing down the motion or from different viewpoints. The
collection of replay segments is widely accepted as a sufﬁcient game summary. Based
on the distribution of shot duration and the colour difference in video editing effects,
a ﬁve-lay adaboost classiﬁer is developed for the detection of transition logos (Section
4.3) and thereby identiﬁes replay segments. Additional pitfalls and possible improve-
ments are discussed.
Chapter 5: The stochastic model for “attack” video structure decomposition is pre-
sented. The rationale for this temporal structure and possible applications in video
skimming and summarisation are shown.
Chapter 6: A sports video is emotionally inspired. Therefore, it is an efﬁcient ap-
proach to understand video contents by analysing emotion aspects. Related psychobi-
ological measurements and computational psychological methods are surveyed; and
feature-attention models are listed. Two fusion models are developed to combine atten-
tion features into a uniﬁed signal curve, thus lead to an efﬁcient highlight identiﬁcation
system.
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Chapter 7: Main contributions are concluded and brieﬂy reviewed. Possible future
research directions, such as attention graph and syntax frequency, are discussed as a
result of the investigations on this thesis.
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Related Work
As one of the most popular video genres, sport videos became interest to researchers in
the ﬁeld of content-based video analysis with the blooming of digital video service in
the late 1990s, as well as news videos and story ﬁlms. Three major research questions
are identiﬁed in content-based sport video analysis, namely event detection, seman-
tic annotation and highlight identiﬁcation. With these techniques, sport videos are de-
composed into semantically meaningful segments; content sequences are simulated and
segmented by event patterns, which lead to an automatic understanding of game stories;
content-based indexes are created for efﬁcient video retrieval and browsing. Many ap-
plications have already been proposed in the media industry to improve the quality of
services (QOS) during broadcasting and video distribution. These applications include
personalised sport video summarisation, content-based compression and video content
recommendation. Moreover, personal data storage devices, such as PDA, 3G mobile
phone, and PlayStationr portable (PSP), are widely used. These devices not only pro-
mote the sharing of sport videos, but also demand improvements on existing techniques
of content-based video analysis, such as real time processing, online interaction, con-
tent comparison among multiple video streams. Therefore, content-based sport video
analysis is beyond the scope of semantic labelling, and will take more practical issues
into consideration, e.g. perceptual weighting of video contents.
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Event detection plays a crucial role in content-based sport video analysis. This tech-
nique is a clustering of video shots under domain knowledge or a classiﬁcation of video
segments based on content similarity [Duan et al., 2003]. Two sub topics are involved:
(1) how to identify event contents; and (2) how to locate event boundaries as well as
extract the story from a video stream. Both of these topics are equally important in
applications, because it is necessary to know the semantics of a game event as well as
the event duration. For example, an individual needs to know both content and duration
of an event to label an index item. According to the hierarchy of video structures, a
game event is the scene2-0Scene is a temporal video structure, which conveys integral
semantics. It usually consists of several video shots to present a complete story in the
video. in sport videos. Some algorithms for scene segmentation in general video genres
were employed in early works, such as fusion with respect to the coherence in mo-
tion, colour and video objects [Rasheed and Shah, 2003]. However, these approaches
can hardly identify the content of clustered shots. For instance, it is difﬁcult to title
a motion-coherent video segment with clear game semantics. The detection of sport
events should base on game contents rather than comparing the similarity of low level
audio-visual features.
Employing a deﬁnite sports semantics collection, such as the FIFA football regula-
tion handbook, a series of special event detectors, e.g. goal and free kick detector, have
been developed by searching and combining syntax features. These syntax features
consists of a goal post, game pitch boundary, keywords from commentator speech, and
player discrimination [Adams et al., 2000] [Assfalg et al., 2002] [Ekin et al., 2003].
For example, Ekin et al. [2003] proposed to identify goal events by testing whether two
video objects, a football and a goalpost, are overlapping in a visual frame. Although
this goal event detector is semantically clear, this method is impractical because some
video objects, such as the football, are too small to be found. Furthermore, Yan [2006]
developed a probabilistic model, which is trained by the joint appearance possibility of
several syntax features, to combine syntax features from diverse information sources.
Although this model is successful in multimedia retrieval, the approach is closely as-
sociated with the appearance of syntax features and is not so effective in sports video
analysis for following reasons:
• The syntax set of sports video is ﬁnite. Although the small size of syntax set
makes model training easy, the limited information gain results in a weak model.
• Most syntax features are legends in a game pitch, such as goal post and middle
circle. The joint probability of these syntax appearance is high.
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• The semantics of sports events is closely associated with the location where these
events take place.
• This model relies on the meta-data collected from visual frames. This means that
the model does not take the temporal issue into consideration. It is an approach
of image retrieval rather than video retrieval.
With the help of domain knowledge, syntax concepts are combined to clarify the game
story and to improve the precision of event detection. However, a syntax is the snapshot
of a continuous video process without information of event duration. In other words,
the approach of syntax combination cannot allocate the start and end of a game story,
though it facilitates the identiﬁcation of game event contents. For instance, the goal
detector in [Ekin et al., 2003] missed many components of a goal event, such as break-
through, shot and celebration.
Additionally, a few complex temporal models have been proposed to ﬁnd coherent seg-
ments. Xie et al. [2004] designed a two-state hidden Markov model to divide football
videos into play and break structures. Later, we identiﬁed attack structure. The seg-
mentation algorithm will be presented in Chapter 5. However, these temporal structures
cannot cover all possible game contents. A reasonable solution for content-based event
detection should include three steps: (1) identify attack structures; (2) cluster shots in
an attack with syntax features to search boundaries of event components, e.g. break-
through; (3) link event components with prior event models, for example, a goal event
should include four components, namely break-through, shot, goal, and celebration.
Semantic annotation links a video segment to its semantics. It labels video objects,
actions and events to assist the recognition of video contents, such as a football and a
goalpost (video objects) [Ekin et al., 2003], entering a room (action) [Courtney, 1997],
and an explosion (event) [Naphade, 1998]. The methodology of automatic annotation
can be roughly categorised into two groups, syntax detector and complement modality
annotation. TheMediaMill system[Snoek, Worring, vanGemert, Geusebroek, Koelma,
Nguyen, de Rooij and Seinstra, 2005] relies on prior knowledge of a video collection
and develops a large set of syntax detectors, such as sky, sand, car and bicycle detectors,
to assume the video content. Although these syntax detectors are usually efﬁcient in the
discrimination of speciﬁc video objects, this approach is systematically inefﬁcient be-
cause each kind of video objects requires a speciﬁc detector. Russell and Norvig [2002]
claimed that it is impossible to build up a universal detector collection for general con-
tent identiﬁcation. Hence, the approach of syntax detector has to focus on applications;
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and the main challenge of syntax detector is to ﬁnd an application speciﬁc detector set,
which is sufﬁcient to describe all possible contents efﬁciently. For instance, a vivid dis-
cussiontookplaceinthecompetitionofTrecVid2006aboutasuitablenumberofsyntax
descriptors for news video retrieval. Due to the difference in syntax reasoning networks
and content-based knowledge space, the number of proposed descriptors varies from
64 (IBM proposal) to 15,000 (CWI proposal). This huge gap indicates the difﬁculty in
developingsyntaxdetectorcollection. Complementarymodalityannotationseeksexter-
nal information resources to carry out automatic or semi-automatic content annotation.
This approach regards an annotation process as the propagation of correlated labels or
maximisation of posterior probability between given labels and syntax features. The
Name-It system [Satoh et al., 1999] utilised text messages in videos, including Video
OCR and caption text, to name human faces in visual frames. Baillie and Jose [2003]
analysed ofﬁcial game records to count game events, which are semantically impor-
tant. Wang and Cheong [2006] discovered a new text media, web broadcasting, which
publishes online comments from spectators on a website. These authors searched key
words and time stamps in comments to label video segments. The main challenge of
complementary modality annotation is the availability of complementary media. For
example, web casting is a free internet media without a grantee of availability.
Content-based video annotation faces many challenges. Although some complement
modality approaches can produce high level event-based labels, such as a goal and free
kick to annotate video segments, semantic annotation mostly interprets a continuous
visual stream with simple syntax information [Satoh et al., 1999] [Ekin et al., 2003]
[Snoek, Worring and Smeulders, 2005], i.e. visual objects. According to the theory of
artiﬁcial intelligence, these two actions are equivalent, to describe a long video segment
with a set of object-based annotations and to present short term or long term memory by
sensory memory. The working memory model [Baddeley and Wilson, 2002] argues that
a reasoning component is necessary to complete the interpretation from sensory mem-
ory to short term memory. This raises the problem of content modelling. Additionally,
semantic annotation for a visual frame or a video segment is not unique because of
semantic ambiguity. For example, an image with the view of sky can be labelled as
blue sky, cloudy, clear, and birds if there is a bird occasionally passing. Although some
semi-automatic labelling systems [Carbonaro and Ferrini, 2007] try to formalise key-
words in order to avoid annotation ambiguity, a standard annotation set does not exist
till now.
Sport highlights refer to interesting game events in a sport. Note that feeling interest is
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a perceptual concept. This incurs psychological ambiguity. Three approaches for high-
light detection are proposed, namely special event set, replay detection and perceptual
attention estimation. Given the self-evident sport semantics, it is possible to predeﬁne
a set of game events, which would make viewers feel interesting at a high probability,
e.g. goals in football videos. Therefore, highlight detection can be speciﬁed into a se-
ries of speciﬁc event identiﬁcations. Assfalg et al. [2002] searched for a large event
set, including goal, kick-off, free-kick, and throw-in to list all possible football high-
lights. Replay detection is based on the visual language in sport video production. As
a unique video editing phenomenon, replay is designed to carry semantically important
game contents from the perspective of professional video directors. The discrimination
of replay segments is an efﬁcient approach to ﬁnd interesting video contents. An ef-
fective replay detection system will be presented in Chapter 4. Psychological attention
estimation is a relatively new pathway. It relies on a set of feature-stimulus models or
modality-stimulus models to estimate the intensity of psychological stimulus from au-
dio, visual and text understanding. The idea of attention estimation will be elaborated
in Chapter 6.
2.1 Summary of Literature
A broad overview is presented around the research topic of event detection in sports
videos. As the ﬁrst step in content-based sports video analysis, event detection mines
out recurrent and semantically meaningful video patterns. This technique is an applica-
tion of data mining in the multimedia data stream and closely associated with semantic
perception. Therefore, a brief introduction of data mining techniques is stated. Some
data mining applications, e.g. motif analysis, are compared with sports event detection.
Such a comparison not only suggests possible solutions for sports event detection, but
alsohelpstoidentifyresearchchallengesamongsportsvideodata, includingambiguous
measurements on multimedia data, variant pattern length, and uncertainty in semantics
understanding.
Subsequently, I discuss the combination scheme among multiple modalities, such as
audio and vision. Although it remains a research question in psychology and artiﬁcial
intelligence, multimodality fusion is a promising approach for video semantics under-
standing. This technique is regarded as an intuitive and efﬁcient approach to clarify
video semantics and thus improve the precision of event detection. The complementary
information from multiple modalities not only provides evidence to facilitate the dis-
crimination of video contents, but also results in a content-based video decomposition.
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A conceptual fusion framework is presented, which includes three steps, audio-visual
affection, audio-visual concept extraction, and text message fusion. Two practical fu-
sion methods, early fusion and later fusion, are discussed to identify approach advan-
tages and disadvantages.
Finally, the literature of sports event detection is reviewed. These techniques can been
categorised into four classes, namely rule-based analysis, video clique discrimination,
sequence learning and affection analysis. Rule-based analysis is based on game reg-
ulations and close observations of the competition process; video clique discrimina-
tion regards the event detection as a sequential pattern discrimination; the approach of
sequence learning employs methods of time sequence analysis; and affection analy-
sis introduces psychological measurements on spectator reﬂection. Although proposed
by totally different perspectives, these techniques face common challenges: (1) how to
identify event content; (2) how to segment a event clique precisely. A few sub-questions
arise in the combination of multimodality information: (1) whether the algorithm is sen-
sitive to media asynchronism, (2) how to deal with multiresolution media data. These
challenges deﬁne the test bed for the evaluation of sports event detection techniques.
The following sections are organised as follows. In Section 2.2, existing works in data
mining are reviewed. Particular attention is paid to deﬁne the difference between mul-
timedia pattern mining and other mining methods in conventional applications. Section
2.3 covers the literature of multiple modality fusion. Several machine perception prin-
ciples and fusion models are presented, which will guide the practice of modality fusion
in content-based sports video analysis. Section 2.4 surveys the state of art in sport event
detection. A short conclusion will be found in Section 2.5.
2.2 Connection to data mining
Sport events refer to semantic repetitions in a game story. The detection of sport video
events closely resembles the problem of data mining, which extracts frequent recur-
rence in various data collections. Generally, data mining is the discovery of association
rules or patterns among “transactions” in a large data collection [Agrawal et al., 1993]
[Brin, Motwani, and Silverstein, 1997]. These association rules are a speciﬁc case of
data correlation and implications [Brin, Motwani, Ullman and Tsur, 1997] in statisti-
cal tests, such as dependency relationship, conditional probability and likelihood ratios.
For example, the shopping-basket analysis [Agrawal et al., 1993] is a traditional data
mining problem, which predicts the co-occurrence part of goods bought together with
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a high conﬁdence.
Data mining in a long sequence can be regarded as a generalised technique for sports
event detection, because event detection aims to ﬁnd a sequential correlation or syn-
tax implication in the combined audio-visual time sequence. For example, biological
sequence analysis is a case of event detection on DNA sequences. This technique is
proposed to identify interesting and relatively conserved motifs, e.g. similar short DNA
or protein segments, embedded in the “noisy” background of numerous long gene se-
quences. Gibbs motif sampler [Lawrence et al., 1993] [Liu et al., 1995] computed the
conditional distribution among protein pairs and alleviated the discovery problem as
the alignment of sub-sequences at some given positions. Then a multi-nominal motif
model was extracted as a sequential recurrence pattern. The MEME (motif-based hid-
den Markov modeling of biological sequences) [Bailey and Elkan, 1995] reduced the
computational cost of Gibbs motif sampler by developing a Markov model to simulate
the sequential dependency between cliques. The advantage of a MEME sampler is to
relax the strict assumption of independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.) between
motifs. Although the raw observation on the DNA is symbolic and uni-dimensional,
the sequential pattern of motif and the background HMM are probabilistic. This is sim-
ilar to the process of attack structure detection (Chapter 5). The temporal pattern in
network trafﬁc analysis is another mining application, which deals with time sequences
and is driven by continuous measurements. This technique sampled the process of net-
work transmission periodically to estimate a network performance model. The feature
set included peak, tail, behavior and period network transportation. Several continuous
state space models, e.g. autoregressive moving average model (ARMA) [Iyengar et al.,
1999], were employed to catch the structure of interest (SOI) in the noisy environment.
This extraction process is the same as video content modelling in many aspects, such
as time driving, modelling selection, observation noise reduction and temporal model
learning, though the feature space in sport videos is multiresolution and contains mul-
tiple modalities.
The purpose of event detection or video pattern mining is to ﬁnd recurrent and mean-
ingful segments in the collection of video data. The problem can be cast into the as-
sociation rule detection in the joint audio-visual space of syntax concepts, video motif
alignment, or video trend identiﬁcation. The modelling of video contents therefore can
be a Gibbs motif sampler [Lawrence et al., 1993] without explicit background knowl-
edge or a MEME model [Bailey and Elkan, 1995] with the support of multi-modality
data. However, various domain differences exist,
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• Theuncertaintyinmediafeaturemeasurement. Thedatacollectionindatamining
is “clean” and unambiguous. For example, the shopping basket mining and the
motif allocation process symbolic signals. The amino acrid ”G” will not be con-
fused with ”I” in a biological motif. Multimedia data is characterised with noisy
and usually ambiguous feature measurements. The same colour from different
pixels in an image is likely to convey different RGB values at a high probabil-
ity, because of the noise in CMOS image sensors and the complexity of vision
perception. In most cases, the qualiﬁcation of continuous multimedia signals is
closely associated with the context, e.g. the neighbour area of a pixel. The misla-
belling of syntax is usual, because there exist numerous media feature values for
a syntax. This results in high computational cost for a Gibbs sampling.
• The absence of known temporal scales or event duration. The length of data pat-
tern, such as the scale of motif and the range of candidate sequences in baskets, is
known in most data mining applications. This prior knowledge signiﬁcantly re-
duces the computational complexity of motif detectors. However, event duration
in sports videos is random; there exists no clear event boundaries in most cases.
The temporal range of an event varies from several minutes to a few seconds, con-
tingent on different event contexts. Moreover, the editing style of video directors
is an important factor inﬂuencing event duration. For example, the insertion of
replay segments may double the presentation period of a video event. This fact
partially explains the strong data dependency of many techniques for sports event
detection.
• The link with semantics. In data mining, the evaluation criterion for a target
pattern emphasises statistical signiﬁcance, for example, how often such a pattern
appears, whilst pays little attention on the meaning of a pattern. For instance,
the shop habit “coffee and cream” or the browsing pattern “a high peak at noon”
are stable patterns. However, a statistically signiﬁcant pattern without semantics
is meaningless in event detection. This is a salient difference. For instance, the
frequently repeatable ﬁeld-view shots tend to be ignored because of their plain
contents [Xie et al., 2002] [Ren and Jose, 2005]. An event pattern should convey
clear game contents, although its meaning is affected by the selection of event
sets, video data collections, viewers and applications.
• Data dependence on collections. Data pattern is usually constant across collec-
tions. For example, the gene sequence ”VGIIGAG” stands for a biological signal
no matter which gene collection such a sequence comes from. To ensure pattern
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robustness, suchaminingprocessalwaysemploysseveralcollectionstocheckthe
statistical signiﬁcance of a pattern. As I have mentioned in the early part of this
section, an event is a content-based video segment, which is closely associated
with the context, viewer perception and applications. There is a strong depen-
dence of event patterns on the data collection for the following reasons. Firstly,
video production is a creation activity of visual art [Burke and Shook, 1996].
The representation style of sports games is decided by personal understanding
and emotional feeling about the game story, which will vary with different video
directors, content suppliers and competition organisers. Secondly, the feature
distribution strongly correlates with data collection. For example, the syntax fea-
ture, play ﬁeld ratio, relies on the colour distribution of play ﬁeld in games, which
changes with location, weather and sun light. In short, event pattern is data de-
pendent. Sports event detection should be based on the local statistics within a
game video.
Althoughthedetection ofsporteventsismore complexthanmostdata miningappli-
cations, the techniques of data mining will spark ideas and suggest possible solutions in
many research aspects of sports event detection, e.g. feature selection and abstraction,
syntax fusion, statistical pattern extraction and content modelling.
2.3 Multimodality Fusion
Liberally, the word “modality” is “a category of sensory perception” in the Oxford
English Dictionary. Sport videos combine visual frames, audio segments and text mes-
sages to present their stories. The enjoyment of sports videos contains multiple percep-
tion on multiple modalities, such as vision, auditory and language understanding.
Content-based video analysis processes and fuses these modality information to access
video contents. Multiple research ﬁelds, such as computer vision, artiﬁcial audition and
natural language processing, are necessary front ends, which conduct to automatic un-
derstanding of video semantics. Apparently, psychological and physiological ﬁndings
on the perception process are helpful. Multiple external information resources are avail-
able for sport video content analysis, such as ofﬁcial game records. These information
resources can also be regarded as independent modalities.
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2.3.1 Vision and Audition
The perception on light and sound is a complex process. Studies on human behavior
show that vision and audition can inﬂuence each other and create a joint affection. In
the McGurk experiment [McGurk and MacDonald, 1976] on audio-visual hearing, the
overlay of an audible syllable (“ba”) onto the video tape of a speaker mouthing a dif-
ferent syllable (“ga”) would result in the perception of “da”. Another obvious proof
comes from brain imaging, which allocates function divisions in the brain by measur-
ing metabolic or electromagnetic reﬂective signals for a stimulus. This image indicates
that the audio-visual perception process, such as lip-reading [Calvert et al., 1997], will
activate an additional brain area different from the single function region of audio or vi-
sion. Therefore, the perceptual processing of audio and visual stimulus should consist
of three parts, audio, visual and audio-visual joint perception.
Marr [1982] laid down the theoretical foundation for visual perception computation.
He assumed that “the complex reality in the human sight is built progressively until the
fully construction is completed inside mind”. Therefore, this continuous process of vi-
sual perception is divided into three different but not necessarily independent layers, i.e.
implementation, algorithm and computational theory. Such a division is supported by
neuron physiological evidences, e.g. neural response time [Calvert and Thesen, 2004].
Although disputes exist in both psychology and philosophy [Churchland et al., 1994],
Marr’s theory remains the most widely accepted computational model for visual per-
ception.
The early perception of audio-visual stimulus is divided into two functionally distinct
modes in psychology [Julesz, 1991]:
1. Pre-attentive mode, which is a spatially parallel process without speciﬁc region
of interest (ROI). This mode is usually the initial stage of audio-visual percep-
tion creating an overall or environment impression in the mind. The perceptual
process in the pre-attentive model is characterised with: (1) independence of the
number of stimulus elements; (2) almost instantaneous execution; (3) lack of so-
phisticated scrutiny; (4) large sensitive ﬁeld.
2. Attentivemode, inwhichtheROIareidentiﬁedandscrutinisedwithextraweights
of focal attention. The perceptual process in the attentive mode relies on implicit
background knowledge and identiﬁes content-based elements, i.e. video object.
The attentive mode is usually regarded as the gate way to later perception, which
accesses the semantics by reasoning.
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As a conclusion, the combination of vision and audition includes three steps (Marr
framework) or two stages (psychological attentive model). The fusion of audio-visual
stimuli starts at the low level physical stimulus, e.g. lightness and loudness, and is
completed by the mixture of syntax concepts. The major challenges in audio-visual
fusion are: (1) how to match these signals and concepts from different temporal and
content resolution; (2) how to identify syntax features; and (3) how to develop a fusion
model to combine audio, visual and audio-visual syntax features with proper weights.
2.3.2 Natural Language Processing
Natural language understanding is high level perception of human language. As a sym-
bolic modality, language should be faithful to the meaning or semantics. For example,
the output of content-based video analysis is a collection of text tags, which clearly state
the semantics of video clips. The framework of natural language understanding has
been well developed [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999], including four individual
stages, namely morphological (word-stemming), syntactical (part-of-speech tagging),
lexicon (word sense disambiguation), and pragmatic (discourse and dialogue analysis).
These processes summarise the content and reveal the underlying intention in a text
document.
A language processing module is essential in content-based video analysis. It plays
the following roles: (1) the analyser for the text input, such as closed caption, video
OCR and automatic speech recognition; (2) the fusion end for symbolised meta-data;
(3) the reasoning network for video intention discovery. The main concern, which ham-
pers the utilisation of natural language processing, is the scarcity of data. It remains
a question how to turn a video into a text document. Moreover, there is no language
model speciﬁed for video processing.
2.3.3 Psychological Fusion Scheme
Although each of these media modalities is complex to compute, it is an even more
daunting task to design a fusion model to combine them for the extraction of video
semantics. A draft psychological graph of audio, visual and text modality fusion is
shown in Figure 2.1. The perceptual sequence of video understanding includes three
stages,
1. Audio-visual affection, which is pre-attentive perception. It is carried out simul-
taneously with audio-visual joint affection to set up the environment context;
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2. Audio-visual concept extraction, which is the attentive stage. Meaningful objects
and region of interest (ROI) are identiﬁed to build the syntax space;
3. Content understanding, where syntax features are combined and explained with
background knowledge. At this stage, text information is introduced as a highly
symbolised modality to label audio-visual contents. Video labels are propagated
betweensimilarvideosegments. Asbackgroundknowledgeforsyntaxreasoning,
a language model or semantic network is used to discover video intention.
This psychological framework of multiple modality fusion is conceptually plausible in
many aspects. However, this framework is too complex to be implemented in most ap-
plications. Manyderivationshavebeendevelopedandwillbepresentedinthefollowing
section.
Figure 2.1: Multi-modality Affection in Perception
2.3.4 Practical Modality Fusion
Although the perception process behind multiple modality fusion has not been com-
pletely understood, many practical approaches have already been developed, e.g. the
syntax-based Bayesian Network [Al-Hames and Rigoll, 2005b], the multi-modal graph-
ical model [Al-Hames and Rigoll, 2005a], SVM (support vector machine) based con-
cept classiﬁer [Snoek, Worring and Smeulders, 2005], the Best-First search [Gunes and
Piccardi, 2005], word net based reasoning [Fleischman and Roy, 2007], and the syntax-
cinematic regulation set [Ekin et al., 2003]. All these approaches combine two or more
modalities to improve the precision of syntax detection and video semantics identiﬁca-
tion.
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A popular criterion for modality fusion is to maximise the posterior probability of se-
mantic labels over modality features. A video, which contains many modality features
and semantic labels, can be recorded as,
Modality = {mi,0 ≤ i ≤ Km} (2.1)
Syntax = {si
n,0 ≤ n ≤ Kms
i } (2.2)
Label = {cj,0 ≤ j ≤ Kc} (2.3)
where Km denotes the number of available modalities, Kc refers to the number of se-
mantic labels and Kms
i is the number of syntax features in modality mi. The feature
space can be symbolised as a three-element tuple (f,s,m), where the syntax s can be
detected by low level feature f in the modality m.
According to the phase of combination, fusion approaches can be categorised into two
groups, namely early fusion and late fusion. Early fusion (Figure 2.2) integrates low
level features before learning syntax concepts (Equation 2.4). This is a regression on
multimedia features, which directly maps low level features to semantic labels.
cN = argmax
N ∏
0≤i≤Km,0≤j≤Kc
p(cj|(f,mi)) (2.4)
where the cN is the favoured semantic label, which maximises the posterior possibility
of given semantics on modality features. In Equation 2.4, the appearance of modality
features are independent.
Late fusion (Figure 2.3) introduces a middle level of syntax detection to facilitate
Figure 2.2: General Scheme of Early Fusion [Snoek, Worring and Smeulders, 2005]
the identiﬁcation of semantic labels. This scheme includes two steps: (1) learn syn-
tax scores individually from low level features (Equation 2.5), which may come from
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multiple modalities; and (2) combine these syntax scores to assume semantic labels
(Equation 2.6).
p(si
n) = Φ(∏(p(si
n|(f,mi)p(f,mi))) (2.5)
cN = argmax
N
z(p(si
n)p(cj|si
n)), (2.6)
where0≤i≤Km,0≤ j ≤Kc. p(f,mi)istheobservationoffeature f inthemodalitymi
and the fusion function ∏ combines observations on modality feature distribution to es-
timate the probability of syntax appearance. The score function Φ weights the inﬂuence
of a syntax si
n in semantic labelling with the syntax appearance probability p(si
n). The
conditional possibility p(cj|si
n) is a prior knowledge about the relation between syntax
and labels, which is learnt by training. z is a discrimination scheme, which combines
syntax scores and decides a semantic label. Many discrimination schemes have been
proposed in the step of semantic label assumption, such as support vector machine in
[Snoek, Worring and Smeulders, 2005], Bayesian Network in [Al-Hames and Rigoll,
2005b] and decision tree in [Ekin et al., 2003] [Fleischman and Roy, 2007].
The advantage of late fusion is the employment of a syntax score. As an extra semantic
representation layer between semantics and low level features, these syntax facilitate
label discrimination. Late fusion approaches are widely used in content-based video
analysis. However, there are also a number of disadvantages:
• The later fusion requires a heavy learning process, not only in the syntax detec-
tion, but also in the combination of syntax scores;
• Theselectionofsyntaxismostlyheuristic, thereisthepotentiallossofcorrelation
in mixed feature space, although some techniques for the discovery of hidden
features have been proposed [Yan, 2006];
• The uncertainty of syntax score estimation. Although a score function is pro-
posed to catch the causal relationship between syntax and a semantic label, a
syntax score is computed by the appearance probability of a syntax feature. It is
uncertain whether there exists a plausible tie between syntax appearance and its
inﬂuence on the semantic label. For instance, we try to detect a goal event by
searching for a goal post. But it is hard to say there is a positive relation between
the existence probability of a goal post and that of goal events.
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Figure 2.3: General Scheme of Later Fusion [Snoek, Worring and Smeulders, 2005]
2.4 Event Detection
The approach of sports event detection can be categorised into four groups, namely
player activity analysis (Section 2.4.1), video clique classiﬁcation (Section 2.4.2), se-
quence learning (Section 2.4.3) and affection analysis (Section 2.4.4). Since a game
event can be identiﬁed by observing participant’s behaviour, player activity analysis
tracks the movement of players and guesses video contents by player relative positions.
Video clique classiﬁcation employes a sliding window to sample video data and merges
visual frames as a feature vector. This approach treats event detection as a classiﬁcation
among feature vectors, such as two-class discrimination, event vs non-event. Note that
these feature vectors are of the same length as the width of the sampling window. This
meansthedurationofanyeventsinvideoclipclassiﬁcationisthesame. Sequencelearn-
ing is a branch of time sequence analysis. Several hidden Markov models are developed
to simulate a game process, which regard event detection as a problem of sequence la-
belling. For example, a semantic event label (the most possible hidden Markov state)
is decoded from video (the observed sequence). The methodology of affection analysis
differs from previous approaches. Since a game event is a meaningful video segment,
the video clip of an event would incur some reﬂections among spectators, commen-
tators and video directors. Affection analysis estimates the interest of video contents
by psychological measurements on visual and audio stimuli. This method treats some
emotional patterns as game events. The advantage and disadvantage of affection anal-
ysis are both apparent: affection analysis ﬁnds interesting game moments but cannot
identify game contents. In the following sections, these techniques will be discussed in
detail.
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2.4.1 Player Activity Analysis
Player activity analysis relies on the surveillance of play ﬁeld, a technique of computer
assisted coaching. Han et al. [2002] stated that observing the play ﬁeld to summarise
play tactics is one of major aims in sports video analysis. Many techniques exist for
play ﬁeld surveillance. Yow et al. [1995] generated an image mosaic to show the ac-
tion sequence and visualise game events. Seo et al. [1997] developed a player tracking
scheme by recognising player uniform colour, ball and goal posts. Gong et al. [1995]
divided the play ﬁeld into zones with different pitch markings, such as corner ﬂag, 18
yard box and centre circle. These authors designed a geometry model of game pitches
and matched image edges to known pitch marks, such as play ﬁeld boundary, in order
to determine the whereabouts of the camera and the pitch. Furthermore, Assfalg et al.
[2002] divided a game pitch into six zones for one half of ﬁeld, namely twelve zones in
total. The authors supposed that an area with the dominant colour was a part of a game
pitch and proposed a ﬁeld shape descriptor, which includes the line number, the line
orientation, corner appearance, and the area of grass ﬁeld. Then a Bayesian network
was trained to discriminate the zone position.
Heuristic rules are drawn by close observation on the behavior of game players and
production skills. Intille and Bobick [1999] proposed that the relative position among
players, ball and geographical legends in play ﬁeld, e.g. goal post, middle circle, bound-
ary line, and corner, indicated the occurrence of certain events. For example, if an
opposing player with the ball is close to the goal post, the probability of an impor-
tant event occurring increases [Seo et al., 1997]. Multiple models have been developed
to formalise these propositions. Assfalg et al. [2002] developed a ﬁnite state machine
(FSM) to detect highlight sequences by modelling the relative position among the pitch,
players, and the camera. Moreover, these authors discriminated the type of free-kick by
searching penalty box and corners. Besides the position of ball, goal post and crossbar,
Ekin et al. [2003] took the cinematic pattern into consideration. For example, “a break
due to a goal lasts no less than 30 but no more than 120 seconds”. Liang et al. [2005]
detected the change in the closed caption to guess player behavior in the baseball game,
e.g. the runner and the batter. Additionally, the authors proposed a group of cinematic
models according to the baseball regulation.
The detection of geographical legends, e.g. corner, and the automatic tracking of player
movements are essential to this approach. But the theory of computer vision argued
that it is an ill positioned question to allocate these video objects from an one-camera
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visual stream (one eye system). Although this problem could be alleviated by supplying
video data from multi-cameras simultaneously, it is difﬁcult to evaluate the precision of
such an allocation quantitatively. An expensive idea is proposed in [Intille and Bobick,
1999], which placed a GPS device (Global Positioning System) on players. However,
this solution can hardly take place in high competitive games because these equipments
may hinder players movement and cause possible injuries.
The rule set from player behavior, relative position, sports regulations, and video edit-
ing skills is heuristic. Although this rule set is easy to be extended by new rules, the
robustness of the whole set is questionable. There lacks the evaluation on large test col-
lections. For example, Gong et al. [1995] used approximately 120 key frames. Assfalg
et al. [2002] employed 60 short video sequences, each of which was only 15 frames.
Moreover, the searching cost of rule-based reasoning is propositional to the size of em-
ployed rule set, though some heuristic rules can occasionally decrease the computing
complexity. Conventionally, the full search space for the position-based reasoning is
nid, where n is the number of possible actions, which d players may take at the position
i. The complexity of play tactics reasoning is O(nd) at least.
2.4.2 Video Clique Discrimination
Approaches of video clique discrimination regard event detection as image sequence
classiﬁcation, i.e. two-class classiﬁcation, event vs non-event. These methods usually
consist of three components: (1) video sequence sampling, which is often carried by a
sliding window [Truong et al., 2000] [Suresh et al., 2004]; (2) feature extraction, which
reduces the dimension of a data space; (3) event discrimination. For example, Truong
et al. [2000] used a C4.5 decision tree with a feature set, including video editing type,
motion and colour, to discriminate game events. Xu and Li [2003] worked on raw image
data and employed principle component analysis (PCA) to decrease data space dimen-
sion. The authors simulated the data distribution by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
to identify commercial and interview segments within sports videos.
To improve the precision of classiﬁcation, multiple modality information is employed
in recent applications. Kang et al. [2004] supposed that event discrimination was an
interactive reasoning across media, i.e. audio and visual streams. The authors divided
the process of goal detection into two individual steps. Firstly, excited speeches were
detected by audio pitch raise and energy increase. Secondly, a goal post was allocated
in visual shots near those excited speeches. Sadlier and O’Connor [2005] assumed that
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slow-varying audio energy was roughly synchronous with visual features. Therefore,
the authors combined audio energy with visual features into a feature vector and em-
ployed a support vector machine (SVM) to detect goal events in this audio-visual joint
feature space. Xu et al. [2005] developed a later fusion approach. Low-level features
from multiple modalities, such as audio, caption text, and visual stream, were combined
to identify a set of “middle-level content modalities” or syntax. A hierarchical hidden
Markov model was developed to discriminate game events by these syntax.
Although there exist several successful applications, such as the commercial segment
discrimination in [Xu and Li, 2003], the approach of video clip discrimination is gen-
erally inefﬁcient for video event detection. This is because the sports event detection is
not a typical pattern recognition problem. Firstly, there are variant game contents and
numerous kinds of game events. It is therefore inapplicable to develop a speciﬁc clas-
siﬁer for each type of events. Secondly, as I have mentioned in Section 1.2.1, the event
identiﬁcation relies on contents as well as the context. It is beyond the ability of pattern
recognition to model the context in a long time sequence. Another drawback of video
clip discrimination is the ignorance of time for the following reasons: (1) the duration of
a game event is random, which can hardly be caught by a constant observation window;
(2) although information from multiple modalities is helpful, the latency between media
streams is unavoidable; and (3) data from multiple modalities are of different temporal
and content resolution. The approach of video clip discrimination is implemented with
a single temporal resolution, and can hardly deal with these challenges. Nevertheless,
the operation that merges all features into a vector, brings a high-dimension data space
and results in a high cost in data classiﬁcation.
2.4.3 Sequence Learning
The game story is a Markov process. This observation inspires approaches of sequence
learning, which employ methods of time sequence analysis and regard recurrent pat-
terns as video events. Xu et al. [2001] proposed two content-based structures for foot-
ball videos, namely play and break (Section 5.1.1). The authors classiﬁed visual frames
into two classes, play and break, by low level visual features such as dominant colour
and motion ﬁeld. To smooth the class label sequence, dynamic programming was used
to extract play-break video structure. Xie et al. [2004] proposed a hierarchical hidden
Markov model to simulate the variation of dominant colour and motion. They claimed
that the automatically learnt temporal structure was similar to the play-break video
structure. This means that the play-break video structure can be automatically learnt.
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Later, attack structures, scenes in sports videos, are extracted by a four state hidden
Markov model in [Ren and Jose, 2005] (Chapter 5). Xu et al. [2006] gathered semantic
labels and event time stamps from web documents, in order to annotate game events.
Since there is a delay in video broadcasting, the authors developed a four-state FSM,
which simulated shot transitions in a video stream in order to locate the starts of video
events.
The temporal asynchronism between different modalities is the main challenge in the
fusion of multiple modality information, because the sequence learning approach relies
on time sequence to draw conclusions. Some complex Markov models are proposed
to remove the media asynchronism, such as the hierarchical hidden Markov model [Xu
et al., 2005] and the couple Markov model. These models employ a set of closely
associated Markov chains to simulate the interlaced matching between audio and vi-
sual streams. Although such an approach is plausible in the conceptual description of
video contents, it is difﬁcult to train a coupled Markov model or a hierarchical hidden
Markov model on a long time sequence because of the expensive computational cost.
Rather than simulating the whole video sequence, Lenardi et al. [2004] modelled shot
transmission by a controlled Markov chain and took the embedded audio energy as the
control token. The authors ranked highlight candidates by audio loudness and reported
a high coverage of goal events in the top 5 of a candidate list.
Most sequence learning approaches employ various hidden Markov models to discover
game intentions. Although the Markov model is effective in time sequence analysis,
the proposal of a complex model risks losing model generality. A Markov model with
a limited state number can hardly cover all game contents, while a model with many
states is fragile before the production artefacts. Such a trade-off between the number
of Markov states and model generality is particularly evident when a Markov model
is designed for the detection of some speciﬁc events, e.g. goals in football. Although
more Markov states will improve detection precision in the test collection, it makes the
model inextensible to other video data. However, a Markov model with fewer states
is ineffective in the presentation of video contents. It is difﬁcult to specify an appro-
priate model size. Moreover, combining multimedia information for event detection is
a multiresolution process (Section 1.2.2). One possible solution is to introduce more
Markov states to catch modality information from different resolutions, for example,
the hierarchical hidden Markov model in [Xu et al., 2005]. However, this approach is
not exempt from critics because such a solution leads to a strong temporal correlation
among Markov states and weakens the hypothesis of state independence.
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2.4.4 Affection Analysis
Affection-based sports event detection is a recent research topic. Since viewing sports
videos is enjoyable, an interesting game event will incur emotional reactions among
viewers, such as exciting cheers. Therefore, it is possible to detect meaningful events
by measuring affective stimulus from sports videos. Ma et al. [2002] made a hypothesis
that such reﬂection intensity is propositional to the interest of game contents. Based
on the observation of computing psychology, the authors proposed a set of individual
feature-attention models (Section 6.3.1) to estimate stimuli from low level audio-visual
features, such as motion-based attention. An overall stimulus strength was computed as
a linear combination of these feature stimulus. Hanjalic [2005] extended the framework
of feature-attention into the valance-arousal space (Section 6.2.3), in which the dimen-
sion of arousal measures the reﬂection intensity while the dimension of valance reﬂects
the emotional surface, i.e. negative for rage and anger and positive for excitement and
happiness. The authors supposed that event or highlight detection is to allocate a local
or global maximum in the arousal dimension with a positive valence. In the estima-
tion of arousal strength, the authors identiﬁed the media asynchronism and developed a
sliding window to count the number peaks in feature-affection curves rather than com-
bining these stimuli directly. An improved system was reported in [Hanjalic and Xu,
2005], which implemented a smooth algorithm to enhance the signal-noise ratio (SNR)
of feature-affection curves. I have developed two affection fusion algorithms in Chapter
6, namely MAR and linear predictor array. These algorithms treat the combination of
feature-affection curves as a fusion of time signals at multiple resolutions.
Although affection analysis has found efﬁcient and successful applications, especially
in the sports highlight detection, this approach is far from perfect from many perspec-
tives. Firstly, affection is a psychological phenomena, which is affected by culture and
personal feelings. Psychological observations maintain that high level understanding,
such as text topics, plays a more important role in affection than low level audio-visual
stimuli [Osgood et al., 1957]. However, it remains a challenge to include these high
level issues into affection estimation. Secondly, the projection function from stimulus to
affection is mostly heuristic, due to the lack of quantitative results in psychological ex-
periments. For example, Ma et al. [2002] used the normalised feature value as affection
intensity, which is without clear psychological evidence. Moreover, the combination of
feature-based affective signals is a multiresolution process the same as modality infor-
mation fusion. This fact challenges current simple fusion algorithms, such as sliding
window and linear combination.
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2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the literature of sports event detection is reviewed. Four approaches
are addressed, including player activity analysis, video clique discrimination, sequence
learning, and affection analysis. Advantages and disadvantages of these approaches are
discussed on the basis of facts as follows: (1) the generality of approach; (2) the identiﬁ-
cation of video contents; (3) the allocation of event boundary; (4) the robustness against
asynchronous media noise; and (5) the combination of multi-resolution modalities.
To throw light on possible approaches of sports event detection, related research do-
mains, such as data mining and multimodality fusion, are brieﬂy addressed. Two data
mining problems, motif detection and network transportation surveillance, are com-
pared with event detection. All of these research topics pay due attention to the extrac-
tion of sequential patterns and take component order into consideration. Multimodality
fusion approaches are categorised into two groups, early fusion and late fusion, accord-
ing to the phase of combination. Additionally, the approach of late fusion is widely
used in the content-based video analysis.
Another perspective of this chapter is the analysis of experimental data collection. As
a creation of visual art, a video is full of variance although the content may be similar.
This indicates that event mining and other video analysis techniques have to avoid the
strong data dependence on training collection. In this thesis, all algorithms only em-
ploy local information. For example, the grass hue model (Section 3.3) is assume by
the statistics of image blocks in the same game video.
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Feature Extraction
One important issue for digital libraries is ﬁnding good models
and similarity measures for comparing database entries. A part of
this difﬁculty is that feature extraction and comparison methods
are highly data-dependent.
Minka and Picard (Pattern Recognition 1997)
This chapter is dedicated to the extraction of syntax and affective features, which is
employed as a preprocessing step in the video segmentation and attention computation.
3.1 Introduction
Content-based video analysis aims to understand existing video records automatically.
This research makes use of knowledge in the ﬁeld of machine learning, pattern recogni-
tion, video processing, information retrieval, databases and artiﬁcial intelligence. The
prominent problem of content-based video analysis is to ﬁnd an efﬁcient and effective
description for semantically unpredictable contents. It is the ﬁrst but most decisive step
to extract a reliable feature set, which is general but sufﬁcient to discriminate numerous
video contents. The theory of machine learning maintains that a carefully selected fea-
ture set not only simpliﬁes the selection of classiﬁers, but also promises a satisfactory
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performance. Moreover, a meaningful feature set would reduce the presentation re-
dundancy, decrease the overall complexity of semantic description, and facilitate video
content management applications, such as video summarisation.
3.1.1 Syntax Feature
In linguistics, syntax refers to grammar rules and special patterns governing the order of
words and symbols. Syntax features in video processing not only denote sequential pat-
terns in video streams but also include visual or audio symbols associated with domain
knowledge, such as a close-up view and the video object of a football in football video
analysis. These features are sometimes described as high-level or middle-level features,
which reﬂect semantic concepts in a video. Figure 3.1 shows a system ﬂowchart of syn-
tax based content analysis. Syntax features are employed for the following advantages.
• Conceal strong variation of low level features;
• Deﬁne the hypothesis of context reasoning;
• Discriminate video contents. For example, a goalpost is inevitable for a goal
event in a football video. Therefore, it is effective to discriminate goal events
from other video contents, such as a free-kick, by searching the video object of a
goalpost.
Syntax extraction plays an essential role in content-based video analysis. For instance,
the open competition for video retrieval and content analysis (TRECVID), considers
the extraction of high level features as one of three main tasks in content-based video
retrieval. However, an investigation of syntax features has to deal with the gap of se-
mantics. Such a gap refers to the difﬁculties in the mapping from low level features to
video syntax and domain knowledge. Anyway, some guidelines for syntax selection ex-
ist: (1) a syntax feature is semantically clear; (2) syntax features can be easily coupled
to discriminate video contents with the help of domain knowledge. These propositions
are based on the usage of syntax features in content analysis.
The projection from syntax to video semantics usually involves a reasoning process
subject to domain knowledge and heuristic rules. For example, the discrimination of
a goal and a penalty relies on the prior moment of a goal. Therefor, it is difﬁcult to
identify necessary syntax features without a systematic knowledge base. Moreover, the
development of a syntax detector is an application of pattern recognition in visual and
audio data, such as an adaboost classiﬁer for human face detection [Polikar, 2006a].
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Figure 3.1: Syntax-based Sports Video Analysis
The effectiveness of such a detector is subject to the classiﬁer and training data.
By means of self-evident sports semantics and sports regulations, many sports syn-
tax features have been identiﬁed, including game pitch, goal posts, pitch boundary lines
and players. These syntax features can be extracted by low-level visual and tempo-
ral features, such as grass hue, texture, and average contrast. The following sections
present a set of syntax extraction algorithms, such as game pitch detection, shot style
classiﬁcation, camera zoom depth, and video object discrimination, e.g. player uniform
and goal post.
3.1.2 Affective Feature
Affective features depict emotional aspects in a video, which are sometimes referred
as salient features too. Since sports videos record intensive emotional scenes, such as
cheers of spectators, emotion becomes a rich information resource for video content
analysis, especially for the discrimination of interesting vs non-interesting contents.
Many applications have reported the usage of affective features in literature, such as
highlight detection in sports video [Ma et al., 2002], video genre classiﬁcation [Wang
and Cheong, 2006] and adaptive video summarisation [Hanjalic and Xu, 2005].
Similar to the semantic gap in syntax computation, the extraction of affective features
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has to deal with the affect gap [Mittal and Cheong, 2003] [Wang and Cheong, 2006].
The affect gap denotes the uncertainty caused by the inscrutable nature of emotions,
which includes two aspects: (1) there are numerous emotion types; and (2) a similar
stimulus is able to incur different emotions, depending on the psychological context.
Moreover, the mapping from physical signal strength, such as audio loudness, to the
psychological stimulus remains a research question in computing psychology. In Chap-
ter 6, three signal-stimulus project models will be addressed, i.e. signal normalisation,
adaptive normalisation and self-entropy, for the effect estimation of physical signal in-
tensity on emotions.
Several affect spaces have been proposed to describe human emotions, such as atten-
tion space [Ma et al., 2002], arousal-valence space [Hanjalic, 2005] [Wang and Cheong,
2006], and arousal-valence-stance space [Crary, 1999]. A brief comparison among
these psychological spaces will be found in Section 6.2. As a matter of fact, two funda-
mental dimensions, arousal and valence, are involved in these different psychological
spaces. The arousal axis stands for the strength of an emotion, while the valence axis
refers to the attitude of an emotion, i.e. positive for happiness and negative for sadness.
The valence axis can be ignored in affective sports video analysis. This is because of
following facts: (1) a sports video director should be properly indifferent about game
contents; and (2) sports videos are produced to amuse viewers rather than to anger them.
This means that an one-dimension attention space sufﬁces for the description of emo-
tional variations in sports videos and is enough to apply affective sports video analysis.
The estimation of stimulus intensity is a research topic of computing psychology. This
topic involves many research issues, such as stimulus effect discrimination, stimulus
strength measurement and stimuli fusion. Effect discrimination identiﬁes an stimulus
effect on valence, whether this stimulus excites reaction or not. Strength measurement
estimates an emotion increment on a given signal intensity. Stimuli fusion combines
multiple stimuli to guess an overall emotion state of reﬂector. However, there are no
clear conclusions reached on both research topics, stimulus strength estimation and
stimulus fusion, especially in the perception process of video watching. For instance,
both quick motions and fast switches of visual shots can attract attention. It is difﬁcult
to compare attention increments caused by quick motion and by shot switches, because
such a psychological gain is decided by the psychological context as well as stimulus
strength. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 2.3, stimuli from multiple media modality
should be combined for an uniﬁed affection, because a reﬂector can only hold one emo-
tion state at a given moment. For example, a human being cannot be angry and happy
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at the same moment.
Table 3.1 surveys salient features and their psychological effects. The symbol set
feature attention facts qualitative relationship
football size zoom depth +
uniform size zoom depth +
face area zoom depth +
domain color ratio zoom depth −
edge distribution rect of interest *
goalpost rect of interest *
shot duration temporal variance −
shot cut frequency temporal variance +
motion vector temporal variance *
zoom-in sequence temporal variance +
visual excitement motion +
lighting spatial variance *
colour energy stimuli strength *
replay temporal contrast *
off-ﬁeld shot temporal contrast *
base band energy loudness +
cross zero ratio sound variation +
speech band energy sound variation +
keyword semantic *
LFPC and delta sound variation *
MFCC and delta sound variation *
spectral roll-off sound variation +
spectral centroid loudness +
spectral ﬂux loudness +
chroma and its delta sound variation *
LSTER sound variation +
octave energy loudness +
music scale sound variation *
audio type proportion valance classiﬁcation *
scene affect vector valance classiﬁcation *
Table 3.1: Salient Feature
of {+,−,∗} indicates the qualitative effect of salient features on arousal: “+” refers
to a positive qualitative relation between feature and attention, where a strong signal
will incur an intensive attention; “−” indicates a negative effect that a strong signal will
pacify reﬂections; and “∗” denotes that the stimulus effect relies on the psychological
context. Additionally, if a feature can incur both positive and negative affections, this
feature will be marked as “∗” qualitatively unsure. Note that this list of salient features
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(Table 3.1) is not adequate. Many salient feature have not been addressed in this thesis,
such as linear predictor coefﬁcients (LPC) [Sadlier and O’Connor, 2005] and Mel fre-
quency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCC) [Kijak et al., 2003]. Although these features have
been reported the effectiveness, it is difﬁcult to qualify feature-based stimuli and state
the link with perception. For example, MFCC is a widely employed frequency feature
in audio analysis. Kijak et al. [2003] used MFCC feature to estimate the intensity of
audio stimuli. However, it lacks direct psychological evidences to support such a per-
ceptual effect from a cepstral domain.
This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the measurement of visual
frame difference and the allocation of cut-style shot boundary. Section 3.3 presents the
adaptive estimation algorithm of grass hue by Gaussian mixed models (GMM) in order
to decide the feature of play ﬁeld ratio. Section 3.5 detects player uniforms and other
video objects to estimate the scale of camera zoom depth. A set of salient feature com-
putation are stated in Section 3.6, including motion salience, colour salience, and audio
salience. Summary and discussion are found in Section 3.7.
3.2 Shot Density Computing
A shot is a sequence of visual frames which keep harmony in colour or other low level
visual features, e.g. motions and an edge map. Such a video structure is treated as a
temporal data unit for video processing. The idea of shot originates from the process of
video production [Bordwell and Thompson, 2004], where a shot is an action of video
recording and the change of shots is mostly due to a switch of cameras. Hence, shot
segmentationisapre-requisiteofvideoanalysis. Forinstance, Lienhart[1999]regarded
the extraction of shot structures as the ﬁrst step in content-based video analysis.
Shot frequency (Equation 3.1) is a widely accepted salient feature [Hanjalic, 2005] [Xu
et al., 2006] [Wang and Cheong, 2006]. According to the theory of visual language, a
frequent switch among cameras or a high shot frequency is an efﬁcient way to attract
attention, although such an action are not necessarily welcomed by viewers [Bordwell
and Thompson, 2004]. For example, an abrupt increase of shot frequency often indi-
cates an occurrence of breath-hold exciting moments in a story ﬁlm [Wang and Cheong,
2006].
Fshot =
Nshot
Tperiod
∼
Nboundary
Tperiod
(3.1)
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where shot frequency Fshot is the shot number Nshot or the number of shot boundaries
Nboundary in a given time period Tperiod.
However, sports videos are characterised with highly similar colour and strong motion,
which can hardly be processed by general shot segmentation algorithms [Xie et al.,
2002] [Ekin et al., 2003]. We developed a two-pass shot segmentation algorithm with
adaptive thresholds according to the distribution of shot durations. This method not
only alleviates image distortions caused by strong motion, but also smoothes the time
sequence of shot boundaries.
The identiﬁcation of shot boundaries is a two-class hypothesis test on successive vi-
sual frames, boundary vs non-boundary, with the constraint on temporal continuity.
Therefore, three issues are involved during the development of shot segmentation algo-
rithms, namely shot transition types, correlated measurements on visual similarity and
threshold decision [Lienhart, 1999]. A shot transition type is the style of connection
sequence between two shots and is usually regarded as a skill of video editing. For
example, an abrupt switch is called cut, where two shots are linked directly without
any editing effects. Gradual changes can be classiﬁed into fade-in/out and dissolve.
A fade transition consists of a gradual diminishing (fade-out) or increasing (fade-in).
A dissolve transition is a combination of fade-in and fade-out. Correlated measure-
ments estimate the visual similarity between two video frames. For example, colour
histogram, pixel-based image distance and camera motion are widely employed visual
features in shot segmentation [Ahanger and Little, 1996] [Tsekeridou and Pitas, 2001].
However, sports video is characterised with fast local motions and uniﬁed dominant
colour of a game pitch. Colour histogram and motion vector are not so robust and ef-
ﬁcient in sports videos as they are in story ﬁlms and news videos. For example, the
motion incurred by camera switch can hardly be discriminated from that of video ob-
jects. There are two solutions to this problem: (1) using new visual features rather than
colour histogram and motion; (2) developing a robust algorithm for adaptive threshold
decision. Note that the threshold decision is an empirical question, which is subject to
the genre of video and the selection of visual features. Many works have been proposed
in the literature, such as twin threshold [Lienhart, 2001], grey level statistics [Lienhart,
1999], information entropy [Cernekova et al., 2002], frame-based difference Bayesian
model [Vasconcelos and Lippman, 2000] and frame transition hidden Markov model
[Boreczky and Wilcox, 1998]. The highlight of sports video shot segmentation algo-
rithm in this thesis is to take shot duration as an extra parameter. Besides the requisite
of shot frequency computation, there are two reasons for such a consideration. Firstly,
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the likelihood of a new shot boundary is highly contingent on the interlace between
the prior one, especially in sports videos. There is a statistical average length of attack
team action (http://www.soccerstats.com/), which brings an expectation on the duration
of a scene in sports videos. Therefore, the precision of segmentation can be improved
by taking the feature of shot duration into count [Vasconcelos and Lippman, 2000].
Secondly, a shot transition is usually less than 10 frames in sports videos. A duration-
adaptive threshold will lead to a wide observation window. Such a window can abide
intensive visual variations in a shot transition period and thus facilitate the identiﬁcation
of a shot boundary. Additionally, it is a popular post-process to merge short segments,
whose length is less than 20 frames, in some practical shot segmentation systems.
3.2.1 Image Distance
Three visual features, namely region-based pixel difference, region-based motion and
histogram distance, are used; four temporal scales, 1,5,10,15 frames, are employed
for the computing of visual differences. The largest scale of ﬁfteen frames (0.6 sec in
MPEG-1 videos) ensures such a comparison across a period of shot transitions, which
is usually shorter than 0.5 sec or 12.5 frames in MPEG-1 PAL format. The range of ﬁve
frames is proposed to address the problem of double cut, in which a shot change falls
into two or more frames equally [Boreczky and Wilcox, 1998]. The 10-frame range
offers a smooth measurement between 5-frame and 15-frame observation.
Region-based Pixel difference
The visual data in MPEG-1 video streams are in YUV colour space but with different
colour sampling patterns corresponding to video encoders, i.e. YUV420 and YUV422.
All colour data are transformed into the RGB colour space.
R = Y +1.1398V (3.2)
G = Y −0.3946U −0.5805V (3.3)
B = Y +2.0321U (3.4)
To localise strong motions, visual frames are divided into 3 ×3 regions to compute
region-based pixel difference and motion (Figure 3.2).
Such a division brings beneﬁts as follows. Firstly, a game pitch is an rectangle area
with an uniﬁed grass colour. It increases detection precision of game pitches to cut a
visual frame into regions. Secondly, enlarging the block size will decrease the possibil-
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Figure 3.2: 3 ×3 Region Graph
ity of region mismatch and facilitate the detection of camera motion. Motion vectors
on small blocks, such as 8 ×8 blocks in MPEG-1 encoding, is trivial, because of mul-
tiple ﬁts. Such a motion ﬁeld in an encoded visual stream is random distributed and
can hardly be used for camera calibration. Thirdly, video producers focus on player’s
activities. Areas with strong motion are mostly found at the centre of visual frames,
while suburb areas remain unchanged. The region-based statistics of pixel distance will
enlarge the distance between local motions and a gradual transition over the whole im-
age. For instance, a motion ﬁeld comparison is shown in the histogram of image-based
pixel distance distribution in Figure 3.3 and that for region-based in Figure 3.4 for the
semi-ﬁnal game of World Cup 2006, Brazil vs. France, respectively. The last advan-
tage concerns the reduction of motion vector number, which is helpful the estimation of
global motion and camera pan detection.
The pixel distance is the number of mismatched pixel pairs in two images, whose
mean absolute difference (Equation 3.5) is greater than given threshold (Equation 3.6).
Dif fi,j = kRi−Rjk+kGi−Gjk+kBi−Bjk (3.5)
RegionDif fC = ∑
n,m∈C
sgn(Dif f(n,m)−Tc) (3.6)
where n,m are the pixel pair of two visual frames in regionC; the threshold Tc removes
noisewhich issetto15 inexperimentsof RGB colourspace; and sgn isthe signfunction
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Figure 3.3: 1024-bin histogram of adjacent frame pixel distance in Brazil vs. France
(World Cup 2006). The peak in bin 470th hints the number of visual frames with strong
local motions, while the weak peak in bin 810th refers to shot transitions.
Figure 3.4: 9-bin histogram of adjacent frame’s region-based pixel distance in Brazil vs.
France (World Cup 2006). This histogram counts the number of changed regions and
indicates that a threshold of 4 blocks is a good threshold to discriminate local motion
and shot transition.
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Equation 3.7.
sgn(x) =
x
kxk
(3.7)
The region-based pixel difference of a visual frame pair is the number of regions, in
which the number of changed pixels is greater than the average. Figure 3.4 shows the
statistics of pixel differences in every region of the semi-ﬁnal game, Brazil vs. France,
World Cup 2006.
Figure 3.5: 256-bin histograms for 3 ×3 region-based adjacent frame’s pixel difference
distribution in Brazil vs. France, World Cup 2006
Region-based Motion
Region-based motion vectors are estimated by the 2D block translation model without
deformation (Equation 3.8), because the camera zoom is rare in sports videos. An N ×N
block in frame k centred about the pixel n = (n1,n2) is modelled by a shift of the same
size block in frame k+l, where k,l are integers, a 2D block translation model without
deformation is,
s(n1,n2,k) = s(n1+d1,n2+d2,k+l) (3.8)
where d1,d2 are shifts.
The maximum matching per count (MPC) criterion is followed; the three step search
algorithm [Cheung and Po, 2003] with diamond-shape pattern (Figure 3.6) is employed
to ﬁnd the best match of current regions in the successive frame. A visual sequence
with constant global motion will be labelled as pan and removed from pixel difference
statistics.
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Figure 3.6: Diamond search pattern for image block match
Histogram Distance
Each colour in the RGB colour space is quantiﬁed into six bins. Hence the total num-
ber of histogram bins is 216. Two types of histogram distances are computed in this
thesis, namely intersect distance [Swain et al., 1997] and quadratic distance [Ashley
et al., 1995], because these distances can be used for later game pitch detection and
orientation discrimination. Figure 3.7 displays the logistic histogram of colour distance
between adjacent visual frames.
The intersect distance is widely used in colour-based image retrieval (Equation 3.9),
which measures a colour similarity between two histogram h,g. Such a distance is a
scalar in (0,1], where 0 denotes two histogram are totally different and 1 for the same.
d(h,g)intersect =
∑r∈R∑g∈G∑b∈Bmin(h(r,g,b)g(r,g,b))
min(khk,kgk)
(3.9)
Quadratic distance was proposed in the QBIC content-based image retrieval system
[Ashley et al., 1995] as the cross-correlation measurement between histogram bins
based on the perceptual similarity of colours (Equation 3.10)
d(h,g)quadratic = (h−g)tA(h−g) (3.10)
where A is the similarity matrix, whose element ai,j is
ai,j = 1−
di,j
max(di,j)
(3.11)
di,j is the Euclidean distance of two colour i and j in the RGB colour space.
3.2.2 Threshold Decision
Shot segmentation is a prior test of a shot boundary indicator variable S over two hy-
pothesis,
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Figure 3.7: Logistic Histogram Distribution (1024 bins) of Insect Colour Histogram
Distance between Adjacent Frames in Brazil vs. France(World Cup 2006)
• H0: no shot boundary between two frames (S=0);
• H1: a shot boundary between two frames (S=1);
In case that an optimal decision can be provided by the likelihood ratio, the hypothesis
H1 is chosen if and only if
L = log
P(D|S = 1)
P(D|S = 0)
> 0 (3.12)
and H0 is favoured, otherwise.
An optimal threshold is determined by a prior distribution of distance variable D. In
the case of Gaussian distribution Di(µi,δ),i ∈ {0,1} under each hypothesis, H1 will be
favoured, if the distance between two images is larger than the average of distribution
expectations (Equation 3.13).
D >
µ0+µ1
2
(3.13)
One of this model’s disadvantages concerns the ignorance of temporal constrains that
a shot is made up by a group of continuous visual frames. The drawbacks are obvi-
ous as follows. Firstly, a single pre-deﬁned threshold hides the statistic behaviour of
visual dissimilarity during a shot transition. For example, in a gradual transition, the
cumulative effect of visual changes is distributed equally into successive frames so that
a shot boundary may contain several frames. The two-cut shot transition [Boreczky
and Wilcox, 1998] is a “cut” but with a double-frame boundary. One of possible solu-
tions is to estimate the duration of shot transitions and thus employs a wide observation
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window to overcome shot boundaries. Secondly, a video is a discrete process with a
given frame-rate, e.g. 25 frames per second in the MPEG-1 video stream. The inclusion
of a shot duration is signiﬁcant in both video segmentation and video characterisation.
Vasconcelos and Lippman [2000] extended the likelihood ratio model (Equation 3.12)
with a posterior likelihood of shot state transition. Therefore, let non-boundary state
St,t+δ = 0, where t is the start frame number of a transition and δ for the interlace
between observations, then the posterior likelihood ratio between hypothesises is,
P(St,t+δ = 1|St = 0,Dt+δ)
P(St,t+δ = 0|St = 0,Dt+δ)
=
P(Dt+δ|St = 0,St,t+δ = 1)P(St,t+δ = 1|St = 0)
P(Dt+δ|St+δ=0)P(St,t+δ = 0|St = 0)
=
P(Dt,t+δ|St,t+δ = 1)
P(Dt,t+δ|St,t+δ = 0)
P(St,t+δ = 1,St = 0)
P(St+δ = 0)
Furthermore, the posterior log-likelihood ratio Lpost of a given observation D can
be,
Lpost = log
P(Dt,t+δ|St,t+δ = 0)
P(Dt,t+δ|St,t+δ = 1)
+log
P(St,t+δ = 1,St = 0)
P(St+δ = 0)
(3.14)
In Equation 3.14, the ﬁrst part is the same as the likelihood ratio of a given observation
over two hypothesises in Equation 3.12, while the second part is a prior probability of
shots, whose duration is less than δ. This posterior log-likelihood shows that an optimal
threshold for a shot boundary decision depends on not only an observation distribution
under each hypothesis, but also a shot duration distribution.
If we regard the occurrence of a shot transition as the problem of random arrival, the dis-
tribution of shot duration will follow an Erlang distribution (Equation 3.15) or a Weibull
distribution (Equation 3.18). An Erlang distribution describes the waiting time of k oc-
currences of independent events, which take place at an expected rate. The density
function of an Erlang distribution is,
f(x,k,θ) =
xk−1e− x
θ
(k−1)!
,x ≥ 0 (3.15)
and the cumulative function is,
F(x,k,θ) =
γ(k, x
θ)
(k−1)!
(3.16)
where θ is the arrival rate; k refers to the shape parameter, which is the shot length in
the shot segmentation application.
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Vasconcelos and Lippman [2000] gave the optimal judgement favouring H1 hypothesis
under the Erlang assumption as Equation 3.17,
log
P(Dt|St = 1)
P(Dt|St = 0)
> log
F(t,k,θ)
F(t +δ,k,θ)−F(t,k,θ)
(3.17)
The Weibull distribution describes the waiting time for a new independent event, which
arrives at an expected rate. The density function of a Weibull distribution is,
f(x,k,θ) =
k
θ
(
x
θ
)k−1e−( x
θ )k
(3.18)
Therefore, the judgement favouring H1 hypothesis becomes,
log
P(Dt|St = 1)
P(Dt|St = 0)
> −log(exp(
(t +δ)k−tk
θk )−1) (3.19)
Both Erlang and Weibull distributions are closely associated with the exponential distri-
bution and Poisson process. These continuous distributions are not sensitive to a scale
difference. Therefore, we can efﬁciently estimate a distribution at a coarse resolution
and then employ such models again at a high resolution without obvious scale deterio-
ration.
3.2.3 Sports Video Shot Segmentation Algorithm
In the sports video collection used in this thesis, most of shot transitions are of cut
or N-cut type, though some automatic video editing effects occasionally appear, such
as dissolve. A N-cut transition is automatically produced by nonlinear video editing
tools. This transition style smoothly links two shots by a sequence of N dissolve frames
(N < 5). Without losing generality, we assume that the duration of a shot transition
rarely exceeds half a second or 12 frames in football videos.
Besides the calculation of a 4-scale frame difference array (at 2,4,10,15), the shot
segmentation algorithm is proposed as follows.
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Data: Four-scale frame difference array G = (G2,G4,G10,G15) with length kGk
Result: Shot boundary array BL
Compute the average frame G15 difference s0;
Set two experimental thresholds, sh = 2.6s0,sl = 1.2s0;
i = 0;
while i ≤ kGk do
if G4
i > sh then
add i into BL ;
else
if three continuous frame difference si,Si−1,si+1 > Sl then
add i into BL ;
end
end
end
estimate the Erlang (Equation 3.15) or Weibull model (Equation 3.18) from the
set BL by EM algorithm;
clear the set BL;
i = 0;
while i ≤ kGk do
compute the adaptive threshold sa
i from Equation 3.17 or Equation 3.19;
if G2
i > sa
i then
add i into BL ;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Two-pass Sports Video Shot Segmentation Algorithm
Algorithm 1 includes three steps. The ﬁrst step is a typical two-threshold shot seg-
mentation algorithm. Two static thresholds are set as given ratios to the average frame
difference. The higher threshold is usually titled as strong threshold, while the other
is a weak one. The judgement of shot boundary is as follows: if a frame difference is
greater than the strong threshold, the frame will be labelled as a shot boundary; if three
continuous frame difference is greater than the weak threshold, the middle frame will
be a shot boundary. The second step is to estimate an Erlang or Weibull distribution
from these roughly detected boundaries, and thus an adaptive threshold is computed.
The third step uses the adaptive threshold to search shot boundaries.
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3.2.4 Evaluation and Conclusion
Five football video clips, each of which lasts ﬁfteen minutes long, are randomly se-
lected: three clips from the game of Brazil vs Germany (World Cup 2002, the ﬁnal
game); one from France vs Korea (World Cup 2006), and one from Italy vs France
(World Cup 2006, the ﬁnal game). These video clips are manually labelled frame by
frame in order to build a ground truth. All these clips are of 352 ×288 visual resolution
in MPEG-1 PAL format.
The recall and precision measurements in [Toole et al., 1999] are employed. Recall is
the proportion of shot boundaries correctly identiﬁed by the system to the total number
of shot boundaries (Equation 3.20). Precision is the proportion of correct shot bound-
aries identiﬁed by the system to the total number of shot boundaries identiﬁed by the
system (Equation 3.21).
Recall =
Number−of −Shotcorrectly−identified
Number−of −Shotall
(3.20)
Precision =
Number−of −Shotcorrectly−identified
Number−of −Shotdetected
(3.21)
Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 compare the performance of shot segmentation algorithms with
different hypothesises. The column of twin threshold refers to the ﬁrst pass in the shot
segmentation algorithm, which is carried out with two stable thresholds. These columns
provide performance baselines. Columns of Weibull and Erlang stands for segmenta-
tion algorithms, which come with adaptive thresholds but follow different hypothesises,
Weibull and Erlang distribution, respectively.
Test Shot Twin Threshold Weibull Erlang
Video Number Correct Fault Missed Correct Fault Missed Correct Fault Missed
0 90 74 34 16 83 9 7 79 12 11
1 93 67 59 26 79 14 14 81 16 12
2 48 46 16 2 48 6 0 47 7 1
3 77 69 16 8 73 8 4 73 7 4
4 93 82 37 11 89 17 3 89 14 3
Table 3.2: Shot Segmentation Evaluation
Table 3.2 shows that this two-pass shot segmentation algorithm reduces detection
errors signiﬁcantly. The usage of shot duration distribution in the threshold computa-
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Test Game Twin Threshold Weibull Erlang
Video Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
0 Brazil vs Germany 0.685 0.822 0.902 0.922 0.868 0.877
1 Brazil vs Germany 0.531 0.744 0.849 0.849 0.835 0.870
2 Brazil vs Germany 0.742 0.958 0.888 1.0 0.870 0.979
3 France vs Korea 0.812 0.896 0.901 0.948 0.913 0.948
4 France vs Italy 0.689 0.881 0.840 0.957 0.864 0.957
mean 0.692 0.860 0.876 0.935 0.870 0.926
Table 3.3: Shot Segmentation Precision and Recall
tion leads to an adaptive threshold, which various with the prior visual difference and
decreases with time elapsed. Such a threshold avoids errors caused by strong motions.
Hypothesises of Erlang and Weibull distribution do not show salient difference in exper-
iments, although the Weibull distribution seems to ﬁt the data collection a little better.
3.3 Play Field Ratio
The game pitch is a signiﬁcant domain feature in sports videos, because such an area
occupies most visual frames in a game video. Xu et al. [2001] argued that the ratio of
play ground (Equation 3.22) reﬂected game contents and then proposed a play-break
video structure for game content ﬁltering.
Rfield(t) =
kHfield−colour(t)k
kH(t)k
(3.22)
where H is the colour histogram of image, kH(t)k is the number of samples in given
colour histogram bins, and Hfield−colour is the sample number with grass colour.
A grass hue model plays a key role in the estimation of play ﬁeld ratio. Ekin et al.
[2003] manually gathered grass pixels from multiple videos and built a prior model
of grass hue in the HSV colour space. The authors found that grass colour occupied
65o−75o interval of H dimension. However, such a model is coarse and relies on prior
data collection. In most cases, the hue of a play ﬁeld varies with environment condi-
tions, such as location, weather and light. A prior colour model can hardly cope with
these strong variations, while keeping a satisfactory precision on grass area detection.
Xu and Chua [2004] claimed that play ﬁeld colour would be the dominant colour in
visual frames, because a game pitch had to be focused throughout a game. Note that
dominant colour is an approved MPEG 4 visual feature and a visual content descrip-
tor in MPEG-7. A set of extraction algorithms have already been developed in several
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commercial standards. However, this assumption of dominant colour relies on data col-
lections and the style of video production. An area with a dominant colour does not
always belong to a game pitch. For instance, more than 37% visual frames have a ﬁeld
ratio lower than 20% in the collection of World Cup 2002. Most focus and break shots
(Section 5.3) convey little game pitch area [Ren and Jose, 2005]. Obviously, the domi-
nant colour in these visual frames are away from the grass hue distribution.
We propose an approach to extract a grass hue model from a game video automatically.
The following general observations are found in football videos:
1. A play ﬁeld is usually a homogenous area in colour and texture;
2. A visual frame focusing on a play ﬁeld is more uniﬁed in colour and texture than
others;
3. In a given game video, the distribution of play ﬁeld colour will not change greatly.
A full football game video (120 minutes) contains more than 105 frames. Hence, there
are sufﬁcient visual data to estimate a game-speciﬁc hue model. This means that a grass
hue model will be computed for each game rather than using a prior colour model for
all game videos. Based on prior observations, a two-layer booster ﬁlter is developed
to collect possible grass hue samples. The ﬁrst layer rejects non-homogenous frames
in a video, while the second layer excludes non-homogeneous regions in homogenous
frames. Moreover, I select sRGB colour space (Equation 3.23-3.25) to remove the effect
of light.
r =
R
R+B+G
(3.23)
g =
G
R+B+G
(3.24)
b =
B
R+B+G
(3.25)
Figure 3.8 compares the distribution of game pitch colour in RGB and sRGB colour
space. It is obvious that the distribution of grass hue samples is condensed in the sRGB
colour space.
Given the block-based encoding in commercial standards, such as MPEG 1 (8 ×8
blocks), we propose block mean (Equation 3.26) and block covariance (Equation 3.27)
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Figure 3.8: Mean block colour distribution after two-state boost in Germany vs Brazil
in World Cup 2002
for n×n image block with the centre at (i, j),
mean(i, j) =
1
n2
n
∑
x=1
n
∑
y=1
C(i×n+x, j×n+y) (3.26)
cov(i, j) =
1
n2
n
∑
x=1
n
∑
y=1
(C(i×n+x, j×n+y)−mean(i, j)) (3.27)
whereC is the pixel colour. The average covariance of a frame will be,
MeanCovframe =
1
IJ
I−1
∑
i=0
J−1
∑
j=0
cov(i, j) (3.28)
where a frame contains I ×J blocks. Based on the N = 256 bin histogram of average
covariance distribution, a maximum entropy threshold is computed for homogenous vs
non-homogenous image classiﬁcation,
Th = argmax
N
N
∑
n=0
(−Pnlog(Pn)) (3.29)
Where Pn is the portion of bin n over all histogram bins. Frames with a higher frame co-
variance than the threshold (Equation 3.29) will be rejected at the ﬁrst layer of booster
classiﬁer. A similar threshold will be computed to remove blocks with high hue covari-
ance in the remaining frames.
After collecting grass hue samples, a ﬁve-class Gaussian mixed model (GMM) is
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Figure 3.9: Grass area booster effect (Picture a,b,c are original images and picture d,e,f
are respective result after boosting). Most non-pitch areas in these visual frames are
removed after two-layer boosting, while game pitch areas are kept.
created by K-mean clustering to estimate a play ﬁeld colour model. The class number
is decided by the performance of shot style discrimination for video structure segmen-
tation (Chapter 5) as shown in Table 3.4, where play, focus and break are shot styles for
video structure decomposition.
GMM Class Number Classiﬁcation Precision Average Precision
Play Focus Break
2 0.745 0.693 0.746 0.728
3 0.802 0.701 0.760 0.754
4 0.840 0.764 0.752 0.784
5 0.817 0.705 0.743 0.755
Table 3.4: Grass hue Gaussian mixed model with different class number
3.4 Game Pitch Orientation
The discrimination of pitch orientations includes two aspects: (1) identifying camera
viewpoints; and (2) allocating the displaying area in an actual game pitch. The knowl-
edge of camera viewpoint is helpful for video object detection, because camera view-
points indicate possible appearances of video objects. For example, a goal post looks
like a net texture from a camera behind the post or a white rectangle region in other
viewpoints. Moreover, game contents are associated with the location, where an event
takes place. For instance, a kick in a football game is named by its location, e.g. a
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corner kick, a free kick and a penalty. Nevertheless, this orientation discrimination fa-
cilitates the estimation of projection models, e.g. a six-parameter afﬁne model [Yow
et al., 1995], which maps 2D visual images onto a 3D world and vice versa. The ge-
ometry of a game pitch has been well deﬁned by sports regulations. This helps the
identiﬁcation of geometrical matching points, such as corners and pitch boundaries, to
locate areas in a game pitch. The decision on the set of geometrical matching points is
essential for robust estimation of projection models and the creation of a visual sports
environment.
Many computer-assisted coaching systems treat the identiﬁcation of game pitch orien-
tations as an important prior step in a 2D-3D projection model estimation [Gong et al.,
1995] [Yow et al., 1995]. Gong et al. [1995] divided a play ﬁeld into zones with pitch
legends, such as corner ﬂags, a 18 yard box and a centre circle. The authors detected
these video objects to locate the displaying area in a game pitch. The disadvantages of
this approach are obvious. Firstly, many video objects are not unique. For example,
there are four corner ﬂags in a football game pitch. It is difﬁcult to discriminate corner
locations with a single corner ﬂag. Secondly, video object detection is more difﬁcult
than area orientation discrimination, according to the theory of computer vision. This
difﬁculty is partially due to object deformations and a low image resolution in broad-
casting videos. Finally, the detection of video objects results in extra computational cost
in a projection model estimation. In short, it is inefﬁcient and ineffective to discriminate
game pitch orientation by detecting pitch legends. Assfalg et al. [2002] proposed six
zones for one half of a game pitch, or twelve zones in a complete game pitch. A set of
geometry models were then developed to record relative positions between pitch bound-
ary lines. The authors matched image edges to these models in order to determine the
whereabouts of the camera and the pitch. Hence, an estimation of projection models is
transformed into the optimisation on geometrical template ﬁtting. The main drawback
of this approach is an expensive computational cost. For example, Assfalg et al. [2002]
have to try all twelve models, six boundary directions and numerous zoom depth before
ﬁnding a possible optimised template. Moreover, it is inefﬁcient and usually unneces-
sary for a content-based video application to build a precise virtual game pitch. This is
because we just want to know what is taking place in the play ﬁeld rather than how such
an event happens, although it may be helpful to allocate the position where an event
happens.
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3.4.1 Orientation Classes
The number of possible camera viewpoints is deﬁnite in a game video. Baillie and Jose
[2003] reported that more than six cameras are usually employed in a football video.
These cameras are deployed around a play ﬁeld and often allocated as follows: two
camera behind goal posts and four parallel to pitch boundaries but on different sides.
Considering pitch symmetry and variations in zoom depth, we propose six categories of
pitch orientations (Figure 3.10), namely horizontal, vertical, corner, close, low-close,
and others to classify visual frames. Note that these orientation classes are closely as-
sociated with game contents. In the horizontal orientation, a camera is roughly parallel
to a game pitch and provides a global view of the game. The vertical orientation is for
a camera located after or close to a goal post, which mostly occurs at corner kicks and
goals. The corner orientation is a 45o view and conveys group actions in a front ﬁeld,
especially when a corner kick takes place. Close and low-close classes are deviations
of close-up shots, in which a camera focuses on a small area in a game pitch. A grass
area or play ﬁeld occupies most of images in the close viewpoint but only the deep bot-
tom in the low-close. The close viewpoint is employed to display the swift motion of
a small player group, e.g. break-through. The low-close is mostly a break in the game,
such as the celebration after a goal or a throw-in on the pitch boundary. The category
of other orientation refers to visual frames without any pitch area, for example, coach
and spectator shots.
Figure 3.10: Play Field Orientation
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3.4.2 Region-based Grass Ratio and Classiﬁer
The feature of region-based grass ratio is extracted for orientation discrimination. A
visual frame is divided into 8×8 blocks and a grass ﬁeld ratio on each block is esti-
mated through the grass hue GMM model (Section 3.3). Hence, a 64D feature vector of
region-based grass ratios is created for a visual frame. A three-layer feed-forward neu-
ral network (Figure 3.11) is developed for orientation discrimination, with 64 adalines
(adaptive linear neuron nodes) at the input layer, 32 adalines at the hidden layer and 6
adalines at output layer. Each of output adalines stands for a class of orientations. The
transfer function is a tangent sigmoid and the Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation
algorithm is used for training.
Figure 3.11: Neural network for orientation classiﬁcation
3.4.3 Evaluation
The ﬁrst half of the game, Japan vs Turkey and the ﬁnal game, Germany vs Brazil, in
World Cup 2002 are both manually labelled as the ground truth. 13462 frames in all
are sampled at the rate of 1/25, including 2782 horizontal frames (20.7%), 476 vertical
frames (3.5%), 1277 corner frames (9.5%), 2977 close frames (22.1%), 1276 low-close
frames (9.5%) and 4674 other frames 34.6%. We randomly selected 400 frames from
the other category and 100 frames from each of left ﬁve classes to train a neural network
(900 frames in total), and keep the remaining frames for evaluation. The training and
evaluation results are displayed in Table 3.5.
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Horizontal Vertical Corner Close Low close Other
Training Set 0.980 0.870 0.890 0.920 0.960 0.967
Evaluation Set 0.971 0.861 0.762 0.935 0.981 0.932
Table 3.5: Orientation Discrimination Precision
3.5 Zoom Depth
Zoom depth is a term from photography, which is a measurement on the quality of
visual details and reﬂects a sight ﬁeld. Ma et al. [2002] proposed that this feature is
roughly propositional to attention intensity. This is because it is easy to attract notice
by displaying more details than usual [Picard, 1997] [Bordwell and Thompson, 2004].
Therefore, zoom depth are supposed to be a salient visual feature, not only in sports
videos, but also in story ﬁlms.
An approach of zoom depth estimation is to compare the size of an object in visual
frames with that in the real world. The size ratio of a video object over that in real
world is anti-propositional to zoom depth, according to the deﬁnition of zoom depth in
photography. Therefore, major challenges in the estimation of zoom depth is how to
select a proper video object and how to measure the object size. Note that the shape of
a video object is deformable in visual frames (Section 3.4) because of nonlinear 3D-2D
projection. Although the discrimination of pitch orientations (Section 3.4) may facil-
itate an adjustment of object deformation by providing a rough assumption of camera
position, it is difﬁcult and usually computationally expensive to estimate an actual ob-
ject size from object images. Many video objects have been proposed for zoom depth
estimation, such as a human face, a football [Seo et al., 1997] and a penalty circle
Ekin et al. [2003]. One of advantages these objects have is the circular shape, which
is geometrically invariant during the projection from the 3D real world to a 2D image.
However, these propositions have inherit limitations in applications: a football is too
small to be detected and measured; the appearance of penalty circles is scarce because
of their geographical locations; the detection of human faces is challenged by face ro-
tation, besides the problem of small size and low image resolution.
We propose that a sports uniform is an obvious domain feature in sports videos. This
video object has advantages for the estimation of zoom depth as follows.
1. There are guidelines for uniform dressing. For example, the FIFA regulation
states that a player uniform should have bright colours and special patterns so
that such a dressing can be easily discriminated by spectators. This means that
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the video object of a uniform is able to be detected by the colour and texture
easily.
2. Players always wear uniforms in a game pitch. This means that a uniform is a
pervasive video object in sports videos.
3. The video object of an uniform is rotation invariant because of the dress code. It
is impossible to wear a uniform bottom-up.
4. A player uniform is bigger than a football or a human face. In most cases, the
video object of a uniform is large enough to be measured.
3.5.1 Uniform Detection
In the data collection of FIFA World Cup 2002, the size of a uniform varies signiﬁ-
cantly from 9×13 pixels to more than 180×150 pixels in 352×288 video frames. For
convenience, thirteen scales (from 0 to 12) are used to measure video object sizes. A
Foley-Sammon Transform classiﬁer (Appendix A) is trained to detect player uniforms.
This classiﬁer can reach the global optimisation under the Fisher criterion, when only
positive samples are available 3-0If a sample satisﬁes the requirement of a classiﬁer,
this sample is called as a positive sample and vice versa. In the training process, both
positive and negative samples are essential to determine the ability of a classiﬁer. How-
ever, a negative sample set is sometimes difﬁcult to be deﬁned. For example, a human
face detector classiﬁes images into two categorises, face and non-face. The image with
face is easily identiﬁed by human, but images with non-face can hardly be counted.
This problem is referred as imbalance classiﬁcation, in which only one type of samples,
such as positive samples, is provided.. An 11-layer pyramid is built to offer a multiple
view of an image, in which every layer is 1.25 larger than its prior layer. The bottom
layer is at 352×288 pixels, while the top layer is at 32×26 pixels. The uniform detec-
tor scans this image pyramid from top to down. For instance, if a polo shirt is found on
a certain layer, e.g. the second layer, this frame will be labelled with a zoom size of two.
If a polo shirt is not found in any layer, the zoom size will be set as zero. To improve
the precision, a median ﬁlter at the scale of ﬁve is employed to smooth the sequence of
uniform size.
A uniform training set is manually collected from FIFA World Cup 2002, which in-
cludes more than three hundred 9×11 pixel samples from different viewpoints. A part
of the sample set is shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Player uniform samples
3.6 Low Level Salient Features
Thissectiondiscusseslowlevelaudio-visualsalientfeatures, includingmotionsalience,
colour salience, audio short term energy, speech zero cross ratio and low short term
energy ratio. Most of these features can be directly extracted from audio and visual
streams. Additionally, the relationship between attention and these features will be
addressed.
3.6.1 Motion Salience
In video analysis, the motion is a measurement of spatial changes between adjacent vi-
sual frames. For example, Gu et al. [1998] simulated motion variations to detect slow
motion video segments. Moreover, the feature of motion 3-0This motion concept in
perception is mostly an actual movement or relative position changes among objects.
This deﬁnition is slightly different from that in video analysis. is regarded as one of
most signiﬁcant issues in perception. Some psychological experiments prove that swift
motion is correlated with mental excitements because a quick movement in sight means
danger in a wild life [Simons et al., 2003].
Motion salience is proposed to estimate the attention intensity caused by a motion as-
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pect [Adams et al., 2000] [Duan et al., 2003]. However, there is no agreement on the
computation of motion salience. Ma et al. [2002] and Hanjalic [2005] supposed that
the mean of motion vectors is approximate to motion salience. But Wang and Cheong
[2006] argued that a quick movement was conventionally associated with danger and
excitement, and thus took the maximum amplitude of motion vectors for salience esti-
mation. Moreover, there are two different motion descriptions in video analysis, namely
motion vectors and the number of changed pixels. A motion vector contains two com-
ponents (x,y) to state a 2D displacement between two similar image blocks in adjacent
visual frames. The amplitude of a motion vector is deﬁned in Equation 3.30.
d =
p
x2+y2 (3.30)
A spatial accumulation of motion vectors is referred to as a motion ﬁeld. The motion
salience in [Ma et al., 2002] is
dvector =
1
IJ
I
∑
i
J
∑
j
di,j (3.31)
where di,j is the amplitude of motion vector at the image block (i, j); I,J are the num-
bers of vectors in a motion ﬁeld.
The calculation of motion vectors is decided by three variables, block size, tracking
depth and searching pattern [Cheung and Po, 2003]. Apparently, the extraction of mo-
tion vectors is a computationally intensive task. Although motion ﬁelds in encoded
visual streams are coarse, we extracted these vectors directly from compressed ﬁelds.
The number of changed pixels dpixel is a measurement of image dissimilarity rather
than an estimation of video object movements. To reﬂect a variation in perception, the
computation of changed pixel number is carried out in the perceptually uniﬁedCIE Luv
colour space. Therefore, a Luv distance dluv between two pixels is,
dluv =
r
1
3
(sl(L1−L0)2+(u1−u0)2+(v1−v0)2) (3.32)
where sl is a scaling factor to enhance the sensitivity of luminance. Pixels, whose dluv
exceed a given threshold, are counted by the difference measurement dpixel.
The salience measurement of motion vector and changed pixels are combined to com-
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pute the feature of motion salience in this thesis (Equation 3.33).
M = dpixel ×dvector (3.33)
3.6.2 Colour Salience
Colour is one of the most important facts in vision. Valdez and Mehrabian [1994]
claimed that in colour perception, brightness is propositional with valence, while the
saturation is correlated with arousal. For example, a red colour incurs stronger reactions
than a blue colour does. Wang and Cheong [2006] proposed a colour salience measure
(Equation 3.34) to estimate the perceptual effect of a colour in the HSV colour space,
C =∑
i ∑
j
p(ci)p(cj)×d(ci,cj)×
M
∑
k=0
E(hk)skvk (3.34)
where c is a bin in the histogram and indexed by i,j; p() is the pixel ratio of a given bin;
d(ci,cj) is a 2-norm distance between two bins (ci,cj); M is the number of pixels; and
sk,vk are the saturation and lightness of a pixel at an index k.
3.6.3 Audio Base Band Energy
A loud sound always attracts attention. This fact indicates the close association between
audio energy based features and auditory salience. To improve temporal discrimination,
Wang and Cheong [2006] used the feature of short term energy to estimate the loudness
in a short period. For a stereo audio track, this feature is deﬁned by Equation 3.35.
AE =
I
∑
i=0
(ri+li) (3.35)
where r and l stand for the audio energy in the left and the right track, respectively. I is
a reﬂection period of audio stimulus [Treisman and Kanwisher, 1988]. The minimum
of I is the number of samples in 0.3 sec. For example, the value of parameter I is 13230
in MPEG audio layer 2 3-0MPEG audio layer 2 is abbreviated as MP2, which is the
most popular audio encoding format in MPEG videos., because the audio sample rate
is at 44.1 KHz. Moreover, Hanjalic [2005] suggests a relatively long period for audio
energy computation, e.g. 1 sec and 5 sec. This is because the average energy on a long
period can remove signal noise and thus enhance the signal to noise ratio.
Besides the loudness, audio variation also incurs interest among audience. The fea-
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ture of a low short-time energy ratio (LSTER) in Equation 3.36 is proposed to represent
the variation of short term energy.
LSTER =
1
2N
N−1
∑
n=0
[sgn(0.5AE2.4−AE(n))+1] (3.36)
where N is the number of 0.3 sec audio frames; AE2.4 is the average short term energy
in a 2.4 sec neighbourhood; AE(n) is the short term energy in the nth audio frame; sgn()
is a sign function.
LSTER is effective in a clear audio environment, such as only commentator speech or
only spectator noise. This feature is useful in the detection of abrupt loudness change,
for example, a switch between stadium microphones, which causes an abrupt jump in
the average audio energy.
Another interesting audio feature is the ratio of noise frames in a given audio clip [Lu
et al., 2002]. The judgement of noise frames relies on the ratio calculation of the max-
imum local peak over normalised correlation function in an audio frame. If such a
ratio is lower than a predeﬁned threshold, e.g. 0.3, this frame is considered as a noise
frame. The ratio of noise frames is reciprocal to the percent of speech and music com-
ponents in a given audio clip. Hence, the feature of noise frame ratio is qualitatively
anti-propositional to auditory salience.
3.6.4 Speech Zero-crossing Ratio
Zero-crossing ratio (ZCR) is the sign-change rate of a temporal signal. This feature
is employed to detect unpronounced stops and speech trucks Cole et al. [1995]. Lu
et al. [2002] proved the effectiveness of ZCR in audio characterisation, especially in
the classiﬁcation of music, speech and environment noise. Tsekeridou and Pitas [2001]
developed an audio-based video index, which ranked ZCR values as a measurement of
content importance. The authors supposed that quick speech indicated an excited men-
tal state and thus hinted an important moment in a game. Since ZCR counts the number
of zero passing in a given period, this feature is propositional to the speed of speech.
Therefore, speech ZCR is a salient feature, which is associated with mental states.
Although ZCR is useful in speech analysis, this feature is sensitive to noise. An au-
dio track in sports videos is a mixture of commentator speech, spectator cheers and
other sounds from environments, such as music and echos in a stadium. This means
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that the audio stream in a broadcasting video is not clean according to audio processing
techniques. Additionally, it is a common scene in sports videos that a commentator will
adjust the volume of audio inputs abruptly to ensure that comments are recognisable.
Therefore, a variation of ZCR is developed, which is more discriminative and robust
than exact value of ZCR (Equation 3.37).
HZCRR =
1
2N
N−1
∑
n=0
[sgn(ZCR(n)−1.5ZCR1)+1] (3.37)
where n denotes an audio frame index, ZCR(n) is the zero-crossing rate at the nth frame,
ZCR1 refers to the average ZCR in a 2.4 sec window; sgn() is a sign function.
3.7 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, a set of feature extraction algorithms are presented and used for the
later video structure detection and salience computation. These features include shot
frequency, play ﬁeld ratio, game pitch orientation, motion salience, colour salience,
audio short term energy, low short term energy ratio, and zero-crossing rate. Related
research topics are addressed, such as video shot segmentation and visual object de-
tection. Moreover, some techniques can be employed in other applications. The FST
classiﬁer is an efﬁcient approach for general video object identiﬁcation, e.g. corner
ﬂags and human faces [Guo et al., 2003], though the performance requires extra careful
evaluations. Weibull-based and Erlang-based temporal adaptive weighting helps the es-
timation of video content importance by predicting event duration and event occurrence
frequency. For instance, an interview TV program contains shots of interviewee and
interviewer. These two types of shots are switched regularly; and shot durations reﬂect
the importance of video contents. Thus a temporal distribution hypothesis can be used
to detect important talk topics.
These features addressed in this chapter are not sufﬁcient to cover the literature of
salient fusion. The context of perception and audio-visual stimuli is so complex that
many advanced techniques have been developed to deal with information ambiguity.
Such an ambiguity refers to the uncertainty in emotion estimation. For example, an au-
ditory reﬂection varies with sound genres. Audio classiﬁcation and segmentation will
provide useful and sometimes decisive messages for both content understanding and
salience computation [Lu et al., 2002]. A classiﬁcation of speech, music, silence and
environment noise [Pfeiffer et al., 1996] helps the choice of attention models and de-
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ﬁnes the context for salience fusion, such as enjoying music and understanding speech.
In the situation of music enjoyment, an analysis of audio pitches and music tempos are
of prominent importance in salience computation [Hua et al., 2004], while key word
detection and content reasoning play a prime role in the mode of speech understanding
[Xu et al., 2003] [Kang et al., 2004]. However, this thesis does not concern these re-
search topics, partially because the semantics of sports videos is relatively simple and
data collection is full of noise in audio tracks. For example, an audio track in foot-
ball videos is a mixture of comments, spectator cheers, environment noise and stadium
echoes. It is usually inefﬁcient to discriminate these noisy audio segments.
In the following chapters, I present my work in the identiﬁcation of content-based video
structures, including replay segments (Section 4), attack structures (Section 5) and at-
tention decomposition (Section 6). One of major differences between video retrieval
and text retrieval is the retrieval output. In text retrieval, we type in a set of key words
and get a whole document as a result. However, such a scene in video retrieval can
hardly be repeated. There are two obvious reasons: (1) it is inefﬁcient to supply a
whole video because such a video document may be hundreds of mega bytes; and (2) a
small video clip conveys most retrieval requirements. This indicates that an knowledge
element in video retrieval is only a small part of a long video rather than an entire video.
In text retrieval, we compute many semantic distribution features, e.g. term frequency,
in a document, because we assume that the fundamental knowledge unit is a whole doc-
ument rather than a section or a chapter. Hence, a syntax or semantic concept statistics
on an entire video might be meaningless for retrieval. This is because such a compu-
tation are across multiple knowledge elements. Comparing with text retrieval, such a
deed is ridiculous to compute a single term frequency of many non-related documents.
Therefore, it is prerequisite to ﬁnd knowledge units in a video for the computation of
syntax frequency and other semantic distribution features. This means that the identiﬁ-
cation of content-based structures are of importance in video retrieval.
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Replay Detection
This chapter presents a system for replay detection in sports videos. Replay is a unique
video editing style in sports videos, which is only employed to convey essential video
contents. It is an efﬁcient and effective approach for sports video summarisation to
accumulate replay segments in a sports video [Gu et al., 1998] [Xu et al., 2001] [Pan
et al., 2002]. Therefore, the detection of replay segments becomes an interesting re-
search topic in sports video analysis.
4.1 Introduction
Replay is a special video editing style, which popularly exists in sports videos whilst
is rare in other video genres, such as news videos and story ﬁlms. To some extent,
this editing style is unique for sports videos. There are several reasons to explain this
speciﬁcation. Firstly, sports videos are characterised with strong and fast group com-
petitions. It is difﬁcult to completely present video contents at a normal display speed
because of quick local motions. Secondly, the employment of replay provides a second
chance to reiterate a past story at the cost of current normal contents. However, such
a cost can hardly be afforded in many video genres, such as news videos. Neverthe-
less, a replay segment inserts extra video segments into a continuous video sequence
and thereby breaks the temporal continuity of video contents. This may hinder viewer
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understanding. Therefore, video directors have to carefully choose replay segments and
avoid a frequent employment.
Sports videos are characterised by relatively simple and predictable contents. This
indicates that the loss of a small part of the video sequence will not trouble the en-
joyment on a complete game story. Hence, replay is regarded as an efﬁcient approach
to iterate game stories. This is because: (1) replay segments can provide more visual
details than general video segments; (2) as a prerequisite, only sports highlights will
be replayed, a frequent occurrence of replay segments indicates the attractiveness of
game contents; (3) replay extends the temporal duration of highlights and keeps view-
ers excited. Therefore, replay detection is a reliable approach for sports highlight dis-
crimination. Ekin et al. [2003] identiﬁed game highlights by the occurrence of a replay
segment. Pan et al. [2002] treated an accumulation of replay segments as an acceptable
video summary. However, replay is a skill of video editing. With the advancement of
video editing tools, more and more new styles of replay segments are introduced, such
as original segment reinsertion, slow-motion replay, high speed recorded segment in-
sertion, and multiple viewpoints switch.
The remaining chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 surveys the literature of
replay detection and explains the proposal to take logo transition detection as a re-
placement of replay detection. An adaboost classiﬁer for logo transition detection is
presented in Section 4.3. Experimental results and conclusion are found in Section 4.4
and Section 4.5, respectively.
4.2 Related Work
Replay detection is a speciﬁc research question in sports video analysis. Gu et al. [1998]
categorised replay segments into four groups according to visual appearance: replays
from the same camera (exact replay); replays from another camera; slow motion replays
from the same camera; and slow motion replays from another camera. This classiﬁca-
tion was based on video sources and the usage of slow motion skill, although many new
visual aspects have been introduced in the composition of replay segments. Several
approaches were proposed to detect these replay classes individually. Exact replay is a
copy of prior shots. Therefore, the detection of exact replays is a direct comparison on
visual similarity between shots. Gu et al. [1998] claimed that if a shot could be matched
at least twice, this shot would be an appearance of exact replay. Moreover, to speed up
this comparison, a two-stage matching algorithm was developed in the MPEG com-
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pressed ﬁeld to search a local minimum of frame sequence difference sum. However,
it is difﬁcult to predeﬁne a threshold to discriminate similar shots. In sports videos, a
game pitch usually occupies a large ratio of visual frames. This indicates that many
visual shots are highly similar in both colour and texture. Given image noise and en-
coding bias, the decision of visual similarity threshold is mostly empirical and usually
fragile. Nevertheless, this exact replay becomes rare in sports video broadcasting with
the advance of video production techniques.
There is another approach for replay detection by identifying slow-motion segments.
Gu et al. [1998] claimed that a slow-motion was actual multiple insertion of a same
visual frame, which decreased the visual frame updating rate, e.g. from 25 frames per
second to 5 frames per second. Therefore, the authors counted the ratio of P and B
inter-coded frames in the MPEG compressed stream, because this repetitive insertion
results in a lot of similar image blocks and leads to the appearance of inter-coded P
and B frames. However, high speed cameras become more and more popular in sports
video production [Baillie and Jose, 2003]. Such a repetitive insertion of previous vi-
sual frames are replaced by a normal speed replay of video segments which have been
recorded by high speed cameras. Hence, the statistics on inter-coded frame ratio is not
so effective as before. Kobla et al. [2000] proposed a zero crossing ratio to evaluate
the amplitude of ﬂuctuations in the time sequence of frame difference. The authors
employed linear classiﬁers to discriminate slow-motion clips. Later, Pan et al. [2001]
analysed the temporal structure of replay segments and developed a sandwich pattern
for replay detection, including a logo-transition, slow-motion segments, normal speed
replay, and another logo-transition (Figure 4.1). Therefore, a four-state Markov model
Figure 4.1: Structure of slow-motion replay [Pan et al., 2001]
(Figure 4.2) is designed to simulate that this temporal pattern.
With the advance of composition skills, the production of replay segments becomes
more and more complex. Firstly, more shots are involved in a replay segment than be-
fore. In the collection of FIFA World Cup 2006, a replay segment usually consists of
several shots from different viewpoints and from different replaying speeds. For ex-
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Figure 4.2: Hidden Markov Model for Replay Detection [Pan et al., 2001]
ample, in the ﬁnal game, Italy vs. France, a replay for a goal event is made up by two
or three viewpoints, i.e. behind goalpost, close-up, and by-side, and some slow-motion
or normal speed segments occasionally. This challenges above techniques for replay
detection.
Pan et al. [2002] proposed an alternative approach of transition logo detection (Figure
4.3) as a post-processing step, which improves the precision of slow-motion detection.
The authors searched similar images before and after slow-motion segments to build up
a template of transition logo. However, it is unnecessary for video compositors to attach
a logo transition just before and after a slow motion segment, as shown in Figure 4.2.
Additionally, a replay segment may not contain any slow motion clips in many cases.
Figure 4.3: Logo Transition in World Cup 2002
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4.3 Logo Transition Detection
A logo transition is an artiﬁcial visual effect sequence (Figure 4.3). Such a sequence
marks the start and the end of a replay segment and is widely employed to facilitate
viewers to identify replay segments in video collections of FIFA World Cup 2002/2006
and UEFA Champion 2006. Therefore, it is effective to detect replay segments by allo-
cating logo transitions.
The transition duration is usually less than 1 sec or 25 frames 4-0The duration of a logo
transition is mostly constant in a game video, although a small frame number changes
exists between game videos and collections. For example, a logo transition is 20-22
frames in World Cup 2002, about 21 frames in World Cup 2006 and 18-20 frames in
Champion 2006. and constant in a game video. A logo is characterised with apparent
colour and occupies most area of a visual frame (Figure 4.3). Hence, ﬁve features are
proposed for logo detection as follows.
• Shot duration. Logo transitions are shots, whose length is less than 1 sec. Xu
et al. [2006] claimed that logo transitions were of the same frame number in a
game video because these segments were automatically inserted by an editing
software.
• Sequential colour histogram. The colour of a logo is rare, such as silver yellow.
Moreover, a logo is big enough to affect the distribution of a colour histogram.
Therefore, a sequence of colour histograms is a vector
− →
H ={hi,i=0...K}, where
K is the sequence length, and hi denotes the colour histogram of image i. The
sequential colour histogram distance is deﬁned in Equation 4.1.
dist(
− →
H1,
− →
h2) =
K
∑
i=0
Inter(hi,1,hi,2) (4.1)
where Inter() refers to the intersect distance between histograms (Section 3.2.1).
• Shot frequency between two transitions. A replay segment is sandwiched by two
logo transitions. Since a replay shows many different viewpoints and thus con-
tains many shots in a relatively short period, shot frequency in a replay segment
is signiﬁcantly higher than average.
• Average motion. A replay usually contains slow-motion and close-up segments,
in which the magnitude of motion vectors are small. Therefore, average motion
is computed as the mean of magnitude of motion vectors in a shot.
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• Game pitch ratio (Section 3.4). A logo occupies most area of visual frames in a
logo transition, which results in a very low game pitch ratio.
However, the segmentation of shots is an empirical and complex task (Section 3.2). It
is meaningless to measure the duration of a logo transition or a shot at the precision
of a visual frame. This is because: (1) video decoder bias, there is one or two frame
random difference in decoding between different video decoders; (2) a logo transition is
highly similar to a ﬂy-in/out shot transition and thereby ignored as a dissolve (Section
3.2). Therefore, a classiﬁer cascade or an Adaboost classiﬁer is developed to detect
logo transitions, in which each classiﬁer only uses one feature. The system framework
is shown in Figure 4.3.
We employ a simple two-class classiﬁer with a constant threshold to discriminate
Figure 4.4: Logo Transition Detection Framework
features, including shot duration, pitch ratio and average motion. Most thresholds are
calculated as a ratio over the average statistics in a video. Logo transition shot duration
is less than 1 second; pitch ratio in a logo frame is below 0.4 of average game pitch
ratio; the average motion in a logo transition shot is larger than 2.0 times of average
motion. Before sequential colour histogram comparison, all video segments less than
10 frames are removed. We take the maximum of sequential histogram distances to
measure colour similarity between two different length video segments. A Gaussian
model is created to simulate the distribution of sequential histogram distance. All seg-
ments out of 0.7 credit will be rejected. Shot frequency between two logo transitions is
employed as an evaluation for replay detection.
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4.4 Experiment
Four games from World Cup 2002 are selected for logo-transition evaluation, namely
Brazil vs Germany(ﬁnal), Japan vs Turkey, Germany vs Korea(semi ﬁnal) and England
vs Sweden. Note that the logo-transition detector in this thesis requires little training.
Table 4.1 shows the result of logo transition detection. Note that the false alarm is very
low. This indicates that we can reach a 100% precision by appending a post-process
step, which extracts a logo transition template from classiﬁer results and then allocates
all logo transition segments.
Ground Truth Detected False Miss
Brazil-Germany 66 66 0 0
Japan-Turkey 68 63 0 5
Germany-Korea 82 81 0 1
England-Sweden 90 89 1 2
Table 4.1: Logo Transition Detection
Table 4.2 compares the precision and recall of replay segment detection among algo-
rithms in [Pan et al., 2002], [Ren and Jose, 2005] and this thesis. The algorithm in
[Pan et al., 2002] is regarded as the base line for replay detection, which developed a
ﬁve-state hidden Markov model to simulate slow motion segments. Another base line
is our old system in [Ren and Jose, 2005], which extracted a sequential template of logo
transition by slow motion detection in order to improve recall of replay detection. Both
algorithms need intensive training. However, the adaboost classiﬁer proposed in this
thesis signiﬁcantly out-performances these prior systems.
Slow motion HMM Mixed algorithm Logo-transition Detection
Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
Brazil-Germany 0.37 0.86 0.42 1.0 1.0 1.0
Japan-Turkey 0.59 0.92 0.67 1.0 0.97 0.91
Germany-Korea 0.54 0.96 0.58 1.0 0.98 0.98
England-Sweden 0.44 0.89 0.45 1.0 0.95 0.98
Table 4.2: Replay Detection Performance
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present an automatic effective approach for replay detection. Avoid-
ing complex slow motion simulation, this system is based on logo transition detection.
An efﬁcient ﬁve-layer Adaboost classiﬁer is created and ﬁlters visual segments with
shot duration, average game pitch ratio, average motion, sequential colour histogram
and shot frequency. A high precision and recall of logo transition detection are achieved
in the experiment as well as replay detection. Therefore, this system is employed as a
successful replay detection module in the following chapters. Nevertheless, an impor-
tant lesson is gained in this chapter, how to deal with the time issue in the content
analysis. It is a difﬁcult task to detect slow motion in a visual frame sequence. This
is because visual frames are temporal samples which are taken at a given interval, and
hardly reﬂect the speed variation of motions. Relatively, the classiﬁer cascade devel-
oped in this thesis is simple and efﬁcient. The main advantage is that this classiﬁer set
pay attention to the temporal accumulative effect of replay segments. This indicates
that a different temporal resolution may lead to a simple solution to many problems in
content-based analysis, such as video content identiﬁcation and content presentation.
However, replay is a editing skill. Numerous editing styles exist and vary with di-
rector preference. It is hard to describe replay structure precisely. For example, a re-
play segment can ignore any components in the sequential model (Figure 4.1), such as
slow-motion, and fast viewpoint switch shots. Moreover, in UEFA Champion 2007, a
new replay style was developed, which replaced logo transitions with two slow motion
segments. This style is beyond the capability of the system addressed in this chapter.
Although it is possible to develop some new techniques for the detection of general re-
play segments, such as attention analysis (Chapter 6), the most efﬁcient approach is to
involve a content-based tag of replay in the standard of video production, e.g. MPEG-7.
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Attack Temporal Structure
The football video is a loose structured time sequence with
relatively simple contents.
J ¨ urgen Assfalg (Semantic Annotation of Sports Videos 2002)
A sports video is a personalised record rather than an evident iteration of game sto-
ries. This is because intensive individual understandings from camera recorders, video
directors and compositors are mixed in such a video: camera recorders watch an on-
site game and decide a convenient camera angle and a proper presentation method,
such as pan and zoom-in, to record game facts; video directors gather camera videos
from multiple recorders and select an appropriate video sequence by switching shots;
compositors sit in an auditory room and re-organise these records by inserting editing
effects, e.g. slow motion, replay and closed captions, to complete a broadcasting video
and related highlight documents. The process of making a sports video is a aggregation
work of individual creations, which make a game video more interesting. Therefore, the
production of sports videos has to follow some general guidelines to guarantee video
integrity so that various producer preferences will not hinder the presentation of game
contents. This fact explains many interesting observations: (1) content-based video
structures are available in ﬁnalised game videos rather than raw data; (2) content-based
video structures can be detected by statistics on an appearance sequence of camera shots
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[Xie et al., 2004] [Tjondronegoro et al., 2004a]; (3) game video structures are highly
similar as long as these videos are composed by the same group of producers; (4) the
composition of these structures vary or depend on data, because of variations in game
contents and producer preference; (5) a game event is a special video structure, which
interrupts a general video presentation sequence and inserts its own style. Baillie and
Jose [2003] proposed a conceptual image of football video organisation by close obser-
vation. The authors developed a transition graph (Figure 5.1) among video contents and
encapsulated a temporal ﬂow between major broadcasting components, such as game,
studio and advert sequences. Several extra sub-structures, e.g. reports, interviews and
general events, are labelled in the graph together.
Figure 5.1: Temporal ﬂow of broadcasting sports videos [Baillie and Jose, 2003]
Although such a content graph (Figure 5.1) is mostly a conceptual abstract, a plenty
of temporal patterns are easily observed. For example, a football video starts with an
opening title, such as a ﬂash of the game logo with strong music and some adverts, be-
fore moving into a studio. In a studio section, an interviewer or an anchor makes a brief
introduction, typically a list of players and coaches. There could be extra reports, player
interviews or a game directly. A game sequence records a half of the match, which lasts
45 minutes, but an additional temporal duration may occur, which varies from ﬁfteen
to thirty minutes including other post-processing effects. Sequentially, an advert or a
studio segment appears because of an inter-section break. Such a video sequence, con-
sisting of a title section, an auditing segment and a game sequence, repeats until the
appearance of closing titles which ends a broadcast. In short, this conceptual graph
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displays an overall structure of a broadcasting football video and proves the availability
of content-based video structures. This indicates structure-based approaches are effec-
tive in both the discrimination of video contents and the detection of content events.
However, this conceptual model is difﬁcult for employment, because this model is too
general to convey any detailed game contents. Some advanced video structures are nec-
essary in content-based video analysis.
The remaining sections are organised as follows. Section 5.1 surveys the literature of
structure analysis, including video content simulation, temporal video model, event pat-
tern and related model extraction techniques, such as controlled hidden Markov model
and hierarchical hidden Markov model. The challenges in sports video content mod-
elling are addressed in Section 5.2. The proposition of attack structure and structure
components are presented in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 is dedicated for the segmentation
algorithm and the performance can be found in Section 5.5. Several applications are in-
troduced in Section 5.6, which demonstrate how to employ attack structures in semantic
video retrieval and content-based video retrieval. Conclusion and a short discussion are
found in Section 5.7.
5.1 Related Work
Structure analysis mines similar content-based sequential patterns or video structures
among video streams. This technique is useful to (1) clarify of video content indica-
tions; (2) divide a long continuous video into a series of relatively independent video
segments; and (3) facilitate the discovery of content events. Additionally, these sequen-
tial patterns can be deterministic or stochastic, because of the complexity in content
presentation and video production scheme.
A transition between two game events experiences little temporal delay. This char-
acter shows that temporal patterns of game events are densely distributed and can cover
a sports video entirely. Two additional advantages are found as follows.
• A long data stream can be sufﬁciently represented as an alternative sequence of
temporal structures;
• Each of constituent structures can be modelled with a uniﬁed parametric class.
According to the temporal scope of structure models, video structures can be cate-
gorised into two classes: a generic model which covers an entire game video, and an
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event pattern which describes special moments in a game. A generic model only exists
in a densely distributed structure data. This model is usually a uniﬁed stochastic net-
work, such as a hierarchical hidden Markov model [Xu et al., 2005], a coupled Markov
model, a two-state play-break Markov chain Xie et al. [2002], and a hierarchical hidden
Markov model with Bayesian basket [Xie et al., 2004]. Additionally, the four-state at-
tack hidden Markov model [Ren and Jose, 2005], which is presented in this chapter, is a
generic model for football videos. To some extent, the conceptual model in [Baillie and
Jose, 2003] is a special case of generic models, although Figure 5.1 presents a common
time sequence in video production and is too general to discriminate video contents.
The main challenge of generic modelling is the trade-off between model generality
and efﬁciency. The generality requires that a content model can adapt to game videos
as many as possible. This requirement favours a model with a small state number.
However, efﬁciency demands a large number of model states to describe complex video
contents. Therefore, a general model is usually inefﬁcient to discriminate content-based
video events, because the requirement on model generality is met at the cost of model
ﬁtness on data. The conceptual model in Figure 5.1 is an extreme example. Such a
model keeps its ﬁtness for any broadcasting sports videos, but loses the ability of game
event identiﬁcation.
Event patterns limit their scope in certain moments of a game, such as goals and corner
kicks, rather than a complete video. Such an approach avoids the complexity in the
simulation of a long stochastic process and increases discrimination rate for semantic
events. This method leads to a temporal pattern for event detection whilst ensuring an
acceptable model generality. Numerous event patterns or detectors have been devel-
oped, e.g. audio-visual keywords matching for goal detection Kang2004, a controlled
Markov chain for highlight detection [Lenardi et al., 2004] and an audio-visual event
sequence for goal detection [Huang et al., 1998]. However, there are numerous game
events. This indicates that a large number of event patterns have to be developed for the
description of game contents.
Both generic models and event patterns are successfully applied in content-based video
analysis. Generic models introduce prior domain knowledge and ﬁlter out unimportant
video contents. These models facilitate the detection of sudden video events. For exam-
ple, the play-break model [Xu et al., 2001] [Xie et al., 2002] [Xie et al., 2004] efﬁciently
removes non-game video segments and could save up to 60% of the storage space [Xie
et al., 2002]. An event pattern is a temporal-spatial detector for semantic events. Such
a pattern allows the simulation of a temporal sequence of knowledge transition among
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multiple information modalities. For instance, Kang et al. [2004] employed audio, vi-
sual and text information during the search for goal events. This approach observes
a complex content-based video event carefully and allows heuristic regulations to im-
prove detection performance. A set of event patterns are able to create a content space
for video indexing and leads to a methodology of event-based video analysis, which
treats a game video as a sparse set of game events. In other words, a content-based rea-
soning network becomes a necessary postprocessing step in event-based video analysis,
because we have to link these events to describe game contexts.
5.1.1 Generic Video Model
In a football video, game contents are densely distributed. This indicates a game video
can be fully decomposed into video segments with certain semantics or content-based
video structures. It is possible to develop a content-based video model in the domain
of sports videos. Although a model containing multiple modalities is helpful in content
analysis, most generic video models limit their scope on a single media modality, either
visual stream or audio. This is due to the complexity in content presentation and media
asynchronism between modalities.
One of the most important video structure sets is the visual pattern of play and break
(P-B structure) [Xu et al., 2001], where play refers to normal game clips, and break
represents a stop in a game, such as ﬁeld-away shots on coach and spectators. Xu
et al. [2001] employed a simple low-level visual feature, grass pixel ratio (Section 3.3),
to discriminate visual frames into play and break classes by a Gaussian mixed model
(GMM). This is because video producers have to focus on the game pitch to record
game status and vice versa. Hence, the ratio of a game pitch in a visual frame can
be used to discriminate visual contents. The P-B structure was originally proposed for
content ﬁltering [Xu et al., 2001]. Later, Tjondronegoro et al. [2004a] found such a
visual classiﬁcation was helpful in the sports highlight detection and content indexing.
The authors counted the duration and frequency of break clips as a prior possibility for
sports events. A set of heuristic rules were developed to detect highlights from P-B
segmentation. This work prove the effectiveness of a P-B structure in content discrimi-
nation.
To improve the precision of P-B structure segmentation, Xie et al. [2002] advanced
the GMM classiﬁer with a post-processing step of dynamic programming (Figure 5.2).
This post-processing step has merits as follows. Firstly, the labelling operation of P-B
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structure allows multiresolution analysis on visual segments as well as visual frames.
For instance, we can calculate the average grass ratio over a shot and smooth the label
sequence at the temporal resolution of visual shots. Secondly, dynamic programming
is a high order Markov chain. The depth of dynamic programming reﬂects the shortest
duration of a video structure. Such an operation takes the context of a video structure
into consideration and removes errors in visual frame classiﬁcation if the error sequence
is short.
Another advantage of P-B structure lies on the fact that this video structure can be
learnt automatically from video data. Xie et al. [2004] improved a hidden Markov
model to multiple levels (hierarchical hidden Markov model) for unsupervised learning
of P-B structures. The authors claimed that high level states in the hierarchical Markov
model referred to an abstraction of contents or game events. Thus, state transitions in
a high model level are another Markov chain, which describes the relationship between
game events. Xie et al. [2004] stated that output segments from the hierarchical hidden
Markov model were similar to P-B structures, if a set of visual features, including grass
ratio, average motion displacement and edge map, were used for a model ﬁt. However,
such a hierarchical model is a simpliﬁcation of a Markov graph. The computational cost
for model training and ﬁtting is high. A simpliﬁed algorithm will be found in Section
5.1.3 for the construction and training of a hierarchical hidden Markov model.
Figure 5.2: Play-break Structure Decomposition
Ekin et al. [2003] proposed another visual structure set based on the zoom depth of
cameras: global, middle-close, close-up and ﬁeld-away. A global segment displays an
overall view of a play ﬁeld; a ﬁeld-away is a video clip outside game pitch; a close-
up focuses on one player, especially on player’s face [Tjondronegoro et al., 2004b]; a
middle-closeisaclassbetweenclose-upandglobal, whichshowsactionsamongasmall
group of players. A two-pass classiﬁcation is proposed. The feature of grass ratio over
visual frames was employed to discriminate ﬁeld-away, global view and close view,
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and then close views are classiﬁed into middle-close and close-up by human face detec-
tion. The authors supposed that these structures indicated different game states and the
appearance sequence of video structures recorded a tempo of game stories. However,
Ekin et al. [2003] did not develop a stochastic model based on these video structures to
simulate an entire game video.
Another interesting video structure segmentation is reported in [Kang et al., 2004],
which developed an object-based video grammar. The authors labelled video clips by
video objects. For example, a goal post was regarded as the stop symbol, because most
highlights take place around goal posts. [Ekin et al., 2003] and [Intille and Bobick,
1999] follow a partially similar approach. These authors detected middle circles or play
ﬁeld corners to mark video segments. In the audio phase, Rui et al. [2000] segmented
baseball videos by the sound of hit or touchdowns for highlight detection. However,
audio tracks are usually noisy in sports videos.
5.1.2 Event Patterns
Unlike general models, event patterns focus on the detection of a small content-based
event set, such as a goal and a corner kick in a football game. These models focus on
a relatively short media sequence, and thus alleviate the uncertainty of video contents
during the simulation of a long time sequence. Moreover, external domain knowledge
can be introduced into the discovery of event patterns. Intille and Bobick [1999] and
Gong et al. [1995] tracked the movement of a football and analysed interactions be-
tween players in order to detect a set of game events, such as a goal, a free kick, a
shot and a corner kick. The authors introduced many heuristic rules to facilitate the
detection. For example, a goal event is discriminated from a shot by testing whether a
football passes a bottom line.
Most event patterns combine information from multiple modalities, e.g. audio, cap-
tion texts, ofﬁcial game records and some external information resources, such as web-
casting text. According to the fusion stage, these event patterns can be further classiﬁed
into feature combination (early fusion) [Naphade, 1998] [Naphade and Huang, 2001]
[Sadlier and O’Connor, 2005], decision fusion (later fusion) [Lenardi et al., 2004] [Xu
et al., 2006] [Wang and Cheong, 2006], and two-pass decision [Chang et al., 1996]
[Duan et al., 2003] [Xu et al., 2003] [Kang et al., 2004]. Sadlier and O’Connor [2005]
supposed that the feature of audio energy was roughly synchronous with visual features.
The authors merged audio and visual features into a feature vector and used a support
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vector machine (SVM) to identify goal events in an audio-visual joint feature space.
[Xu et al., 2001] coupled low level features from audio, caption texts, and visual frames
to discover so-called middle-level concepts. A hierarchical hidden Markov model was
built to cluster these middle level concepts for game event detection.
Theapproachofdecisionfusiondealswithaudioandvisualstreamsindividually. Lenardi
et al. [2004] proposed a controlled Markov model to simulate shot transmissions around
goal events. The authors took the feature of embedded audio energy as a controlling
token. The detail of controlled Markov chain can be found in Section 5.1.3. Game
highlights were identiﬁed by ranking candidates with audio loudness. The authors eval-
uated the system performance with a coverage of goal events among the top ﬁve high-
light candidates. The advantage of decision fusion is that these approaches can match
asynchronous audio-visual modalities events and thereby improve detection precision.
The two-pass decision reﬁnes decision fusion with a bi-directional search step. Since
random delay exists between modality events due to network transition and video en-
coding, this bi-directional search alleviates the constraint on modality event order. For
example, a controlled Markov chain in [Lenardi et al., 2004] indicates the visual event
of zoom-in should occur before the increase of audio energy. Kang et al. [2004] de-
veloped a two-pass search for goal events. The authors seek for video segments with
excited speech by counting pitch numbers and measuring audio energy; and then tried
to detect the video object of a goal post around these audio clips. This work assumed
that a video clip would be a goal event, if such a clip contains both excited speech in an
audio track and a goal post in a visual frame. Additionally, such a search sequence can
be inverse.
An event pattern focuses on sparsely distributed events rather than understanding a
complete game video. This focus brings many beneﬁts in content-based video analysis
at the cost of context-related knowledge. Most patterns originate from a close observa-
tion on a short data sequence but ignore video context. For instance, a loud background
noise could be an excited cheer or a buzz. The event pattern in [Kang et al., 2004]
and [Lenardi et al., 2004] can hardly discriminate these different video contents. Such
a problem of content ambiguity may be solved by increasing pattern length and em-
ploying a large feature set. However, both of solutions weaken the generality of event
patterns and incur strong data dependency. Additionally, it remains a challenge to dis-
cover an event pattern directly from raw data in video analysis as well as in pattern
recognition.
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5.1.3 Mining Visual Patterns
A sports video is a record of a Markov process; audio and visual streams are sequential
observations of a content-based Markov chain from different sensors which are of mul-
tiresolution and multi-sampling rate.
The output of structure discrimination is a continuous time sequence of structure la-
bels, such as a PPB...PPP sequence in the play-break detection, or a discrete event
label with a time stamp, such as a goal and the moment when the goal takes place.
Ignoring the difference in contents, each label stands for a game state. A transition
between labels only relies on prior game states and the game content at that moment.
Hence, the sequence of label updating is a Markov process. A hidden Markov model
with a sufﬁciently large state space can asymptotically converge to the distribution of
these label sequences, regardless of the actual memory capacity. Moreover, this conclu-
sion can be extended to any content process of sports videos. If we regard game events
as states, a content process is an experience of state transitions, in which a game story
changes from the state it was in the moment before. A transition between game events
only depends on the prior team actions, though such a sequence itself is mostly random.
Although a game content sequence can be described as a Markov process, this state
transition sequence can hardly be simulated by any Markov model with given states.
This is because (1) game semantics are mostly unpredictable and (2) content presenta-
tion approaches are various and complex. Moreover, a trade-off exists between model
ability and model generality. Involving more model states can improve model perfor-
mance in the simulation of a given content sequence. However, too many states will
make such a model inextensible. Additionally, video production is full of artefacts [Xu
et al., 2005]. A Markov model with too many states is fragile in most cases. Neverthe-
less, modality events from different media are closely associated with each other and
lead to a strong time correlation among hidden Markov states. Therefore, techniques
like Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) will be ineffective in the estimation of model
parameters and the adaption of a model to a given data collection are computationally
expensive.
Additionally, audio and visual sensors have different resolution and sampling rate.
This indicates that multiple resolution and media asynchronism are essential aspects
of content-based audio-visual fusion. Audio is a generally brief media style; a visual
stream carries rich but sometimes trivial details. A loud shout “goal” from a commenta-
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tor costs several minutes of visual data to reiterate the same story. All these mismatches
from resolution, data sampling and media alignments, hint that multi-modality fusion
has to be carried out at a coarse temporal resolution. To some extent, audio and visual
streams are only synchronous on semantic events. Markov states in the audio and visual
stream are asynchronous in most cases except at the semantic event level.
Two successful Markov frameworks for football content modelling have been presented
in the literature: controlled Markov chain (CMC) and hierarchical hidden Markov
model (HHMM). The controlled Markov chain is a temporal evolution of neighbouring
states under strong time constraints, such as an occurrence of a zoom-in shot transition
in the visual stream and an increase in audio loudness [Lenardi et al., 2004]. There are
four components in a CMC, { state, initial transition probability, controlled transition
probability, controlling input }. A CMC is equivalent to a Petri-network with coloured
token rings. A hierarchical hidden Markov model is a technique of knowledge extrac-
tion rather than an algorithm for structure decomposition. The topology of a HHMM
reﬂects knowledge abstracted from data. Learning approaches of a non-loop HHMM
can be roughly categorised into three classes,
1. Supervised learning when manually segmented training sequences are available.
The topology of a HHMM has already been manually selected. Each sub-tree in
this HHMM is learnt individually on separated segments. Cross-level transitions
are decided by a transition statistics among training segments. In [Xu and Chua,
2004], an example was presented for the training of a three-layer HHMM model.
2. Unsupervised learning. All parameters including cross-level transition are learnt
jointly. This is the most difﬁcult case.
3. A mixture of supervised and unsupervised learning. The state or the topologi-
cal structure at high levels are known in a HHMM, whilst parameters for cross-
level transition are to be estimated. Some applications can be found in automatic
speech recognition with word-level annotation [Chien, 1999], and hand writing
recognition with text parsing support [Fine et al., 1998].
The decomposition of an attack structure belongs to the mixed supervised and unsu-
pervised case. Given the similarity in the video creation process, we deﬁne a low-level
structure from domain knowledge and leave the high level structure learnt automati-
cally. The following sections will bring a brief introduction of a CMC and a HHMM.
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Controlled Markov Chain
In sports videos, a semantic event always incurs multiple modality accidents in a short
time interval. For example, a goal event will lead to visual shots of a goal, an audio
clip of excited cheers and a replay segment. To describe these concurrent issues, a con-
trolled Markov chain model is developed by extending a Markov model with additional
features of controlling inputs or tokens. These controlling signals affect transition pos-
sibilities between Markov states [Leonardi et al., 2002]. Let s(t) be a state variable of
CMC at timet ∈T ={0,1,...,}. For instance, s(0) is the initial state at timet =0. The
evolution of s(t) from time t to t +1 is decided by a possibility Pt, which is a function
of an input signal u(t) in the discrete space U. This controlled transition function is
formally deﬁned in Equation 5.1.
P(s(t +1) = s0|s(t) = s,u(t) = u) = p(s,s0,u) (5.1)
where ∀s,s0 ∈ S,u ∈U,t ∈ T, p : S×S×U → [0,1]. If the signal space U is of cardi-
nality one, a controlled Markov chain will reduce to a standard homogeneous Markov
chain.
Lenardi et al. [2004] assumed that a goal event would incur a zoom-in transition be-
tween two nearby shots. The authors proposed a CMC (Figure 5.3) to simulate a se-
quential shot transition, where the state space S is made up of camera types of visual
shots, such as camera pan and zoom. An appearance of a shot boundary is regarded as a
controlling signalU, where u = 1 refers to the arrival of a boundary and u = 0 for none.
The frame number indexes all model states as a time stamp t. Therefore, each state
is a two-component tuple, s(t) = (x(t),q(t)) ∈ S = X ×Q, where q(t) ∈ Q := {0,1}
is an operative mode or a coloured token in the CMC, and x(t) takes value in a dis-
crete camera action set X ={lack−of −motion, fast−pan, fast−zoom, fast−pan−
zoom,Other}. The operative mode q(t) of a CMC remains the same until a shot transi-
tion takes place (Equation 5.2).
p((x,q),(x0,q0),u) = 0;if(u = 0,q 6= q0)or(u = 1,q = q0) (5.2)
The evolution of a CMC in a given operative mode is the same as a standard Markov
model (Equation 5.3),
Pq = p((x,q),(x0,q),0) (5.3)
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Hence, a controlled Markov chain can be trained as a set of individual Markov chains
sequentially. All transition possibilities switches with the change of operative modes.
For example, the CMC model for goal detection is characterised by two sets of transi-
tion probabilities P0 and P1 with respect to the evolution mode q = 0 and q = 1 (Figure
5.3).
The approach of CMC modelling can be extended to other general content-based
Figure 5.3: Controlled Markov model for goal detection [Lenardi et al., 2004]
events, only if these events would incur a change in video production, e.g. a shot switch
and zoom depth variations. Therefore, it is possible to build a basket of CMC mod-
els and to discriminant game contents by maximising the likelihood of a CMC. Such a
process can be described as follows.
1. Extract low level features around changes in the video production.
2. Decide a state space S by feature values and a controlling input U for a possible
change set, e.g. {shot change, no shot change} in [Lenardi et al., 2004].
3. Divide a video into a set of clips which only contains two neighbour controlling
states.
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4. Compute the likelihood of these clips to a CMC basket and thereby decide a
proper CMC model by maximising a likelihood.
Forexample, twoclassesofCMCmodelsareemployedforgoaleventdetection, namely
goal model and non-goal models. If the likelihood of a video sequence to the goal
model is greater than that to non-goal models, this video sequence is determined to be
a candidate of a goal event. Later, other modality information is introduced to annotate
these visual sequences. For example, the feature of audio energy is used to rank these
goal candidates in [Lenardi et al., 2004]. Although such a ranking seems naive, Lenardi
et al. [2004] reported a high coverage of goal events in the top ﬁve candidates.
Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model
A hierarchical hidden Markov model is a hierarchical controlling structure over stan-
dard Markov chains. Every state in a high level manages a number of symbols or states
in low level Markov chains (Figure 5.4A). A transition from a low level state to a high
level state is only invoked when this low level Markov chain enters an emission state.
Figure 5.4: Graphical representation of a hierarchical hidden Markov model at levels d
and d +1: (A) tree structure with bar labels (B) dynamic Bayesian Network. Xt is the
observation at the bottom, shaded nodes are emission states which jumps across levels
at time t [Xie et al., 2004]
For convenience, we use a bar annotation (Equation 5.4) to record the conﬁguration
of a HHMM from the top (level 1) to dth level with a Q-ary d-digital integer, where Q
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denotes the maximum of the state size in sub-HMMs.
qd = q1q2...qd =
d
∑
i=1
qiQd−i (5.4)
where 1 ≤ qi ≤ Q;i = 1,˙ ,d. For example, in a two-level HHMM with two top-level
states and three sub-states at the bottom of each top-level state, the second state in the
second model will have q = 4.
The parameter space Θ of a HHMM (Equation 5.5) includes three parts,
1. Within-level transition probability matrix Ad
q;
2. Prior probability vector πd
q, which denotes the probability of child states or the
observation distribution at the bottom;
3. Exiting probability vector ed
q, which measures the chance of jumping into the high
level.
Without losing generality, we suppose there is only one state at the root.
Θ =
D [
d=2
Qd−1−1 [
i=0
{Ad
i ,πd
i ,ed
i } (5.5)
The complexity of parameter estimation is closely associated with the topological struc-
ture of a HHMM. Roughly, the number of parameter is O(dN2), where d is a topology
constant less than three, and N is the overall number of Markov states. The graphical
structure in Figure 5.4B can be factored into a generalised chain without loops. Hence,
an EM algorithm can be used for model inference. Therefore, the overall computational
complexity is O(D(dN)2D), where D is the level number. However, the training of a
HHMM combines the estimation of parameters and the adaption of model onto obser-
vations or a data collection. Xu et al. [2005] claimed that a three-layer conﬁguration of
a HHMM structure with limited hidden state number is a good balance between train-
ing complexity and model ability of data presentation. Although such a conﬁguration
depends heavily on the prior knowledge and can hardly be extended, the authors show
that this three-layer topology can meet the requirement of sports content extraction.
A general learning approach is proposed in [Xie et al., 2004]. The authors developed
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an iterated dynamic framework for generic HHMM training (Figure 5.5). Each training
iteration includes four procedures,
1. Parameter updating by the EM algorithm, which will not change the structure
conﬁguration and the number of parameters.
2. State splitting. This is a random repartition of direct children of a given state to
generate a new state at the same level. This operation introduces a new Markov
state into the topology by dividing an existing state.
3. State merging. This operation merges two states at the same level into one state
and collapses their children. It is the inverse move of state splitting.
4. State swapping. Exchange the parents of two states but keep children unchanged.
Since a sport video is made up by recurrent team competitions, such as an at-
tack structure, the temporal structure of different video segments may be very
similar5-0Sometimes such a similarity on temporal structures is called as frac-
tionalsimilarity. ThischaractercanspeeduptheestimationofacomplexBayesian
network.. A high ratio of sub-models have the same size in the state space, but
with different high level or multi-level structure. This swap operation can speed
up model adaption.
The training approach in [Xie et al., 2004] is a simpliﬁcation of Bayesian network
training, although the split-merge step replaces the birth-death step in [Andrieu et al.,
2001]. For the simulation of video contents, this minor improvement avoids the prob-
lem of knowledge innovation and thereby saves the computation cost on the repartition
of sub-structures. Additionally, the content structure of a sports video is usually in-
variant because of recurrent semantics. For example, the target of a football game is
to goal. Hence, the topology of a sports video content model is with a constant layer
number. This indicates that the freedom for topological reconstruction is unnecessary
in a HHMM in the case of football content extraction. Moreover, the method of Markov
chain Monte Carlo method can speed up the searching in a model parameter space and
decrease training cost (Appendix B).
5.2 Challenges in Video Modelling
Video modelling is a complex task in content-based analysis. The reason is obvious.
Firstly, this simulation process is proposed to extract desired sequential patterns or se-
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Figure 5.5: Dynamic framework for hierarchical hidden Markov model learning [Xie
et al., 2004]
mantic events in a long temporal sequence of video contents. Hence, this process is
closely associated with automatic semantics understanding of a large video collection.
Most existing approaches rely on low-level features or middle-level syntax. This means
that the process of video modelling is to complete a mapping from low-level features to
high level semantic end. The semantic gap is unavoidable. It is why this thesis is lim-
ited in the scope of sports videos which have a clear domain context and facilitate the
discrimination of video contents. Secondly, video modelling should be self-organised
and ﬂexible. The production of a video is an art of knowledge presentation. Although
temporal patterns actually exist as a guideline for visual arts [Burke and Shook, 1996],
a sports video is full of individual creations, such as the preference of video directors. A
successful video model has to abide these numerous variations and identify video con-
tentsprecisely. Aneffectivevideopatternanditsminingprocessshouldbeextendibleor
adaptive to given data collections. Thirdly, such a video model has to support semantic
annotation. However, the classiﬁcation of visual information remains a research target
in the project of MPEG-7 and SmartWeb (http://www.smartweb-project.de/). Neverthe-
less, although video modelling is proposed to ease the manual labour of video labelling
[Baillie and Jose, 2003], the ability of automatic identiﬁcation of video contents still
requires a huge amount of labelled data to train a useable system. However, such data
collection is rare because the labelling process needs a huge amount of manual work.
Additionally, most labelled video data are marked informally and can not be employed
directly in the training of a content-based video model. Finally, there lacks a formal
method to evaluate the performance of content-based video models. Although the pre-
cisionandrecallofeventdetectionhavebeenwidelyaccepted[Lenardietal.,2004][Xie
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et al., 2004][Kang et al., 2004][Wang and Cheong, 2006][Hanjalic and Xu, 2005], this
evaluation is indirect and insufﬁcient to test a content-based stochastic model.
Controlled Markov chains and hierarchical hidden Markov models are states of the
art in the domain of content-base pattern mining. These methods simulate a sequence
of video contents from different resolution and multiple modalities. However, there
are drawbacks. A controlled Markov chain detects a content change in the production
sequence and uses a shot boundary as a driving token for model evolution. Such a
prior requirement is a limitation on the observation and shortens the model length of a
CMC. This indicates a CMC model pays an expensive cost for robustness and model
generality.
1. A CMC cannot decide the duration of an event. Note a CMC is not a balanced
model and is evoked by a control token. It cannot be run inversely in order to
allocate event boundaries.
2. A CMC is of a single temporal resolution. It only works at visual shot level,
though other modalities can be introduced in the post-processing or as a control-
ling token.
3. The employment of a shot boundary limits the simulation period of a CMC. This
may lead to an information scarcity in the implementation of a CMC pair, such
as goal vs non-goal.
4. A CMC is an observation of a content event rather than an knowledge abstraction,
such as HHMM.
5. The information coupling from multiple modalities is weak in a CMC. For exam-
ple, audio information has to be introduced in the post-processing step [Lenardi
et al., 2004].
6. A CMC model is difﬁcult to extend. This is because the observation sequence is
predeﬁned and new states can hardly be added into a CMC model.
A hierarchical hidden Markov model is a self-organised approach of knowledge ab-
straction. This model discovers video patterns by optimising a topological structure of
a Markov hierarchy. The split-merge step in model learning adds new Markov states in
order to ﬁnd an efﬁcient presentation of complex knowledge. However, this dynamic
structure indicates that the model adaption and parameter estimation in HHMM is a
computational intensive task. Nevertheless, the criteria for a HHMM adaption on given
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data collection, such as Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and the shortest descrip-
tion length (SDL), are inefﬁcient in model learning, because these criteria can hardly
be involved in the model training process.
In the proposition of a video content model, there is a trade-off between model dy-
namics and learning costs. For example, a HHMM is a general framework for video
pattern mining and can be easily extended to cope with content variations. However,
the learning of a HHMM is a difﬁcult job with a computational complexity over O(Nd),
where d is the number of Markov states. This is because (1) such a model usually hold a
large number of Markov states (Equation 5.5); and (2) the training process will modify
model topology by adding or deleting Markov states, which results in high complexity
of reiterative training. Compared with a HHMM, a CMC limits its scope in a short
period of given events so that a CMC-based model can be easily studied. However, the
semantics of a CMC is predeﬁned. A CMC can hardly be extended for extra contents.
The scale of a Markov state space is closely associated with the data presentation ability
of a Markov model. It is essential for a video content model to select a proper state size,
which should be small but sufﬁcient for the discrimination of proposed game seman-
tics. Note that sports videos are characterised by a deﬁnite content set (Section 2.4); the
style of visual shots can be numbered in sports videos; and the production technique is
similar [Burke and Shook, 1996].
5.3 Attack Structure
In this section, I present my work in attack structure decomposition, including structure
proposition, visual shot classiﬁcation, structure kernel detection and a Markov basket
for video segmentation.
5.3.1 Structure proposition
A sports video is a loose simple-structured temporal sequence. Assfalg et al. [2002] de-
scribed repetitive video segments as a video pattern or a video structure. Early propo-
sitions of sports video structures are based on visual similarity among image frames,
such as play-break [Xie et al., 2002], or the appearance of semantic video objects, such
as a ﬁeld corner and a middle circle [Ekin et al., 2003]. However, it is rare to combine
visual and content similarity into a proposition of a video structure simultaneously. To
facilitate sports video indexing, we try to deﬁne a content-based video structure, which
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conveys an entire and independent game story. Such a video structure is equivalent to
a scene temporal structure. In content-based video analysis, a scene is deﬁned as the
semantic element of a video, which conveys clear and complete contents. Generally, a
scene is made up by several sequential shots.
According to the terminology of sports videos, a football game is made up of a se-
quence of group competitions called attack, which results in a goal event [Burke and
Shook, 1996]. Such a team action can be further categorised into attack and defence,
according to the positions of players in a competition. An attack structure is a funda-
mental unit in professional game analysis, such as game comment and sports coaching.
The repetition of attack structures results in a content-based video tempo, which repeats
and can be easily identiﬁed in a broadcasting video. Video producers have developed
a group of camera skills to describe game contents in different phrases of an attack
structure. Therefore, some temporal patterns of shot transitions exist as a production
strategy in order to present game stories formally and smoothly. For instance, Ekin
et al. [2003] reported their observation in a small game video collection, which consists
of three games from World Cup 2002.
1. When an attack begins, a global view is used until the ball passes the centre circle.
2. When a ball comes into a front ﬁeld, a middle view appears to display a detailed
scene of group competitions.
3. When a ball enters or is close to a penalty area, a close-up view occurs to show
interactions between a small group of players and camera recorders are ready to
catch possible highlights.
4. If a highlight or an essential semantic event takes place, a replay segment will be
employed to reiterate the story.
Figure 5.6 describes a transition of shots which take place in an attack structure accord-
ing to the observation statement in [Ekin et al., 2003]. Three conclusions are drawn
from above observations and discussions as follows.
1. In a sports video, production techniques, e.g. ﬁeld-viewing, and close-up, dictate
embedded game semantics and thus follow content structures, i.e. attack.
2. Attack structures are densely distributed in a game video. Hence, a game video
can be fully simulated or decomposed by a temporal model, e.g. a hidden Markov
model, based on attack structures.
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3. Attack is a video unit, which conveys an entire and independent video story. Such
a structure is equivalent to a scene.
Figure 5.6: Video Production Sequence in Attack
It is useful to extract attack structures in content-based sports video indexing. Two main
targets are urged in this segmentation process as follows.
• Each attack structure contains one and only one semantically meaningful game
event, according to the deﬁnition. This is because an attack is an entire round of
making goal, which is ended by a goal or the transmission of ball controlling.
• An event-based video index is created for video retrieval and skimming based
on attack segments. Meaningful patterns are estimated by the statistics of shot
sequences in an attack structure and are employed to discriminate game events.
Figure 5.7: Video Structure Hierarchy
5.3.2 Four State Attack Model
As we have mentioned in Section 5.3, an attack video structure is drawn from the strat-
egy of video productions. Four types of camera techniques are identiﬁed in an attack
structure: play, focus, replay and break.
Deﬁnition (Play Camera Type) The camera type of play displays a global status in the
game pitch, which is usually long and medium shots or a ﬁeld view.
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Deﬁnition (Focus Camera Type) The camera type of focus traces a player or a small
group of players to describe swift actions.
Deﬁnition (Break Camera Type) The camera type of break denotes non-game video
clips, such as coach shots, ﬁeld-away, interview and adverts.
Deﬁnition (Replay Camera Type) The camera type of replay refers to slow-motion or
normal replay clips.
The deﬁnition of play here is similar to the “Play”structure in the play-break frame-
work [Xie et al., 2004]. Focus is a short stop which is called as player close-up in the
terminology of video production. Compared with the two-class play-break scheme, the
above four-class camera type deﬁnition brings advantages as follows.
1. These shot classes are closely associated with game contents;
2. These shot classes reﬂect game states directly;
3. These shot classes are exclusive in both time sequence and video semantics.
4. These shot classes are directly relevant to actual production techniques, such as
focus and replay;
These merits mean that: (1) these shot classes can be identiﬁed by visual and temporal
features directly; (2) a video index based on this shot classiﬁcation avoids neighbour-
hood search caused by semantic ambiguity.
With the discrimination of the above shot classes, an attack structure can be simulated
by a Markov model in Figure 5.8: four Markov states are involved, namely (0) Break,
(1) Play, (2) Replay and (3) Focus; and this Markov model starts at a Break state and
ends with a Break state.
5.4 Attack Segmentation
In the above four camera types, a replay is a replenish of prior visual frames, while play,
focus and break are characterised with camera view points and zoom depth.
A two-pass classiﬁer (Figure 5.9) is developed to process this difference. The output of
classiﬁcation is a label sequence with respect to camera types. The ﬁrst pass is a Gaus-
sian mixed models (GMM) on a visual feature set, including play ﬁeld ratio (Section
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Figure 5.8: Attack hidden Markov model
3.3) and zoom depth (Section 3.5), to discriminate play, focus and break. The output
is smoothed by a dynamic programming step. The second pass detects replay, which
has been discussed in Chapter 4. The whole process of video structure classiﬁcation is
shown in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Attack Segmentation Flowchart
5.4.1 Structure Decomposition
A label sequence is extracted by camera type discrimination, such as “ ...BPFPFPRP...
” , where B, P, F, and R denote a break, a play, a focus, and a replay, respectively. This
label string records a process of video production and contains necessary information
for attack segmentation. However, only grouping these labels is not enough for a suc-
cessful decomposition. As a semantic unit, an actual attack sequence varies with the
context and the style of video production. Since a composition of camera shots is an art,
the composition of a semantic component in a video is mostly dynamic in term of sud-
den ideas and tempos. For example, an attack structure may not experience all states in
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the four-state Markov model (Figure 5.8), while other states are missed, such as replay
and focus. It is a challenge in the training of a Markov model that all Markov states
inside a model can be an exit state. Apparently, such a complex situation is beyond the
capability of the four-state Markov model in Figure 5.8. A possible solution is to insert
new states into the four-state Markov model. However, this action not only increases
the complexity of model training, but also is questionable in content-based video anal-
ysis. Several reasons are easily identiﬁed. Firstly, it is difﬁcult to estimate necessary
Markov states from the observation. The possible appearance of an attack structure is
numerous in sports videos as a mathematical description of visual arts. Secondly, there
is a trade-off between the scale of a Markov state space and model generality, as we
have discussed in Section 5.1. With more states, a Markov model can depict a stochas-
tic process more precisely but is harder to extend.
A Markov basket is developed to solve this problem in Markov simulation and time
sequence decomposition. This solution includes three steps, prior Markov model train-
ing, structure kernel detection and structure boundary identiﬁcation by Markov basket
competition. The prior Markov model for an attack structure is based on the four-state
Markov model (Figure 5.9), because this model is a generalised description of an attack
structure. The structure kernel detection utilises the repetitive nature of attack struc-
tures. A sufﬁx tree is employed to count repetitive parts in a label string in order to
allocate structure kernels. Therefore, the segmentation of attack structures becomes
an identiﬁcation of model boundaries between two Markov processes inside a Markov
basket, in which each Markov chain is an appearance of the prior attack Markov model
on a given structure kernel.
5.4.2 Attack Markov model training
This training process consists of two steps: (1) prior model training; and (2) model
adaption on given data collections. A set of label sequences, which contains a single
attack structure, are manually collected to train the prior Markov model. This training
step results in a prototype of the attack structure model. The model adaption is pro-
posed to improve model ﬁtness in a given sports video.
In the production of sports videos, a replay segment interrupts the sequence of game
content presentation as does a break. Hence, both replay and break are regarded as
stop marks in the content presentation of a sports video. Symbols of R and B divide
an entire label sequence into a set of sub-strings which start and end with a label of R
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or B, although these string may contain more than one attack sequences. Additionally,
an attack structure is equivalent to a scene of a sports video and should be the largest
semantic video structure (referring to Figure 5.7). Therefore, an attack structure is the
longest common repetitive substring among these string.
These observations indicate a self-learning approach for the training of an attack hidden
Markov model. Given the variation of production strategies and occasional artefacts, it
will be helpful to adapt an attack model entirely to each game. However, data samples
from a sports video is not enough to support effective model training. Therefore, a sub-
optimised solution is developed, which improves this general video content model via
these roughly segmented substrings.
5.4.3 Structure kernel detection
The attack structure is the longest temporal repetition in a sports video. This means that
an attack is the longest substring in a given label sequence. Therefore, structure kernel
detection turns into a problem of the longest common repetitive substring allocation in
a known long string. Note that this assumption is robust against production errors and
artefacts, although these production variations may decrease the length of the longest
common repetitive substring.
Let alphabet Σ = {F,B,P,R} and T be a string over Σ. The problem of longest common
repetitive substring extraction, therefore, is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition (Normal Repeat and Super Maximal Repeat) A string p is called a normal
repeatofT,if p=T[i..i+kpk−1]and p=T[i0..i0+kpk−1]fori6=i0. Asupermaximal
repeat is a maximal repeat that never occurs as a substring of any other repeat.
Deﬁnition (KN Common Repeat) Given a set of stringsU = {T0,T2,...,TN}, the (k,N)
longest common repeat problem is to ﬁnd the longest normal repeat which is common
to k strings inU for 1 ≤ k ≤ N.
A generalised sufﬁx tree [Hui, 1992] is employed to speed up this search task. Such a
tree stores all sufﬁxes of a set of strings as a sufﬁx tree (ST) does for a string. Figure
5.10 is an example of the generalized sufﬁx tree (GST) for a string T1 = BBPFP and
T2 =BPFPPFP. Each leaf node has an ID denoting the original string where this sufﬁx
comes from.
Besides the construction of a sufﬁx tree, the algorithm for attack structure kernel
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Figure 5.10: Generalised Sufﬁx Tree for T1 = BBPFP and T2 = BPFPPFP
detection is presented in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 is an application of general sufﬁx
Data: shot class label string S and substrings si separated by R and B
Result: structure kernel array SK
Build a sufﬁx tree STn for a substring sn ;
Build a general sufﬁx tree GST(ST0,ST1,...,STN) ;
i = 100;
while i > 1 do
Find the maximal repeat tn for each branch in GST(ST0,ST1,...,STN);
i = maxN
n=0ktnk;
Remove super maximal repeat branch from GST(ST0,ST1,...,STn) and build
a GST of super maximal repeats GSTsmr;
end
Find the longest branch Skernel in GSTsmr;
Search Skernel in S and record every appearance in SK ;
Algorithm 2: General sufﬁx tree for structure kernel detection
tree on a given string set. By merging sufﬁx tree of each string, a duplicated sufﬁx tree
is created to count all repetitive parts. Then these repetitive parts with enough appear-
ance counts are extracted to build a sufﬁx tree. Apparently, the longest branch of this
sufﬁx tree satisﬁes the requirement.
5.4.4 Structure boundary searching
After the structure kernel detection, we allocate an array of attack structure kernels in a
string of production techniques. Each kernel stands for a possible attack structure and
thereby a part of an experience of the attack Markov Model in Section 5.4.2. Note that
such an attack model is bidirectional because there is only one exit state. These kernels
can be extended both directions, backward and forward, by this Markov model. Hence,
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a structure boundary is identiﬁed when two experiences of this attack Markov model
meets (Figure 5.11). A structure boundary is decided by the possibility ratio between
two Markov chains, both of which aim to take labels on the edge.
Figure 5.11: Extend structure kernels bidirectionally until they match
5.5 Experiments
The experiment data set includes two complete game videos in the World Cup 2002 col-
lection from BBC, the ﬁnal game, Germany vs. Brazil and the semi-ﬁnal game, Japan
vs. Turkey. It is about 320 minutes long or more than 400000 visual frames at the res-
olution of 352×288, which occupies over 4.3 GB, containing interviews, celebrations
and commercial adverts. Both games were divided into halves, Final I,II Japan-Turkey
I and Japan-Turkey II. The ﬁrst half of Japan-Turkey (Japan-Turkey I) and ﬁnal game
were labelled manually to set up ground truth. 13462 frames were sampled at the rate of
1/25, including 4535 play frames (33.7%), 4253 focus (31.6%) and 4674 break 34.6%.
There were 33(19/14)5-019 replays in the ﬁrst half and 14 in the second half replay
segments in the ﬁnal game and 34(18/16) in the Japan-Turkey game. The training set
included 2000 frames (about 15% in all, 400 from play, 1000 from focus, and 600 from
break), which were randomly selected from the marked samples for the classiﬁcation
of four-class video structures. The remaining samples were kept for test.
We measured classiﬁcation accuracy as the number of correctly classiﬁed samples over
the total number of samples (Equation 5.6.
Precision =
kfcorrectk
kfk
(5.6)
where fcorrect is a frame which is classiﬁed correctly.
The discrimination of play, break and focus segments were conducted in two steps
(Figure 5.9). The ﬁrst pass was trained by the visual frame training set and the clas-
siﬁcation accuracy of Gaussian mixed model is shown in Table 5.1. The smoothing
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Markov model was trained by a half game while other three clips were kept for evalu-
ation. This test process repeated for each video clips as the training set. Training and
testing accuracies are shown in Table 5.2. Average generalisation performance (avg-
gen) is the mean of precision when this clip is used as a training set.
Test Set Play Break Focus
Final I 0.894 0.840 0.823
Final II 0.786 0.664 0.708
Japan-Turkey I 0.862 0.877 0.853
Japan-Turkey II 0.880 0.860.8 0.836
avg-gen 0.856 0.811 0.805
Table 5.1: Play, Focus, Break GMM Classiﬁcation Precision
Training Set
Test Set Final I Final II Japan-Turkey I Japan-Turkey II
Play Break Focus Play Break Focus Play Break Focus Play Break Focus
Final I 0.963 0.944 0.905 0.913 0.852 0.830 0.948 0.920 0.877 0.933 0.917 0.891
Final II 0.824 0.730 0.721 0.863 0.817 0.824 0.835 0.713 0.773 0.824 0.711 0.765
Jap-Tur I 0.887 0.930 0.910 0.872 0.880 0.863 0.890 0.952 0.917 0.887 0.925 0.912
Jap-Tur II 0.905 0.892 0.870 0.897 0.870 0.845 0.930 0.905 0.887 0.971 0.901 0.903
avg-gen 0.894 0.874 0.852 0.886 0.855 0.840 0.898 0.873 0.864 0.904 0.867 0.868
Table 5.2: Precision of Play, Focus, Break Segment Classiﬁcation After HMM smooth-
ing
Final II is noted for the lowest precision. This is because a long celebration video
clip seriously garbles the classiﬁer. In the celebration clip, a large group of people
wearing player uniforms moved around in the game pitch; various production tech-
niques were employed to highlight this triumph. These visual frames are compliant
with play and focus in the proposed feature space, though we labelled these frames as
break, according to video contents. The skim-how average precision and recall of play,
focus and break classiﬁcation is displayed in Table 5.3. Additionally, the accuracy of
segment discrimination is 89.6% (91.4% in play, 89.9% in break, and 87.6% in focus)
besides Final II.
We employed the measurements of precision and recall measurements for video seg-
mentation in [TRECVID, 2003] to evaluate the performance of attack segmentation.
The precision is the time ratio of correctly identiﬁed segments over entire videos; the
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Test Set Average Precision Average Recall
Play Break Focus Over all Play Break Focus Over all
Final I 0.931 0.896 0.866 0.898 0.940.8 0.926 0.883 0.917
Final II 0.827 0.718 0.753 0.766 0.894 0.879 0.864 0.879
Japan-Turkey I 0.882 0.912 0.895 0.896 0.902 0.907 0.872 0.893
Japan-Turkey II 0.930 0.889 0.867 0.895 0.955 0.896 0.875 0.909
Mean 0.893 0.854 0.845 0.864 0.923 0.902 0.873 0.899
Table 5.3: Average Precision and Recall of Production Skill Classiﬁcation
Attack Number Precision Recall
Final I 32 0.732 0.890
Final II 40 0.541 0.794
Jap-Tur I 31 0.762 0.846
Jap-Tur II 44 0.710 0.803
Table 5.4: Attack Segmentation Performance
recall is the time ratio of correctly identiﬁed segments over the total time of reference
segment. Table 5.4 displays the performance of attack structure identiﬁcation.
5.6 Attack-based Applications
An attack structure is an equivalence of scene in sports videos. This indicates that
this structure is useful for content-based video analysis and thus have numerous pos-
sible applications. In this thesis, I present two applications for football video retrieval
and management, namely syntax frequency and browser index. Two demo system for
interactive football video skimming and summarisation are displayed in Figure 5.13.
5.6.1 Syntax Frequency
One of main challenges in video retrieval is how to present a video efﬁciently and ef-
fectively. Given the huge data size, it is difﬁcult to deal with video data directly in a
video query. An abstraction of raw video data, therefore, is necessary. Moreover, most
queries care for video semantics (Chapter 1), e.g. looking for a video clip about the ﬁlm
``star war´´[TRECVID, 2003]. This indicates that the abstraction of video contents for
retrieval should be closely associated with video semantics. However, it is impossible
to identify all possible semantics of a video clip. This is because such a semantic un-
derstanding is relevant to not only video contexts, but also culture background [Osgood
et al., 1957]. Hence, we have to limit the query scope into (1) direct semantics that a
semantic concept can be searched if and only if such a concept occurs in a video or (2) a
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deﬁnite semantic domain, e.g. football videos. One widely accepted solutions is a two-
pass strategy [Snoek, Worring and Smeulders, 2005]. This approach detects a group
of syntax from low level features and then creates a graph of syntax reasoning with
prior knowledge, such as a directional graph from Word Net and LSCOM [Kennedy
and Hauptmann, 2006]. Therefore, a search process on video data involves a compari-
son between video syntax and a match between syntax reasoning graphs. In this case,
a video is presented by a two-element tuple, a syntax set and a reasoning graph. How-
ever, such a retrieval approach is inefﬁcient, because of high computational cost caused
by reasoning graph creation and matching. Additionally, the creation of a reasoning
graph requires knowledge on related domains which is hard to be deﬁned. For exam-
ple, a LSCOM system is a knowledge base and an ontology of a given noun entity set
[Kennedy and Hauptmann, 2006]. It costs a few years to build such a system.
To alleviate this problem caused by syntax reasoning, it is worth developing a new
presentation method for video semantics. Note that word net and LSCOM are unpopu-
lar solutions in the application of text retrieval, although both techniques are proposed
to search text documents. It may shine possible solutions to video retrieval by compar-
ing video and text retrieval. Generally, a text retrieval system indexes a large collection
of text documents with key words frequency (term frequency) and inverse document
frequency [Crestani et al., 1995], accepts a set of keywords as a semantic description
of a query and then outputs a list of related text documents. We observe: (1) an en-
tire document is the element of information abstraction and the target of retrieval; (2)
the statistics of key word represents the semantics of a document rather than a whole
document collection; (3) a document is discriminated by key word distribution across
a collection. A visual syntax can be regarded as a key word in a video. However, an
entire video can hardly be treated as a semantic element for retrieval. This is because
(1) an entire video is usually too huge for a query; (2) a long video is made up of a
series of independent semantic stories or scenes in the terminology of video analysis;
(3) people only look for a small video clip rather than a whole video. In short, an entire
video is not either an processing unit or a retrieval target in video retrieval. Therefore,
we have to identify a fundamental video unit, which conveys independent and complete
semantics and is able to cover most video queries.
In sports video, an attack structure is a round of competition. Thus, the semantics
of this structure is complete, according to game contents. This indicates that such a
structure can fulﬁl most requirements in sports video retrieval. Hence, an attack struc-
ture can be regarded as the element of information abstraction or a document in text
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retrieval. We compute syntax frequency as the ratio of syntax occurrences in an attack
structure (Equation 5.7). Therefore, an attack structure can be represented by a vector
of syntax frequencies.
sfi =
ni
∑knk
(5.7)
where ni denotes the number of visual frames holding a given syntax, and the denomi-
nator is the number of occurrences of syntax.
Similar to inverse document frequency, an inverse attack frequency is proposed as the
ratio of the attack number in a game collection, such as FIFA World Cup 2002, over the
number of attacks which contain a given syntax (Equation 5.8).
iafi = log
kDk
kd : sfi ∈ dk
(5.8)
where kDk is the number of attack structures in a video collection, and d refers to an
attack structure in D.
An experimental system has been built on the game collection of World Cup 2002,
which consists of 46 games and more than 3260 attack structures. Given the availabil-
ity of syntax detectors, we try a small syntax set, including goal post, corner, middle
circle, game pitch boundary, human face number, player uniform number, and audi-
ence. Among these features, the numbers of human face and player uniform are vectors
of four elements, each of which refers to a syntax occurrence number (0-3). There-
fore, the syntax frequency vector is of thirteen dimensions. A complete attack segment
is used as a query (query-by-example). The retrieval output is a video clip list of at-
tack structures which are similar in video contents. Although such a retrieval system is
trivial and needs further developments in many aspects, such as the size of data collec-
tion and syntax set, we ﬁnd the performance of a pro-type system is satisfactory when
processing goal event queries.
5.6.2 Browser Index
An indexing scheme called browser index is developed for football videos based on
attack structures. Such an index organises play and focus around replay segments, and
thus generates a hierarchical content tree (Figure 5.12). This is because replay covers
game highlights [Pan et al., 2001] [Wang et al., 2004]. A congregation of replays is
regarded as an acceptable video summary [Pan et al., 2002] [Wang et al., 2005]. There-
fore, a replay segment is able to represent the story of an attack brieﬂy. In another word,
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an attack can be ignored in video summarisation and indexing, if such a structure has
no highlights. Video segments of play and focus are assigned to a replay segment in
the same attack and thus make up a middle layer of a browser index. These segments
contain detailed game information around a replay. Then these non-replay segments are
further decomposed into shots, which are the bottom layer of an browser index. Figure
5.12 displays such an index structure.
A non-linear video browser and an interactive video summarisation system are devel-
Figure 5.12: Video Browser Index
oped with this browser index. These demo systems can improve video summaries with
intensive user interactions. Two main interfaces are provided, related video browser
(Figure 5.13a) and summary browser(Figure 5.13b).
Related video browser retrieves replay segments and integrates play and focus seg-
Figure 5.13: Football Video Skimming (a) Relation Browser (b) Summary Browser
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ments. This interface provides two interactive panels, namely a replay segment list and
a related segments panel. The related segments panel displays the top n(n=3) closest
play and focus to a selected replay. A user chooses a replay segment from the replay
list and decides whether to add this highlight and related content segments into a per-
sonalised summary. Additionally, a double-click on icons in both the replay list and the
related segment panel will lead to a replay of a video clip in a stand alone media player
window.
Summary browser displays all video segments in a personalised video summary. Such
an interface enables nonlinear video editing. A user can insert and remove shots con-
veniently. The upper right region (Figure 5.13b) browses video segments, which are
chosen in related video browser. As a default, all replay segments are included. When
a user selects a video segment in the list, shots relevant to this segment will be shown
in the bottom right region for editing.
5.7 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter, we identiﬁed a semantic video structure called attack. Such a structure
records a team competition for a goal event and is equivalent to a scene. A three-step
segmentation algorithm is developed, including prior model training, structure kernel
detection and boundary allocation. A four-state hidden Markov model is trained to sim-
ulate an attack process as a prior knowledge and then improved by local data. A general
sufﬁxtreeisemployedtocountandallocateappearancesofthisMarkovprocesses, each
of which stands for an attack structure. A Markov basket is created, which consists of
all these attack Markov processes. Therefore, the attack boundary identiﬁcation turns
into a likelihood comparison of a video segment to two neighbour Markov chains in the
basket. Experiments show that this high-level attack structure can be extracted with a
high accuracy.
The segmentation of attack structures provides a semantic decomposition for a long
game video. Such a structure deﬁnes a fundamental temporal unit for syntax statis-
tics and content abstraction. The list of attack structures is helpful in content-based
video indexing and many other applications. Several experimental systems are intro-
duced, such as a syntax frequency based video retrieval system and the browser index
for sports video skimming and summarisation. These applications hint the potency of
an attack structure in content-based video retrieval and video data management.
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However, many drawbacks exist in the proposition and segmentation of attack struc-
tures. Attack structure is based on the visual transition in a game video. The segmenta-
tion algorithm only utilises visual information whilst ignoring other media modalities.
This indicates that such an approach is vulnerable for artefacts. For instance, we found
that a record for local football competitions only use the camera type of play without
replay and break. Although such a producer preference can be detected by prior model
adaption on local data (Section 5.4.2), this action may seriously decrease the perfor-
mance, because the Markov state focus is absent. A possible solution is to introduce
other modalities to improve a rough segmentation on local data (Section 5.4.2) so that
the attack Markov model can be self-trained by local data. Moreover, the extraction
of attack structures is a temporal decomposition. Such a segmentation lacks the abil-
ity of content weighting. This means we can not identify which structure is of most
importance, although some heuristic rules may help, such as the availability of replay
(Section 5.6.2). A reliable pathway is to take other modality information into consider-
ation. For example, Lenardi et al. [2004] ranked visual segments of highlight candidate
with audio energy in a post-processing step. Although it may be efﬁcient to deal with
modalities individually at different processing steps, we suppose a uniﬁed framework is
valuable, which combines visual, audio and other modalities simultaneously into both
video segmentation and content weighting. Therefore, a research question rises, what
is the temporal structure, which is effective on all modalities, e.g. audio and visual
streams. This question leads to my work on sports video attention analysis, which man-
ages audio, visual and other modalities from different content and temporal resolutions
at the same time.
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Attention Analysis
Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by
the mind in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several
simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought ... It implies
withdrawal from some things in order to deal effectively with
others.
William James, (Principles of Psychology 1890)
In this chapter, two attention-based approaches for sports video event detection and
highlight identiﬁcation are presented, namely, role-based attention model and a mul-
tiresolution autoregressive model. Many aspects of affective analysis are discussed,
including emotional space selection, modality synchronisation, feature-based atten-
tion estimation, attention fusion, attention-based event segmentation and game high-
light identiﬁcation. Three emotional spaces are compared, including arousal-valence-
dominant space, arousal-valence space and attention space. The attention space is em-
ployed in the subsequent video content analysis. Modality features, such as speech and
visual syntax, are asynchronous because of different updating rate, variant temporal
resolution, reﬂection bias, transmission delay and production artefacts. To synchronise
modality features becomes a important issue in modality fusion. Two approaches are
developed in this thesis. The role-based attention model clusters modality stimuli ac-
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cording reﬂectors in order to remove reﬂection bias and matches 15 sec long attention
segments by maximising signal correlation. The MAR framework smoothes attention
segments at coarse resolutions to ﬁnd a synchronous temporal resolution. A self en-
tropy operator is proposed to estimate attention intensity incurred by a stimulus, which
is compared with a normalisation operator, an adaptive normalisation operator and a
peak-enhanced normalisation operator. Local attention maxima are detected as game
events and ranked to identify game highlights. A deep-ﬁrst search algorithm is used to
allocate event boundaries.
6.1 Introduction
Generally, game videos convey various emotional aspects, such as happiness and sad-
ness. As a visual art, these videos reﬂect individual understanding and feeling in re-
sponse to game contents. For example, spectator cheers and excited comments are
recorded in an audio track for a goal event. These theatrical affections create a vivid
environment for video watchers around TV sets. Therefore, most of the emotional as-
pects, which take place in a stadium and auditory room, are kept in broadcasting videos.
Therefore, it becomes an effective approach for video content ﬁltering and importance
weighting to analyse emotional stories in a game video. For instance, a cheer in an
audio track shows spectator’s excitement and suggests game highlights. It is reported
that strong emotional variations are closely associated with content interests [Ma et al.,
2002]. Moreover, the magnitude of an attention variation is propositional with the in-
terest of video segments [Lesser and Murray, 1998]. This indicates that highlights, the
most interesting part of a game, can be identiﬁed by detecting local peaks in an atten-
tion time sequence or an attention curve.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 presents a brief introduction of the
psychological background of attention analysis, such as the deﬁnition of attention, tem-
poral characters of attention, the reﬂection model, and emotion space. Two impor-
tant works of attention analysis in sports video content understanding are addressed in
Section 6.3, including the user attention model [Ma et al., 2002] and affective video
content representation [Hanjalic, 2005]. Many aspects about attention computation are
carefully discussed, such as the selection of salient features, the computation of feature-
based attention intensity, the combination of feature-based attention and the detection
algorithm for sports highlights. Section 6.4 describes a perceptual environment during
sports video watching, identiﬁes possible salient features in sports videos, proposes a
perceptual structure to describe the perceptual process of video watching, and compares
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four attention extraction operators, which assume attention intensity from salient fea-
tures. Two contributed attention models are addressed, the role-based attention model
in Section 6.5 and the multiresolution autoregressive model in Section 6.6. Experiment
results and discussions are found in Section 6.7 and Section 6.8, respectively.
6.2 Psychological Background
Affective analysis is a topic in computing psychology rather than computer science.
Especially, the research on attention can even be traced back to the dawn of modern
psychology. William James, the founder of modern psychology, offered a widely ac-
cepted deﬁnition of attention in his original book “Principles of Psychology”. Attention
is the ability of selective cognition, i.e. concentrating on one thing while ignoring oth-
ers. Compared with many other cognitive processes, e.g. decision making, memory,
and emotion, attention is tied more closely to perception and sometimes regarded as a
gateway to cognition. Another deﬁnition of attention comes from neural science that
attention is an enhancing ﬁre of the neural correlation and that the difference in neuron
ﬁring is attributed to the mental state as well as stimulus. Some interesting facts from
psychology and cognitive neural science are presented as follows.
• Attention can be split into covet and overt, because it is usual to notice a set of
different events at the same time. Both covet and overt attention imply a state of
mood and a switch between these mode states is very fast.
• Attention is a cultural phenomenon. What people pay attention to is related to
their evolutionary and cultural history. An example is the experiment of odds
identiﬁcation and recall. In this experiment, a box is ﬁlled by various everyday
odds and ends from different walks of life and different cultures, such as incense
sticks and chips; people are asked to look into the box and write down what they
have seen after an interval of several minutes. It is reported that the majority
of the objects which people remembered are the unusual objects. This can be
explained that normal objects tend to attract little attention but odds attract great
attention.
• Attentions from different people are independent from each other. This is because
of the difference in culture, personal experience and expectations.
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6.2.1 Attention Temporal Model
In psychology, attention is regarded as a discreet temporal process. People notice some-
thing at this moment and other things later. Many continuous or discreet temporal
models have been proposed to simulate such a perception process. Lesser and Mur-
ray [1998] stated two interest-attention differential formula to quantify a relationship
among interest, attention, and human activity in an unknown environment as follows.
dxi,j
dt
= (bf(xi,j+wx2
i,j)+
b(1− f)
4
((xi−1,j+wx2
i−1,j)
+(xi+1,j+wx2
i+1,j)+(xi,j−1+wx2
i,j−1)
+(xi,j+1+wx2
i,j+1)))(1−
∑i0,j0xi0,j0e−ρd(i,j,i0,j0)
N∑i0,j0e−ρd(i,j,i0,j0) )−mxi,j
dyi,j
dt
= sf(xi,jyi,j+wy2
i,j)+s
1− f
4
((xi−1,jyi−1,j+wy2
i−1,j))
+(xi+1,jyi+1,j+wy2
i+1,j)+(xi,j−1yi,j−1+wy2
i,j−1)
+(xi,j+1yi,j+1+wy2
i,j+1)
where N refers to the attention intensity, x denotes the interest intensity of an observer,
y is the activity of a reﬂector, f stands for the basal rate of interest excitation, ρ refers
to the decay factor in resource overlapping with distance. d(i, j,i0, j0) indicates the dis-
tance between two “interest”states, xi,j and xi0,j0. b,s,m and w estimate the rate at which
an attention becomes an interest, an interest leads to an activity, a decay raises, and
positive feedback incurs, respectively.
Therefore, an audience’s interest and behaviour can be predicted in the context of sports
videos. This indicates the possibility of ﬁnding a direct solution of attention intensity.
Attention is proportional to the strength of a stimulus, and broadly proportional to the
interest of video contents, where the stimulus rises. Another conclusion is from infor-
mation theory that attention is propositional to the amount of information drawn during
a given temporal interval. This is because a stimulus strength is propositional to the
speed of information pan-out.
6.2.2 Stimulus-Response Model
Attention is a natural reaction to the outside world. The investigation of signal sources
or stimulus in the terminology of psychology, remains an active research topic. Com-
puting psychology introduces many quantitative methods to measure the strength of a
stimulus and has found several applications in active cognition systems, such as ac-
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tive vision. Response depicts an immediate jump of attention intensity against a given
stimulus but ignores the time cost for such an increment. The stimulus-response model
studies a quantitative relationship between stimulus and response, which establishes a
mathematical function for an expected response Y against a given stimulus x. One of
the most common stimulus-response model is Equation 6.1.
E(Y) = α +βx (6.1)
where α is the threshold triggering a response and β refers to a reaction parameter.
However, a log-like formula (Equation 6.2) is also plausible in many applications, such
as audible stimulus [Milanese et al., 1995] and colour affection [Engel et al., 1997].
E(Y) = α +β log(x) (6.2)
6.2.3 Emotion Space
Emotion space is a quantitative descriptive approach for human emotions. By discrim-
inating facial expressions, Ekman [1987] identiﬁed a basic set of emotions, which con-
sists of happiness, surprise, anger, sadness, fear, and disgust. Osgood et al. [1957]
proposed a Valance-Arousal-Dominance (VAD) dimensional system to depict emotion
variations. Valance measures the intrinsic attractiveness (positive valence) or aversive
state (negative valence) of an event, object, or situation [Detenber et al., 1997]. For
example, anger and fear are usually treated as “negative valence”, while joy has “pos-
itive valence”. Arousal is referred as a psychological state of being awake, involving
the reticular activation in the brain or an autonomic nervous system. A strong arousal
stimulus leads to a condition of sensory alertness, such as an increase of heart rate and
blood pressure. Hence, arousal ranges in a continuous scale from energised, excited,
alert, calm, drowsy, to peaceful. Dominance stands for the tolerance of a reﬂector,
which ranges from “no control”to “full control”. Dominance is particularly useful in
distinguishing emotional states which have similar arousal and valence, such as grief
and rage. Osgood et al. [1957] claimed each emotion could be represented by a point
in such a 3D space.
As a matter of fact, valence and arousal count for most independent emotional variances
in an enjoyment process of pictures, television, radio, computers and sounds [Creen-
wald et al., 1989] [Dietz and Lang, 1999]. As such, a valence-arousal (VA) emotion
space is proposed as a simpliﬁcation of this VAD space by ignoring the dominance di-
mension. This emotion space is widely employed to visualise a relationship between
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different emotions. For example, Hanjalic [2005] tracked emotion variations in story
ﬁlms by demonstrating a VA trajectory. Later, Wang and Cheong [2006] projected low
level audio and visual features into the VA space and claimed that ﬁlms, such as love
ﬁlms and action ﬁlms, can be discriminated by feature distributions in the VA space.
Attention space is a further simpliﬁcation, which only keeps the arousal dimension in
the VA space. In sports videos, the measurement of valance is usually meaningless.
This is because (1) watching a sports video is an enjoyable experience, which rarely
incurs negative valance, e.g. sadness and rage; (2) sports videos are similar to video
documentary, in which producers, such as video directors, should keep neutral on con-
tents to ensure the precision of actual story recording. Ma et al. [2002] developed a
group of feature-attention models to estimate attention variation in a sports video. The
authors supposed that such an approach was efﬁcient and effective in sports highlight
detection. Moreover, our works [Ren and Jose, 2006] [Ren, Jose and He, 2007] have
shown the effectiveness of attention space in sports video analysis.
6.3 Attention-based Sports Video Analysis
A salient feature captures or estimates the intensity of attention from raw video data and
thus projects media features into the psychological attention space. Itti and Koch [2001]
surveyed computational models for an active vision system and proposed a bottom-up
framework to compute image-based visual attention. The authors drew a topograph-
ical salient map by combining multiple image features [Itti and Koch, 1998, 1999],
so that the rectangle of interest (ROI), which attracts most attention in an image, was
identiﬁed as the area with maximum salient intensity. Later, Itti and Koch [2001] dis-
cussed several different models to simulate the spatial distribution of static attention in
an image, such as a Gaussian distribution model. Bollmann et al. [1997] claimed that
dynamic features, such as motion, were important in attention estimation. The authors
regarded these dynamic features as an ampliﬁcation of static salience or a controller of
gaze shifts. Ma et al. [2002] reviewed these early works in the ﬁeld of active vision and
proposed an attention-based approach for sports video summarisation. The impact of
media features on perception was isolated and a series of feature-based attention mod-
els were developed, such as motion attention model, static attention model, and audio
salient model, to estimate feature affection. For a video, the authors estimated atten-
tion on every visual frame and thus computed a time sequence of attention observations
named an attention curve.
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Since the attention state is unique at any given moment, a uniﬁed “viewer attention”
has to be estimated from multiple modality attention estimations. Ma et al. [2002] and
Hanjalic [2005] suggested a linear combination scheme to fuse these feature-based at-
tentioncurves. However, isolatedattentionestimationsfrommodalityfeaturesincurtoo
much noise. With the increase of the feature number, the so-called actual attention sig-
nals are occasionally overwhelmed by noise in [Ma et al., 2002]. Therefore, Hanjalic
[2005] selected a relatively small feature set, including average block motion vector,
shot cut density and audio energy, and smoothed these feature-based attention curves
with a 1-minute long Kaiser window. The authors counted the peak number of these
feature-based attention curves in a given temporal interval to predict an attention peak
in the uniﬁed attention curve. Later, an adaptive ﬁlter was proposed in [Hanjalic and
Xu, 2005] to increase the signal noise ratio (SNR) in feature-based attention estimation.
Furthermore, we developed two fusion schemes, role-based attention estimation (Sec-
tion 6.5) and multiresolution autoregressive framework (Section 6.6).
Many applications have been developed based on attention estimation. Ma et al. [2002]
collected peaks of the so-called “viewer attention” curves to create a video skim and a
video summary. This is because attention intensity is propositional to content impor-
tance in sports videos. Hanjalic and Xu [2005] and Ren, Jose and He [2007] treated the
allocation of attention or arousal peaks as an effective general approach of sports high-
lights detection. Moreover, such an assumption is sometimes useful in generic videos.
Ren, P.Punitha, Urban and Jose [2007] developed an attention-based video summarisa-
tion system for the TRECVid rushes collection.
However, the computing of attention intensity is confronted with many psychological
uncertainties as follows.
• The quantitative relationship between low level features and psychological atten-
tion is uncertain. Although computing psychology has presented several effective
approaches, such as a salient map, to estimate the reﬂective nature of a stim-
ulus 6-0Note that stimulus is a combination instead of single feature reaction.
qualitatively, there is no clear quantitative measurement for modality affection.
Although many stimulus-response models have been proposed in Crary [1999]
(Section 6.2.2), the selection of stimulus-response models relies on prior knowl-
edge or a psychological context. This indicates that it is difﬁcult to decide which
model is optimal in a given psychological scene, such as a sports video watching.
• Hanjalic and Xu [2005] assumed an “average” viewer, who had a ”standard” re-
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sponse against given game contents. Such a hypothesis violates the independence
of individual attention [Crary, 1999; Treisman and Kanwisher, 1988]. The actual
reaction from a speciﬁc viewer is psychologically uncertain.
• Modality asynchronism and multiresolution. Commercial video encoding and de-
coding techniques, such as MPEG−1/2/4 and H.263, deal with modality data
independently to save transportation bandwidth. This results in random tempo-
ral delays between audio and visual stream in an encoded video. Furthermore,
the methodology of football video production makes this situation more com-
plex. This is because audio track and visual stream come from totally different
observers or reaction objects in psychological terminology. For instance, video
directors watch a game, edit camera videos and compose video according to per-
sonal understanding. Meanwhile, automatic microphones record sounds from
spectators and commentators. There is a reaction bias or the discrimination of at-
tentionperiods. Hence, peaksfromaudio-basedandvisual-basedattentioncurves
rarely appear at the same time. Nevertheless, random network delay may enlarge
such an observation bias, because audio and visual stream are transferred individ-
ually.
In the following sections, two attention estimation frameworks are discussed in detail,
namely the user attention model (Section 6.3.1) and the affective video content repre-
sentation (Section 6.3.2). Topics cover salient feature selection, the estimation model
of attention intensity, and the attention fusion scheme.
6.3.1 User Attention Model
A sports video is a composite of an image sequence, audio track, and textural informa-
tion. These media modalities exert different effects on perception and content under-
standing. Therefore, three perceptual domains need carefully study in order to describe
an attention variation process whilst watching a video, namely visual, audio and lin-
guistic attention (Chapter 2). Ma et al. [2002] suggested an average user and proposed
a general user attention model (Figure 6.1). The authors assumed that attention im-
pact from different modality features were independent or acted individually. Besides
linguistic attention, a set of feature-attention computing models were developed to es-
timate feature affection. This is because linguistic attention is a problem of nature
language understanding rather than a simple stimulus-response process.
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Video Sequence
Analyzing￿
Visual Audio￿ Lingusitic
Fusion Scheme￿
Attention Curve￿
Feature-Attention Models
Figure 6.1: User Attention Model [Ma et al., 2002]
Visual Attention Computing
Ma et al. [2002] categorised visual attention into four classes, motion, static, face and
camera. Motion attention refers to the temporal contrast in a frame sequence; static
attention denotes an attention impact from a single visual frame; a face is one of the
most salient human characters and attracts notice; camera attention estimates attention
effect caused by camera transition. Note that face and camera attention are proposed
based on behavior analysis during video watching.
Motion Attention Motion attention is computed in the compressed ﬁeld. Ma et al.
[2002]developedthree“inductors”6-0Maetal.[2002]usedthisterminologyforfeature-
affectionprojectionfunction. toestimatemotionaffectionondifferentattentionaspects,
namely an intensity inductor (Equation 6.3), a spatial coherence inductor (Equation 6.5)
and a temporal coherence inductor (Equation 6.7).
I(i, j) =
q
dx2
i,j+dy2
i,j
MaxMag
(6.3)
where (dxi,j,dyi,j) denotes components of a motion vector, and MaxMag is the maxi-
mum magnitude.
The spatial coherence inductor (Equation 6.5) is based on the spatial phase consistency
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of motion vectors in a given spatial macro block w×w.
ps(t) =
SHw
i,j(t)
∑
n
k=1SHw
i,j(k)
(6.4)
Cs(i, j) = −
n
∑
i=1
ps(i)log(ps(i)) (6.5)
Where SHw
i,j(t) is the spatial phase histogram whose probability distribution is ps(t) and
n is the number of histogram bins.
Similar to spatial coherence inductor, the temporal coherence inductor is extracted from
a sliding window of L frames,
pt(t) =
THL
i,j(t)
∑
n
k=1THL
i,j(k)
(6.6)
Ct(i, j) = −
n
∑
i=1
ps(i)log(pt(i)) (6.7)
Where THL
i,j(t) is the temporal phase histogram whose probability distribution is pt(t),
and n is the histogram bin number.
Three salient maps are computed, an intensity salient map, a spatial salient map and
a temporal salient map, when a motion vector ﬁeld passes these inductors, respectively.
A motion salient map is a combination of these salient maps as Equation 6.8.
B = I×Ct ×(1−I×Cs) (6.8)
Therefore, the average of a motion salience map is deﬁned as motion attention of a
given visual frame.
Mmotion =
1
NMB∑
Λ ∑
q∈Ω
Bq (6.9)
where Bq is the salient value of a macro block; Λ refers to an area set with non-zero
motion salience; Ω denotes the set of macro blocks in a salient area and NMB is the
number of macro blocks in motion vector ﬁeld.
Static Attention Static attention estimates stimuli from colour contrasts, intensity
contrasts and orientation contrasts [Itti and Koch, 2001], to assume the affection of im-
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age background. Hence, static attention involves a group of topographic feature maps
frommultipleresolutions. ThecomputationofstaticattentionisdisplayedinFigure6.2.
For a RGB colour image, let R,G and B denote red, green and blue colour channels.
Figure 6.2: Static Salient Computing Architecture [Ma et al., 2002]
Therefore, the intensity I = R+G+B
3 ; r, g, and b are colour channels value normalised
by I in order to decouple hue from intensity. However, normalisation is only necessary
at image areas where I is larger than 1/10 of its maximum over the entire image and
remaining areas hold zero value for r, g, and b. This is because hue variations are not
perceivable at very low luminance. Hence, low luminance can be ignored in salience
computation.
For convenience, we transfer a RGB image into a r0g0b0y0 colour space as follows.
r0 = r−
g+b
2
g0 = g−
r+b
2
b0 = b−
r+g
2
y0 =
r+g
2
−
kr−gk
2
−b
if y0 < 0, y0 will be set to zero. Four Gaussian pyramids r0(δ), g0(δ), b0(δ), and y0(δ)
are computed on the corresponding colour channels. The intensity contrast is computed
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in Equation 6.10,
I(c,s) = kI(c)	I(s)k (6.10)
where c and s refers to different scales on an Gaussian pyramid I. 	 is a linear “centre-
around”operator, which is proposed to simulate the perceptual process on a visual re-
ceptive ﬁeld. Such an operator is implemented as the difference between a ﬁne and
a coarse visual resolution. For example, for a circle 	 operator, the region centre is
a pixel; an observation scale is c ∈ {2,3,4}; the surround area is corresponding pix-
els inside the scale s = c+δ with the radius δ ∈ {3,4}. Therefore, a 	 operation is
obtained by three steps: (1) interpolating a coarse surround area to a ﬁner scale; (2)
point-by-point subtracting in the ﬁne surround area; and (3) summing up all residues.
Note that this operation may be carried out on multiple scale rates and a normalisation
step is sometimes used. A common usage of 	 operator is to estimate a rectangle of
interest (ROI) in an image. Leventhal [1991] explained this intensity contrast stimulus
by neuron simulation. The authors claims that neurons, which are sensitive either to
dark centres with bright surroundings or to bright centres with dark surroundings, are
excited simultaneously.
The perception of colour is a little more complex. Neurons in the centre of receptive
ﬁelds are excited by one color and inhibited by another colour, while the converse is
true in the surroundings. Such a spatial and chromatic opponent exists for color pairs,
such as red/green (r0/g0), blue/yellow (b0/y0) and visa verse in human primary visual
cortex [Engel et al., 1997]. Therefore, the salient map of color contrast is deﬁned as
follows.
RG(c,s) = k(r0(c)−g0(c))	(g0(s)−r0(s))k
BY(c,s) = k(b0(c)−y0(c))	(y0(s)−b0(s))k
Texture orientation can be estimated from an intensity graph I by an oriented Gabor
pyramids O(δ,θ), where δ represents a pyramid scale and θ ∈ {0◦,45◦,90◦,135◦}
denotes the preferred direction [Leventhal, 1991] [Greenspan et al., 1994]. Hence, a
local orientation contrast O(c,s,θ) is the 	 difference between the centre and surround
scales (Equation 6.11).
O(c,s,θ) = kO(c,θ)	O(s,θ)k (6.11)
A sum salient map B is created to combine above salient maps. Thus a static attention
model is deﬁned in Equation 6.12, which is a weighted normalisation of the sum salient
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map.
Mstatic =
1
Aframe
N
∑
k=1 ∑
(i,j)∈Rk
B(i,j)·w
(i,j)
pos (6.12)
where Bi,j refers to the salient sum at a pixel (i, j) in a ROI Rk, N denotes the number of
ROIs, Aframe is the area of a visual frame, and w
(i,j)
pos stands for a normalised Gaussian
template with a centre at the pixel (i, j).
Face attention Face attention counts the attention increment because of human actor
appearance, such as a broadcaster in a news video. This attention estimation is designed
for video semantics rather than perceptional prominence. In face detection systems
[Polikar, 2006a], the location and the size of a human face can be decided in a visual
frame. Face attention is a product of face size and a prior location weighting template
(Equation 6.13).
Mface =
N
∑
k=1
Ak
Aframe
·
w0
pos
8
(6.13)
where Ak stands for kth face size, Aframe for the area of frame, and wi
pos is a prior face
location weight, which is deﬁned in Figure 6.3.
1￿ 2￿ 1￿
4￿ 8￿ 4￿
1￿ 2￿ 1￿
1/3￿ 1/3￿ 1/3￿
3/12
4/12
5/12
Figure 6.3: Face Location Weighting in Video Frame [Ma et al., 2002]
Camera Attention Camera attention deals with attention variation caused by pro-
duction style change, such as zoom depth and global motion pattern. To reduce the
computational complexity, a six-parameter afﬁne model is employed to estimate global
motion 6-0Since zoom depth is an important issue in the camera attention estimation,
the eight-parameter project model may be better than such an afﬁne model. This is be-
cause a change of zoom depth causes image deformations on z axis.. Moreover, several
heuristic guidelines [Ma et al., 2002] are listed as follows, which emphasise or neglect
some video objects or a video segment in certain cases in order to improve camera
attention estimation.
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1. Zoom and camera rolling always attract attention.
2. The faster the speed, the more important the content is.
3. Zooming-in attracts attention to details, while zooming-out presents an overview.
4. Horizontal panning incurs neglect of video objects. The faster the pan speed is,
the less important the content is. Additionally, vertical panning is rare because
such an editing causes unstable feeling.
5. Other camera motions, besides zoom, rolling and pan, have no obvious intention.
6. If the speed of camera motion changes too frequently, such a video segment is
labelled as random or unstable motions, which are meaningless in attention esti-
mation because of instability.
Audio Attention Computation
Ma et al. [2002] stated that an audio track attracted attention by two means, audio con-
tent and physical nature of audio energy. For example, speech and music are semanti-
cally meaningful for perception, while their physical characteristics, such as loudness
and temporal variation, grab human attention. Hence, the estimation of audio attention
consists of three parts, speech attention, music attention, and audio salient attention.
Salience of speech (Equation 6.14) and music (Equation 6.15) are measured by the
temporal ratio of a speech or a music component in an audio segment. Therefore, the
ﬁrst step for speech and music attention estimation is to discriminate speech and music
clips from background noise. This is a typical audio processing problem. A large group
of features, including Mel-frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCC), short time energy,
zero crossing rates, sub-band power distribution, brightness, bandwidth, spectrum ﬂux,
linear spectrum pair divergence distance, band periodicity and the pitched ratio 6-0A
pitched ratio is the number of pitched frames over the number of frames in a sub-clip.,
are extracted from audio and a support vector machine (SVM) is employed to classify
audio segments into four classes, speech, music, silence and others [Ma et al., 2002].
To improve discrimination precision, a label smoother is used to remove abrupt label
change and count the duration of a sub-segment.
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Mspeech =
Nspeech
Ntotal
(6.14)
Mmusic =
Nmusic
Ntotal
(6.15)
where Mspeech and Mmusic are speech attention and music attention, respectively; Nspeech
refers to the number of speech sub-segments, while Nmusic stands for the number of
music sub-segments; Ntotal denotes the sub-segments number in the entire audio clip.
A loud sound and sudden loudness variation always catch human attention. Hence,
audio salient attention is described by Equation 6.16,
Mas = Ea·Ep (6.16)
Ea =
Eavr
maxEavr
(6.17)
Ep =
Epeak
maxEpeak
(6.18)
where Eavr and Epeak refer to the average energy and energy peak of a given audio
segment, respectively. A sliding window is used to compute audio salient attention
along segments.
Linear Multimodality Attention Fusion
Ma et al. [2002] adopted a linear combination function to fuse above feature-attention
curves. All of these feature-based attention intensities are normalised to the interval
[0,1]. Therefore, an overall attention intensity is estimated as,
A = wvMv+waMa+wlMl (6.19)
where wv,wa,wi are weights for visual, audio and text attention6-0Ma et al. [2002]
called text attention as linguistic attention., while Mv,Ma,Ml refer to normalised media
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attention, respectively. These media attention are computed as follows.
Mv = (
P
∑
i=1
wi·Mi)×(Mcm)Scm (6.20)
Ma = (
q
∑
j=1
wj·Mj)×(Mas)Sas (6.21)
Ml =
r
∑
k=1
wk·Mk (6.22)
where wi,wj and wk are combination weights; Mi,Mj and Mk refer to a normalised
attention component for static salience, audio salience and linguistic salience, respec-
tively. In the visual attention computation, Mcm denotes the normalised camera atten-
tion, which acts as a model magniﬁer, while Scm can be regarded as a switch of this
magniﬁer. If Scm is greater than 1, the magniﬁer of Mcm is open. Similar to the role of
camera attention, Mas is the normalised audio salient attention and acts as a magniﬁer
for audio attention. In [Ma et al., 2002], both of Mas and Mcm were normalised into
[0,2].
6.3.2 Affective Video Content Representation
Hanjalic [2005] proposed an affective video content model to describe variations in
viewer emotions. The authors deﬁned affective contents, such as emotional intensity
andfeelingtype, whichwereexpectedto occurwhenindividualswatch avideo. The au-
thors employed the arousal-valence emotion space to estimate the attraction of a video.
Arousal Computing
Three excitement-related low-level features are selected to estimate arousal stimuli in
multiple modalities. Hanjalic [2005] supposed that these features should be qualita-
tively propositional to arousal intensity6-0Here propositional means that an value in-
crease of feature leads to an increase in the user excitement level..
• Frame-based motion activity (Section 3.6.1), which is obtained on the basis of
overallmotionactivitymeasuredbetweenconsecutivevideoframes[Simonsetal.,
1999][Dietz and Lang, 1999];
• Shot or video production rhythm (Section 3.2), which can be extracted by inves-
tigating shot length variation in a video [Adams et al., 2000];
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• Audio track energy in an interval of video frames (Section 3.6.3), which is com-
puted as overall energy in a sound track [Picard, 1997][Murray and Arnott, 1993].
Motion vectors vi(k) are computed by block-based motion estimation between adja-
cent video frames k and k+1. The motion salience m(k) is calculated as the average
magnitude of all motion vectors
− − →
vi(k) (Equation 6.23).
m(k) =
1
N|− − → vmax|
(
N
∑
i=1
|
− − →
vi(k)|) (6.23)
where |− − → vmax| is the absolute maximum of motion vectors, which normalises a motion
salience into (0,1].
The inﬂuence of a shot transition rate on viewer’s arousal is estimated by Equation
6.24,
c(k) = e((1−(n(k)−p(k)))/δ (6.24)
where p(k) and n(k) refer to the shot boundary ratio in a given temporal interval before
and after a visual frame k, respectively; the parameter δ is a predeﬁned constant.
Audio energy is a power spectrum in consecutive segments of an audio track. As men-
tioned in Section 6.3.1, peaks of audio energy play a signiﬁcant role in an arousal time
curve. However, the computation of audio energy is signiﬁcantly affected by recording
volume levels. Note that a video producer, such as a commentator, is able to adjust
recording volume level according to personal preference. Therefore, the salience of
audio energy G(k) has to be a tradeoff between absolute audio energy e e(k) and period
normalised audio energy mean (Equation 6.27).
en(k) =
e e(k)
maxk(e e(k))
(6.25)
en =
1
W ∑
k
en(k) (6.26)
G(k) = en(k)(1−en) (6.27)
where en(k) denotes the normalised audio energy; en is the average normalised audio
energy in a time intervalW.
To smooth the above arousal curves and remove ﬂuctuations caused by shot transitions,
a Kaiser window K(l,β) with length l and shape parameter β is employed (Figure
6.4). Hanjalic [2005] claimed that smoothed arousal curves, such as motion salience
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e m(k) = m(k)K(l,β), were able to mimic variations of viewer excitement better than
original arousal curves.
Figure 6.4: Kaiser Window Smoother
Valence Estimation
Valence is useful in the discrimination of video genres, such as love ﬁlms vs. disas-
ter ﬁlms [Wang and Cheong, 2006]. Although this emotional dimension is ignored in
sports video analysis, a brief description is provided about the computation of valence
in this section.
Dietz and Lang [1999] stated that the intensities of arousal and valence are subject to
some constraints in the actual emotion scale. The authors called this character of emo-
tion behavior “emotion region”(Figure 6.5). Hence, it is possible to estimate a valence
range through an arousal intensity, although many constraints exist. Hanjalic [2005]
divided the computation of valence into two steps, the estimation of valence range and
the calculation of valence variation from a given range. The estimation of valence range
is given by Equation 6.28.
r(k) = a(k)sign{H(Dj(k), j = 1..M} (6.28)
where r(k) refers to the valence intensity at a visual frame k; a(k) denotes the respec-
tive arousal intensity before Kaiser window smoothing; Dj(k) is valence signal nature
revealed by a modality feature j; and H stands for a fusion function of feature affec-
tions on valence nature. In [Hanjalic, 2005], this fusion function is a voting machine.
Therefore, the valence scale r(k) is determined by an arousal intensity, while the nature
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Figure 6.5: 2D Emotion Region([Dietz and Lang, 1999])
of valence is given as an accumulated feature affection.
The valence variation from a given scale g(k) is estimated by Equation 6.29.
g(k) =
n
100
max
k
a(k)
H(Dj(k), j = 1,..,M)
maxkkH(Dj(k)), j = 1,..,M)k
(6.29)
where n denotes a amplitude limitation parameter. In computing psychology, n in-
dicates the amplitude of perceptual ratio between valence and arousal, and is regarded
as an measurement on personal behavior. Hanjalic [2005] assigned 10 to this parameter.
Hence, the valence intensity is computed by Equation 6.31, which sums up valence
scale and the variation. This is because only the maximum of a valence is addressed in
the emotion analysis.
v(k) = r(k)+g(k) (6.30)
e v(k) = K(l,β)∗v(k) (6.31)
V(k) =
maxkkv(k)k
maxkke v(k)k
e v(k) (6.32)
Where K(l,β) denotes a Kaiser window smoother with length l and shape parameter β;
e v(k) refers to the valence intensity after being smoothed;V(k) is the normalised valence
intensity.
However, psychological valence is semantically ambiguous, given the complexity of
human perception. For example, black humour is a sad story but makes people laugh.
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Hanjalic [2005] only reported one low-level audio feature, pitch frequency, for valence
computation (Equation 6.33).
p(k) = PL(k)−N (6.33)
Where PL(k) is the pitch number in a video segment with length L; N is the so-called
neutral feeling frequency, which maps low pitch frequency to corresponding negative
valence. In [Hanjalic, 2005], N was set to 150. Murray and Arnott [1993] claimed that
pitch frequency was useful in distinguishing positive and negative emotions, such as
happiness (high-pitch frequency) and sadness (low-pitch frequency).
Aswellasothersalientfeatures, valenceestimationfrompitchfrequency p(k)issmoothed
by a Kaiser Window for a pitch-frequency valence component D1(k) as follows.
e p(k) = p(k)∗K(l,β) (6.34)
D1(k) =
maxkkp(k)k
maxkke p(k)k
e p(k) (6.35)
Hanjalic [2005] took this component D1(k) as the valence intensity of a video.
Arousal Curve Fusion
In the above sections, three arousal component curves are extracted from motion ﬁeld,
shot transition and audio energy. However, peaks in these curves are asynchronous.
This means that these peaks rarely appears at the same time, although they may refer to
the same game events. The reasons are as follows.
1. time resolution difference for arousal component computation. All arousal com-
ponents are average during a given time interval;
2. time delay between modalities. For example, a goal event may incur a sequence
of media events like that: spectators cheers (a peak in audio energy arousal), then
a camera zoom-in or a camera switch occurs (a peak in motion arousal), and
ﬁnally a replay segment appears, which switches several shots swiftly (a peak in
shot transition arousal);
3. arousal reﬂection bias. Arousal components extracted from motion and shot tran-
sition reﬂect game content understanding from video producers. It takes time for
these reﬂectors to understand game contents and thereby select proper methods to
iterate a game story. However, the arousal component from audio energy comes
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from an automatically recorded sound track. This indicates there are temporal
delays between arousal peak from different modality features.
Moreover, a peak in an arousal curve is a weak proof for sports highlights, because such
a peak may be incurred by other trivial issues. For instance, a balloon passing the sky in
a stadium may cause a fast camera switch and result in a peak in shot transition arousal.
Therefore, it can improve the robustness and effectiveness of game event detection to
fuse these arousal components. Hanjalic [2005] did not combine all arousal compo-
nents into a uniﬁed arousal curve. The authors designed a sliding temporal window
which was able to cover two neighbour shots, and used the sum of peak numbers in this
window to guess the possibility of a highlight. This combination scheme is simple but
effective. Another approach which the authors suggested, was to calculate a weighted
average of arousal intensity over a long time interval so that neighbouring local maxima
of arousal components could be merged.
Additionally, the combination of arousal components affects the estimation of valence,
because these psychological measurements are not entirely independent. As mentioned
in Section 6.3.2, there is a constraint between valence scale and arousal intensity to
ensure that an emotion curve can meet the requirement of a parabolic shape in the
emotional region. Hence, the fusion of arousal components confronts many internal
psychological problems.
6.3.3 Discussion
The estimation of video attractiveness is a complex task. There are three issues re-
quiring careful consideration, namely, salient feature selection, component attention
modelling and attention fusion. Given the pervasive nature of human emotion, numer-
ous stimuli from physical signals, linguistic understanding and emotional interactive
affection, can incur emotional responses. It is necessary to decide the scope of emo-
tion before selecting salient features. Component attention models simulate an response
processincurred byasalient featureinorder toestimatea possibleemotional increment.
The main challenge in the component attention model proposition is that these models
should be supported by clear psychological evidence. Attention fusion combines com-
ponent attentions to facilitate the identiﬁcation of the most interesting events in a video.
In this section, two affective models have been introduced, namely user attention model
[Ma et al., 2002] and affective video content representation [Hanjalic, 2005] [Hanjalic
and Xu, 2005]. Working in the attention space, user attention model is from a well
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developed background of active vision. A set of feature-based attention component
models is developed from individual modality features. These attention components
are linearly combined into a uniﬁed attention or so-called average viewer attention [Ma
et al., 2002]. The model of affective video content representation is constructed in the
arousal-valence space. Since a video is a temporal continuous stream, this model pays
attention to temporal signal variations rather than static contrast. This leads to a small
but effective salient feature set. Such a representation model identiﬁes the temporal
delay between component emotional curves, and employs a sliding time window for
the counting of arousal peaks. Note that the number of arousal peaks is assumed to be
propositional to the probability of highlight occurrence in a given time interval.
However, both models are with apparent drawbacks. The user attention model ignores
modality asynchronism and the physical nature of salient signals. For example, static
and face attention is computed for every visual frame, while motion attention is calcu-
lated between frames. There are differences in signal scales. Hence, the complexity of
attention component fusion increases dynamically with the number of salient features.
The uniﬁed estimation of attention intensity is sensitive to modality noises, although all
attention components are normalised. Moreover, too many parameters are introduced,
which results in expensive computation costs. Additionally, the hypothesis of aver-
age user attention conﬂicts with the psychological assertion of independent attention
[Osgood et al., 1957]. The extra valence dimension plays a contradictory role in the
model of affective video content representation. The computation of valence helps the
discrimination of psychological events. But arousal and valence are not completely in-
dependent psychological characteristics. This psychological ambiguity results in extra
complexity. Hence, valence estimation is fragile.
6.4 Attention When Watching Sports Videos
Although Ma et al. [2002] and Hanjalic and Xu [2005] used a general attention frame-
work for sports video analysis, it is worth surveying the particular attention process
when watching sports videos. Such an analysis clariﬁes this psychological story in or-
der to identify useful salient features and avoid possible misunderstandings.
A sports video is a compact record of a game. Moreover, a successful sports video
increases the ratio of interesting moments by inserting various video editing effects,
such as replay and zoom-in. The target of a sports video is to attract attention and keep
viewers before a TV set as long as possible. Given the simple video content, such as a
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goal in a football video, a sports video is mostly an attention or arousal guided video.
Therefore, valence is usually meaningless, because both positive and negative valence
are incurred simultaneously by the nature of competition in a game. Hence, the atten-
tion emotional space is enough to describe the emotion variation during watching of a
sports video.
6.4.1 Football Video Perception Structure
A broadcasting football video involves several perception roles during the recording.
Three major reaction roles can easily be identiﬁed from the visual stream and audio
track, namely spectators, commentators and video directors (Figure 6.6).
Stadium Audience
Commentators
 ￿
 ￿
 ￿
Director
Figure 6.6: Perception Roles in Football Video
These individual understandings affects the feeling of viewers from numerous aspects,
such as a cheer in the audio track (spectators), a word of goal (commentators) and a
fast camera zoom-in (video directors). Video directors edit camera videos, decide shot
style and insert video editing shots following their own understandings of game con-
tents. Therefore, video directors dominate the visual stream. Many visual patterns are
developed and utilised in game content analysis [Ren and Jose, 2005] [Babaguchi et al.,
2002] [Tjondronegoro et al., 2004b]. Some salient features, such as dominant color ra-
tio [Xie et al., 2002][Xu et al., 2001] and zoom size [Ren and Jose, 2005] are calculated
to guess the content importance of a video segment, although the authors did not link
these features with psychological effects. For example, a closer view can bring more
details inside a game pitch and thus assigns more prominence as well as attracts a little
more attention. Replay is another example. Pan et al. [2001] extracted replay segments
to build video summary, because these segments were designed to iterate important
moments. Note that a replay segment invert the time sequence and results in a strong
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temporal contrast, which deﬁnitely incurs strong attention. Nevertheless, shot duration
is a common measurement of action pace, which indicates the intensity of arousal and
is used to discriminate action ﬁlms and love ﬁlms [Adams et al., 2000]. Besides these
low level features, content-based structures in a sports video reﬂect the attention period
of directors. Xie et al. [2002] and Ren and Jose [2005] identiﬁed video structure by
dedicated hidden Markov models on the feature shot style, which is a signiﬁcant mea-
surement of director behavior as well as shot switch frequency. Additionally, Hanjalic
[2005] claimed that a close view, replay segments and shot length reﬂected arousal in-
tensity, the emotional equivalence of attention. It can be easily understood that video
directors employ a close view and keep a long shot duration indicates an increase of
director attention.
The responses from spectators and commentators can be identiﬁed in an audio track
as well as the visual stream occasionally. As a group, spectators cheer for exciting mo-
ments and keep quiet in other time. They attract attention from video viewers by loud
plaudits. Moreover, visual shots on spectators are relatively rare, but impress upon the
atmosphere in the stadium. There are two cases for spectators to appear in a visual
stream. After a highlight, such as a goal, video directors pay one or two ﬁeld view on
the spectator area to display an exciting scene. Otherwise, a close view on one or a
small group of spectators indicates that video directors supposes the behavior of spec-
tators is more interesting than a game. The role of commentators is complex. As a
part of the job, commentators explain a game with a neutral attitude but occasionally
with personal preference. Keywords in the comments can be detected to annotate game
events [Xu and Chua, 2004]. However, commentators are also a group of professional
spectators and excited just the same as are other spectators.
6.4.2 Attention Signal
As a psychological measurement, attention describes human behavior before stimuli
and measures the period to reach and keep an stage of focus. Treisman and Kanwisher
[1988] claimed that the reaction period exceeded 0.384sec against a strong and simple
stimulus, such as a ﬂash inside a dark room. Moreover, the authors reported that atten-
tion transmission from one stage to another stage would require similar duration. This
means that a temporal interval between two attention peaks will be 0.7 sec at least. Ad-
ditionally, Hanjalic [2005] utilised an 1-minute long low-pass window ﬁlter to smooth
arousal signals. The successful experiments indicate that the spectrum of an attention
signal is narrow or in a low bandwidth. Therefore, an attention signal is oversampled
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at the updating rate of visual frames. It is possible to reduce noise and save computing
cost by enlarging the temporal observation window on attention signals.
Note that attention variation is a perceptual reﬂection of game contents. Different at-
tention signals in a video should be conceptually similar. This means these signals are
of similar trends and temporal structures. For example, an interesting event incurs at-
tention peaks in different components synchronously. Ma et al. [2002] and Hanjalic
[2005] stated that attention peaks or crests indicated the appearance of an interesting
game content. However, there is a temporal delay among these different component
peaks. In a football video, spectators cheer for a successful goal and there is a specta-
tor attention crest. Video directors notice the goal event and switch cameras to display
this story. An attention increment is found in the shot frequency. Some video editing
effects, such as replay, are inserted, which result in a director attention crest of replay
segments. Exciting spectators are sometimes displayed, which leads to an increment of
the off-ﬁeld spectator attention. False alarm in sports event detection can be avoided by
removing this temporal delay and aligning attention component peaks. Possible solu-
tions are listed as follows.
1. Align peaks in the ﬁnest resolution. This is a direct approach but sometimes
fragile because of modality noise.
2. Accumulate attention curves by integral. A inﬂexion of this sum curve allocates
the best match moment. However, this approach requires that these signal are
continuous and that the delay is short.
3. Carry out this crest matching at a coarse temporal resolution. Hanjalic [2005],
Hanjalic and Xu [2005] and Xu and Chua [2004] showed that the football high-
light detection would be effective at a coarse temporal resolution, although the
authors did not decide the best temporal resolution for sports event analysis.
6.4.3 Role-related Salient Features
TreismanandKanwisher [1988]and Lew [1996]statedthatvariation, contrast andstim-
ulus energy were major issues attracting attention. Since a sports video is produced in
a closed environment, e.g.,a game pitch and a stadium, temporal variations and con-
trasts play a signiﬁcant role in order to stimulate viewers. This is why video production
techniques, such as zoom-in, replay, and swift shot switch are widely employed in the
depiction of game events [Zettl, 1990]. Table 6.1 lists a summary of salient feature
from the perspective of video directors. Note that replay and ﬁeld-away shots interrupt
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a continuous perception process of watching videos and might hinder the understanding
of video contents. Therefore, these video production methods are limited for essential
game aspects. As such, the length of replay segments and ﬁeld-away shots mono-
tonically increases rather than deceases attention intensity in contrast to normal shots
[Adams et al., 2000]. Additionally, we treat the occurrence of a replay segment as a
boolean attention switch for highlight identiﬁcation. If a replay segment appears, this
segment will be labelled as a highlight. Another aspect is the rectangle of interest (ROI),
which measures the size of an interesting area in a visual frame. This aspect involves
two salient issues: camera zoom depth and semantic video object size. The deeper the
zoom, the larger the ROI appears. Most of the salient feature extraction algorithms can
be found in Chapter 3.
Reactions from spectators and commentators are mixed in an audio track. Abso-
feature attention qualitative
facts relationship
football size zoom depth ∧
uniform size zoom depth ∧
face area zoom depth ∧
domain color ratio zoom depth ∨
line mark distribution rect of interest
goalpost ROI
penalty box ROI
shot duration temporal variance ∨
shot cut frequency temporal variance ∧
motion vector temporal variance
zoom-in sequence temporal variance ∧
replay temporal contrast
off-ﬁeld shot temporal contrast
Table 6.1: Director-related Attention Features, ∧ stands for a propositional qualitative
relationship between feature and attention, while ∨ refers to an anti-propositional be-
tween feature and attention.
lutely loud and greatly varying sounds always attract attention, if ignoring linguistic
perception. Table 6.2 lists a group of spectator-related and commentator-related salient
features used in this thesis.
6.4.4 Feature Attention Operator
Salient features come from different modalities, such as audio, video and text. There-
fore, these features are of different physical and psychological characteristics, e.g. sig-
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feature attention qualitative
aspects relationship
short time audio energy loudness ∧
cross zero ratio sound variation ∧
speech band energy sound variation ∧
First order variation of MFCC sound variation
keyword semantic understanding
speech ratio
Table 6.2: Spectator-related and Commentator-related Attention Features, ∧ stands for
the propositional qualitative relationship between feature and attention, while ∨ refers
to anti-propositional between feature and attention.
nal updating rate and affective effects. To conceal these variations, it is necessary to
ﬁnd an approach to estimate a uniﬁed attention intensity contributed by these salient
features individually. For example, Ma et al. [2002] directly normalised the range of
all feature-based attention components into [0,1]. However, Hanjalic [2005] claimed
that the stimulus-response was a noisy process. The authors proposed an operator (M0
in Equation 6.36) to smooth normalised arousal signals by introducing a sliding Kaiser
window.
M0 : M0(s) = K(l,β)Np(s) (6.36)
where Np() is a normalisation operator, which rescales the range of a signal into [0,p];
s refers to a salient signal and K(l,β) denotes a Kaiser window smoother with length
l and shape parameter β. In [Ma et al., 2002] and [Hanjalic, 2005], p is set to 1.
Later, Hanjalic and Xu [2005] supposed that it can improve signal-noise ratio(SNR)
to sharpen strong signal peaks in a salient signal. Therefore, the authors employed a
sequential normalisation operator, M1, in [Itti and Koch, 1999] which promote a small
number of strong activity peaks by suppressing numerous similar activity peaks. This
operator M1 consists of three steps,
1. normalise the scale of a signal to a ﬁxed range [0..L];
2. ﬁnd the location of the global maximum Lmax and compute the average ¯ L of all
other local maxima;
3. globally multiply the sequence by (Lmax− ¯ L)2.
In contrast to these signal enhancement processes in [Hanjalic, 2005],[Hanjalic and Xu,
2005] and [Wang and Cheong, 2006], we propose an approach based on information
theory to estimate the intensity of attention and thereby alleviate algorithm dependency
on data collection. As far as cognition psychology is concerned, attention is the ability
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of information consuming. In a neutral situation in which people keep neutral or feel
interested or uninterested in all active information sources, the pan-out speed of mes-
sages will decide the distribution of attention. This leads to two helpful evidents for
attention estimation. Firstly, it is intuitive to introduce self-information (Equation 6.37)
to measure the message sent out from salient audio-visual features. In information the-
ory, self-information is deﬁned as the amount of information that knowledge about (the
outcome of) a certain event, adds to the overall knowledge.
Entropy = −log2(Pi) (6.37)
where Pi is the appearance probability of a feature at the given value i. Moreover,
the self-information can be robustly calculated by a histogram estimation of feature
distribution. Some features have a known prior distribution. For example, shot updating
is a stochastic process of event arrival at an expectation rate. The shot frequency follows
the Weibull distribution [Vasconcelos and Lippman, 2000]. We use an EM algorithm to
ﬁnd the best ﬁt and then compute the self entropy. Secondly, the uniﬁed attention state
can be regard as follows.
Iattention =
− →
A
− →
E (6.38)
where
− →
A denotes a vector of attention ratio over modalities; E refers to the modality
contribution which indicates an information increment contributed by a given modality.
This equation (Equation 6.38) suggests that we can develop a Kalman ﬁlter like tech-
nique to estimate the uniﬁed attention intensity with the temporal smooth constraint
on perception and feature updating. Therefore, a multiresolution autoregressive frame-
work is developed in Section 6.6. However,
− →
A is unknown in most cases of perception
processes.
Therefore, a self-entropy operator M2 (Equation 6.39 is proposed in [Ren, Jose and
He, 2007].
M2 : M2(s) = N1(−log2Pi(s)) (6.39)
where N1 denotes a [0,1] normalisation operator, Pi() is the probability of a signal s at
the ith range scale. For computational convenience, the self-entropy M3 (Equation 6.40)
is sometimes employed directly.
M3 : M3(s) = −log2Pi(s) (6.40)
It is difﬁcult to evaluate the performance of attention operators. Since a goal is the
most important event in a football game, the attention intensity ratio of goal events
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Figure 6.7: Audio based band energy distribution in the ﬁnal game of World Cup 2002
(a)audio energy 256-bin histogram (b)audio energy self-entropy 256-bin histogram
over the average can reﬂect the effectiveness of these operators and therefore become a
measurement of signal noise ratio (Equation 6.41). A higher signal noise ratio indicates
that the better performance is an operator in the signal enhancement.
SNRgoal = 20log
Igoal
Iall
(dB) (6.41)
where Igoal and Iall refer to the average attention intensity over goal events and a com-
plete game halve at 1 minute resolution, respectively.
We employed ﬁve games for operator effectiveness evaluation, including Brazil vs Ger-
many (the ﬁnal game in World Cup 2002), Brazil vs Turkey (a semi ﬁnal game in World
Cup 2002), Germany vs Korea (a semi ﬁnal game in World Cup 2002), France vs Italy
(the ﬁnal game in World Cup 2006) and Arsenal vs Barcelona (UEFA Champion 2006).
The salient feature collection includes average audio energy, zoom depth, and play ﬁeld
ratio. Table 6.3 displays the average attention intensity on goal events and a complete
game halve under different attention operators. The SNR is the signal noise ratio com-
puted by Equation 6.41. Note that the operator M2 achieved a satisfying performance in
all ﬁve games, although this evaluation is not enough to undercover the actual behavior
of these operators in a large sports video collection.
In this thesis, we employ the operator M2 or M3 to estimate feature-based attention
components unless other operators are specialised in computation. Both operator are
based on an information theory explanation to attention phenomenon that attention is
the ability of consuming information.
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M0 M1 M2
Goal All SNR Goal All SNR Goal All SNR
Brazil vs Germany II 0.842 0.685 1.792 0.780 0.631 1.841 8.827 4.122 6.614
Brazil vs Turkey I 0.960 0.620 3.798 0.995 0.625 4.039 9.277 4.132 7.023
Germany vs Korea II 1.000 0.708 2.999 1.000 0.647 3.782 8.679 5.211 4.431
Italy vs France I 0.972 0.655 3.429 0.989 0.639 3.794 8.970 5.409 4.393
Arsenal vs Barcelona I 1.000 0.587 4.628 1.000 0.612 4.265 9.148 4.783 5.633
Arsenal vs Barcelona II 0.895 0.600 3.473 0.952 0.622 3.697 8.374 4.833 4.774
average 0.945 0.643 3.353 0.952 0.629 3.570 8.880 4.748 5.478
Table 6.3: Attention Peak Average Ratio for Normalisation Operator Evaluation. The
sequence number I and II refer to the ﬁrst half and the second half of a game, respec-
tively. Three salient features are employed, average audio energy, grass ratio and zoom
depth.
6.5 Role-based Attention Model
The following sections present two attention models which we proposed originally in
this thesis, namely a role-based model [Ren and Jose, 2006] and a multiresolution au-
toregressive framework [Ren, Jose and He, 2007]. These models simulate the attention
process in a sports video from different viewpoints. Role-based attention model simu-
lates the perception structure in the sports video production (Section 6.4.1). This model
argues for a two-layer attention fusion framework: (1) combine attention components
into attention of directors, spectators, and commentators in order to remove the reﬂec-
tion bias among attention signals; (2) fuse director, spectator, and commentator atten-
tions to detect game highlights. The multiresolution autoregressive framework regards
salient feature curves as multiple observations of a noisy temporal process. Therefore,
feature-based attention components are a set of signals, which vary with similar trends,
such as the appearance of signal peaks, but contain intensive noise. Attention fusion,
which combines multiple noisy attention components into a uniﬁed attention curve, cor-
respondstoasignalestimationfrommultiplenoisyobservationsatmultiresolution. The
multiresolution autoregressive framework develops a three-step algorithm to complete
this estimation and information fusion, including a bottom-up multiresolution moving
average (MA), a top-down multiresolution autoregressive (AR) and a signal-noise ratio
estimation which decides a proper temporal resolution for sports video analysis.
The role-based attention model aims to combine attention components from the same
observer and hence remove reﬂection bias. As mentioned in Section 6.4.1, reaction
bias is one of main temporal asynchronous issues among attention signals. Moreover,
such a categorisation classiﬁed attention components into three classes. Limiting the
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number of attention components helps the fusion and estimation of a uniﬁed attention
curve over a long video sequence. As such, salient features are grouped according to
reﬂectors; three role-based attention curves are proposed for directors, spectators and
commentators, respectively.
A system framework for role-based attention analysis is shown in Figure 6.8, which
is made up by three main steps: role-based attention estimation, role attention curve pu-
riﬁcation and uniﬁed attention fusion. The estimation deﬁnes a set of modality features
to extract role-based attention curves and thereby decides system reliability in highlight
detection and event segmentation. The puriﬁcation removes signal noises and excludes
replayandﬁeld-awaysegmentstofacilitateattentionfusion. Thisisbecausethesevideo
segments convey only director attention rather than a mixture. In the attention fusion,
a uniﬁed attention curve is estimated for a game video, which combines attention in-
tensity from different reaction roles, removes media asynchronism and tracks attention
variation precisely.
Video Sequence
Analyzing￿
Visual Audio￿ Lingusitic
Fusion Scheme￿
Spectator￿
Attention Curve￿
Feature Extraction
Director
Attention Curve￿
Commentator￿
Attention Curve￿
Role-based Attention Fusion￿
Highlight￿
Detection Scheme
Figure 6.8: Role-based Attention Analysis Framework
The attention of video director is extracted from a visual stream. This attention curve in-
cludes two components, static attention and temporal variation Tn (Equation 6.44). The
former component consists of zoom depth Zn (Equation 6.42) and ROI Cn (Equation
6.43) in Table 6.1. Therefore, three salient curves are detected, namely, zoom depth,
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ROI ratio, and temporal contrast.
Zn =
N1(UniformSizen)+N1(FaceArean)
N1(DomainColorRation)+1
(6.42)
Cn = N(N1(GoalPostArean)+N1(PenaltyArean)) (6.43)
Tn =
N1(ShotFrequencyn)∗N1(Motionn)
N1(ShotDurationn)+1
(6.44)
where N1 denotes a [0,1] normalisation operator. The size of an uniform is estimated
in Section 3.5; the calculation of domain color ratio is found in Section 3.3; a goal post
and a penalty area are detected by a FST classiﬁer (Appendix A); shot frequency and
shot duration are extracted by the shot segmentation algorithm in Section 3.2. These
time sequences of attention components are normalised and added up into a director
attention curve VDn as Equation 6.45. Figure 6.9 displays a director attention curve at
0.3 sec resolution in the game Germany vs Brazil in FIFA World Cup 2002.
VDn =
1
2
(N1(N1(Zn)+N1(Cn))+N1(Tn)) (6.45)
As mentioned in Section 6.5, spectator attention is propositional to the loudness of
Figure 6.9: Director Attention Curve @ 0.3 sec in Brazil vs Germany, World Cup 2002.
Blue lines denote time intervals of goal events in the FIFA record.
background noise. Hence, short time energy in an audio track and the absolute dif-
ference of audio energy in a short time interval are used to estimate VA. Four scales
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are taken, including 1 sec, 5 sec, 30 sec and 1 minute. Hence, spectator attention VAn
is a ﬁve element vector, (E0,D1,D5,D30,D60), where n is the time stamp of spectator
attention; E0 denotes the audio energy in 0.3 sec; D1,D5,D30,D60 refer to the absolute
difference from 1 sec, 5 sec, 30 sec, 60 sec mean audio energy, respectively. For com-
putational convenience, the intensity of spectator attention is transformed into a scalar
in [0,1) (Equation 6.46).
VA =
1
5
(N(E0)+N(D1)+N(D5)+N(D30)+N(D60)) (6.46)
It is difﬁcult to estimate commentator attention precisely. This is due to the complexity
of commentator behavior in the sports video production. As an iterator, the excitement
of commentators can be detected by speech speed and voice loudness. Xu and Chua
[2004] claimed that the low band of LPCC (from 0 to 3) and zero cross ratio (ZCR)
were effective to estimate commentator attention. Therefore, a commentator attention
model VC is proposed in Equation 6.47. However, an audio track is a noisy mixture
rather than a clean speech in an auditing room, which combines background noise,
comments and music clips. It is difﬁcult to separate these sounds. Moreover, the feature
of ZCR is sensitive to noise. Such a commentator attention model is fragile because
of strong noise in an audio track of sports videos. Additionally, commentators are
professional spectators. Their behavior is likely to be similar to other spectators in the
stadium. It sounds reasonable to estimate both spectator and commentator attention in
a uniﬁed model rather than two individual models. Therefore, an audio attention model
is proposed by Equation 6.46. Figure 6.10 displays the audio attention curve at 0.3 sec
time resolution in Brazil vs Germany, World Cup 2002.
VC = N1(N1(
3
∑
i=0
LPCCi)+N1(CrossZeroRatio)) (6.47)
Although these role-based attention models try to remove asynchronous noise, Figure
6.9 and Figure 6.10 show that attention signals themselves are noisy, especially at the
temporal resolution of 0.3 sec. To improve the robustness and efﬁciency of sports high-
light segmentation, several processes are necessary, such as role-based attention curve
fusion, multiresolution attention signal analysis, and signal quality analysis.
Role-based Attention Fusion By Signal Correlation
Role-based attention fusion is designed to combine role-based attention curves in order
to estimate a uniﬁed attention intensity. Note that we focus on how to extract a complete
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Figure 6.10: Spectator Attention Curve @ 0.3 sec in Brazil vs Germany, World Cup
2002. Blue lines denote time intervals of goal events in the FIFA record.
game event rather than a moment. Entire stories are what we look for, each of which
should include a start point, an end point and several content iterations, such as replays
from different viewpoints. Therefore, the approach in [Hanjalic and Xu, 2005] is not
suitable, which counts the number of arousal peaks in a sliding window to estimate the
possibility of highlights in a game. Moreover, a uniﬁed attention curve is necessary to
facilitate the segmentation of game events.
Attention fusion is a combination of two long noisy temporal sequences, which are of
the same signal scale and updating rate, although random delay exists between signals.
We cut these sequences into short clips, in which the temporal delay could be treated
as a constant roughly. Since these attention curves observe the same content process
and are supposed to have a similar variation trend 6-0Durbin-Watson test value in the
ﬁnal game of World Cup 2002 is smaller than 1.4, which hints a positive correlation
between audio and visual attention curves., we match and mix relevant signal segments
by maximising signal correlation (Equation 6.52). Blank intervals, due to the removal
of replay segments, provide natural stop marks in attention curves. To improve signal
noise ratio, a Kalman ﬁlter is employed to smooth the combined attention curve and a
re-sampling to 1 sec is used as well as shortening sequence length.
Let C(role,t) denote role-based reaction matrix and x(t) be an intensity of content in-
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terest, a role-based attention z(role,t) can be estimated as follows.
z(role,t) =C(role,t)x(t)+v(role,t) (6.48)
where v(role,t) is the observation noise with zero mean for a reﬂect role at a moment t.
To detail, a director, spectator, and commentator attention in ith attention segment can
be stated as,
zdirector(i,t) = C(dir,t)x(t)+vdir(t) (6.49)
zspectator(i,t) = C(aud,t +∆ta)x(t)+vaud(t) (6.50)
zcommentator(i,t) = C(com,t +∆tc)x(t)+vcom(t) (6.51)
where ∆t refers to a reaction bias. An observation windows at the width of ±30 sec is
employed to compute signal correlation between 30 sec long attention segments. This
is because FIFA recorded game events at the temporal resolution of 1 minute in ofﬁcial
documents.
∆t = arg max
∆t∈[−30,30]∑
t
zdirector(t)zaudience(t +∆t) (6.52)
Therefore, the matching between visual and audio attention segments is completed by
the maximisation of signal correlation. A uniﬁed attention curve is estimated by linearly
combining matched audio and visual attention segments.
Z(i,t) =∑
n
ηnzn(i,t) (6.53)
where ηn is the weighting coefﬁcients with ∑ηn = 1.
This is an intuitive solution to combine attention curves by maximising signal cor-
relation. As such, attention peaks and valleys between different attention curves are
roughly synchronised. Signal-noise ratio of attention signal over observation noise is
thereby increased according to the proposition of attention analysis (Section 6.2.2) and
role-basedattentionmodel. However, thisapproachisconceptuallyacceptablebutfaces
many problems in processing. This is because a noise model can hardly be deﬁned in
the psychological process of watching a video. Moreover, correlation computation can
enhance signal noise as well as attention signals. The estimation of a uniﬁed attention
curve is not so robust in the case of strong noise. Moreover, it is necessary to estimate
an optimised temporal resolution for attention clip segmentation during the matching
process, which balances the tradeoff between the allowance of observation noise and
the precision of event boundary detection. On one hand, a long attention segment pro-
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vides plenty of observations which help the smoothing of signals and thereby removing
strong noise. An attention segment should be long enough to grantee the robustness
of a fusion algorithm. On the other hand, attention segments employed for modality
matching, should be short in order to keep a roughly constant reaction delay and meet
the temporal precision of event boundary detection. Hence, a careful balance is neces-
sary in the decision of audio segment length. Nevertheless, the computation of signal
correlation is a processing at a single time resolution. This means that this algorithm
can hardly employ the multiresolution nature of attention signals which may lead to
an efﬁcient representation method of game contents. To solve these problems, we pro-
posed a multiresolution autoregressive framework to complete the attention fusion and
thereby developed a new attention model for sports videos.
6.6 Multiresolution Autoregressive Model
A role-based attention model is a direct description of sports video enjoyment at the
phase of video production. This model is proposed to remove reaction bias and subse-
quently to develop an efﬁcient attention simulation approach. However, such a model
is too specialised to be extended to other video genres. A general attention model is
required to make the attention-based content analysis suitable for general video genres.
These work leads to the framework of a multiresolution autoregressive attention model.
Generally, attention curves are psychological reactions to a smooth temporal process,
which illustrates a well organised reasonable game story. This indicates that attention
signals are temporally smooth and can be described by some Markov chains. More-
over, attention intensity peaks are propositional to the possibility of game highlight
occurrences, according to the attention proposition in Section 6.2.2. Note that game
eventsarearelativelylongtemporalintervalandrelatedattentionpeakscanbeobserved
from different resolution. This characteristic is important because these attention peaks
which refer to game events, can be discriminated from strong random noise by mul-
tiresolution analysis.
The multi-resolution autoregressive model (MAR) is a multi-scale recursive linear dy-
namic model [Chou et al., 1994]. This model simulates a random process by a series
of autoregressive (AR) models at multiple scales and is able to combine heterogeneous
data in multiple spectral bands and at different spatial or temporal resolutions following
a given criteria. Willsky [2002] proved that a MAR was equivalent to a Markov on
graph, which is of the same computational complexity as the video content modelling.
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However, attention ratio distribution
− →
A or attention gain on different modalities, such
as visual attention, is unknown. It is unrealistic to combine modality based attention
signals directly. Note that audio and visual stream are two independent observations
on the same message production process (Section 6.4.2). We can employ one media
attention curve as a measurement to the other and thereby combine all modality based
attention curves by a MAR model. In other words, audio and visual attention curves are
independent and rough observations, and a better estimation can be drawn by a MAR
tree. This assumption can be formalised as follows.
Denote the set of resolutions by R = {1,...,R}, with r = R being the ﬁnest resolu-
tion. Extracted visual salient features are of different resolutions. For example, shot
frequency is meaningless if the width of an observation window is less than the min-
imum of shot duration. Hence, we set the ﬁnest combination resolution as 1.4 times
of the longest shot duration. In experiments, the observation windows is about 50 sec,
whose width is very close to 1-minute window [Hanjalic, 2005]. The node N at scale
r is N
(r)
n = {1 : 2r} in the case of a bi-tree. Let x(s) be the observation vector of visual
attention on a node s and y(s) denote the audio part, the discrete-time attention process
can be described by a linear stochastic difference equation as follows.
y(s) =
1
N
Hx(s)+v(s) (6.54)
We assume the contribution of visual salient features are of the same importance6-0It
is a widely accepted practice in affective analysis. For example, affective effect from
differentsalientmodalitiesarecombinedwiththesameweightin[Hanjalic,2005][Han-
jalic and Xu, 2005] and [Wang and Cheong, 2006].. H is a vector of {1,...,1} and N is
the normalisation parameter. v(s) is Gaussian noise on the tree. We use a binary tree in
the MAR model, the projection from ﬁner resolution to coarse resolution will be
x(s) = [0.5,0.5]Tx(s|s−)+w(s) (6.55)
where x(s|s−) is the sub-tree under node (s), w(s) is the Gaussian noise. The Rauch-
Tung-Striebel (RTS) smoother can produce the best estimation of this temporal process
[Willsky, 2002].
Therefore, a two-step algorithm is developed to estimate a MAR model from data. The
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ﬁrst step of ﬁne-to-coarse swapping is a generalisation of a Kalman ﬁlter but works
for a multi-scale tree. A three-step recursion is involved, namely prediction, measure
updating, and the ﬁne-to-coarse merge when moving up to a coarse resolution. The
second step of coarse-to-ﬁne smoothing distributes AR model parameters, which are
obtained in the former ﬁne-to-coarse step, such as the covariance matrix at coarse res-
olution. These information is used to improve prior estimations at a ﬁner resolution.
This estimation algorithm will be presented by following sections in detail.
6.6.1 Fine-to-coarse Sweep
In the ﬁne-to-coarse sweep, ˆ x(s|s) denotes the optimal estimate of x(s) at each node s,
which is computed by data in the sub-tree rooted at node s, together with P(s|s), the
error covariance in the estimation.
Initialisation
Initialise at the ﬁnest resolution. For each ﬁnest scale leaf node s, the estimation of
ˆ x(s|s−) and the covariance P(s|s−) from the sub-tree are
ˆ x(s|s−) = 0 (6.56)
P(s|s−) = Px(s) (6.57)
Measure Updating
Measurement updating is identical to the analogous equations in a Kalman ﬁlter.
ˆ x(s|s) = ˆ x(s|s−)+K(s)v(s) (6.58)
where v(s) is the measurement innovations,
v(s) = y(s)−H ˆ x(s|s−) (6.59)
which is zero-mean with covariance,
V(s) = HP(s|s−)HT (6.60)
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and where the gain K(s) and the updated error covariance P(s|s) are given by,
K(s) = P(s|s−)HTV−1(s) (6.61)
P(s|s) = [I−K(s)H]P(s|s−) (6.62)
Sub-tree fusion
The second step is the fusion of estimates from immediate children at node s. Specif-
ically, let ˆ x(s|sai) be the optimal estimate at one of children sai of node s and vsai, the
sub-tree rooted at sai, and P(s|sai) for the corresponding error covariance, the fusion
step is,
ˆ x(s|s−) = P(s|s−)
Ks
∑
i=1
P−1(s|sai)ˆ x(s|sai) (6.63)
P−1(s|s−) = P−1
x (s)+
Ks
∑
i=1
[P−1(s|sai)−P−1
x (s)] (6.64)
Fine-to-Coarse Prediction
To estimate ˆ x(s|sai) and the error covariance for each child of s, a one-step prediction
step is proposed similar with Kalman ﬁlter.
ˆ x(s|sai) = F(sai)ˆ x(sai|sai) (6.65)
P(s|sai) = F(sai)P(sai|sai)FT(sai)+U(sai) (6.66)
where
F(s) = Px(sr)AT(s)P−1
x (s) (6.67)
U(s) = Px(sr)−F(s)A(s)Px(sr) (6.68)
6.6.2 Coarse-to-Fine Sweep
When the ﬁne-to-coarse sweep reaches the root, the covariance and estimation at all
nodesareavailable. Notethattheﬁne-to-coarsestepexperiencesallpossibletimedelay.
If the temporal resolution is coarse enough, attention from different modalities, i.e.
audio and visual, are synchronous. This is because both modalities observe the same
content movement. In particular, the coarse-to-ﬁne step fuses a node s with the optimal
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smoothed estimates and covariance at its parent sr.
ˆ xs(s) = ˆ x(s|s)+J(s)[ˆ xs(sr)− ˆ x(sr|s)] (6.69)
ˆ Pe(s) = P(s|s)+J(s)[Pe(sr)−P(sr|s)] (6.70)
where
J(s) = P(s|s)FT(s)P−1(sr|s) (6.71)
6.6.3 Uniﬁed Attention Estimation
Inthepriortwosteps, theinformationfrommodalityfeaturesarecombined. Theknowl-
edge from the audio stream is distributed into visual attention sequences. The uniﬁed
attention is estimated as a mean of all available visual attention on a given resolution
(Equation 6.72). The algorithm for highlight allocation is a tree search process and is
carried out at multi-scales (Algorithm 3).
Ai(s) =
1
N
Hixi(s) (6.72)
where xi(s) is the visual attention vector at the resolution i. H is a vector of {1,...,1}
and N is the normalisation parameter.
Figure 6.11: Uniﬁed attention curve @ 5 minute resolution in the second half of Ger-
many vs Brazil, the ﬁnal game of World Cup 2002
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6.6.4 Highlight Segmentation in MAR
As we have mentioned in Chapter 2, game highlights are distributed sparsely across a
game and attention patterns for game events are signiﬁcantly different from those for
normal game contents. A node in a coarse resolution stands for a video segment, in
which attention varies smoothly and regularly. Moreover, attention peaks which refer
to game highlights can be observed from all time resolutions. Therefore, a variation of
the deep-ﬁrst search algorithm is developed for event segmentation (Algorithm 3). The
Data: Event number N, a MAR tree(n,S), knsk node number at layer s;
Result: Event Segment List S
s = 0 ;
while knsk ≤ N do
s++ ;
end
sort ns by attention intensity at each node;
for int i = 0; i < N; i++ do
get nc, the children of node ni ;
divide nc into two groups, ncl and ncr denoting children before and after ni,
respectively ;
while ncl is not a leaf do
select ncll the children of ncl with lowest attention intensity; ncl = ncll;
end
while ncr is not a leaf do
select ncrr the children of ncr with lowest attention intensity; ncr = ncrr;
end
Add event(ncl,ncr) into S;
end
Algorithm 3: Event Segmentation in a MAR tree
event list S is sorted by attention maximums in each event segments and the top ﬁve are
regarded as game highlights.
6.7 Experiment
The experiment data set is selected from game collections of FIFA World Cup 2002,
World Cup 2006, and Champions League 2006. Six games are involved, three from
World Cup 2002, Brazil vs Germany (ﬁnal), Brazil vs Turkey(semi ﬁnal), and Germany
vs Korea(semi ﬁnal); one from World Cup 2006, Italy vs France(ﬁnal); and two from
Champions League 2006, Arsenal vs Barcelona, and AC Milan vs Barcelona. These
videos were recorded from BBC and ITV in MPEG-1 PAL format with visual resolu-
tion at 352×288 and audio at 224kbit/s. To set up ground truth, we collected game
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records from the FIFA ofﬁcial website to deﬁne the ground truth list of content-based
game events and a highlight collection from BBC Sports website and FIFA highlight
videos. Note that the temporal resolution of ofﬁcial game records is of minute, and
there is a starting point misalignment between broadcasting and real games. We set
a 30sec allowance for matching ofﬁcial records and experiment results. Each of the
games were divided into halves, e.g. Brazil-German I for the ﬁrst half of the ﬁnal game
in World Cup 2002 and II for the second half, to remove interview clips in the middle
break. Other broadcasting aspects were kept, including player entering, celebrating,
and the coach information board at the beginning of games.
We labelled all content-based events in the second half of the ﬁnal game in World
Cup 2002, according to the FIFA game record. Table 6.7 lists the attention intensity
at events. We observed that attention intensity at events is signiﬁcantly greater than
that on normal contents. Moreover, as the most interesting part in a football game, goal
events convey the maximum attention intensity over all. Table 6.5 compares the differ-
ence of attention intensity under multiple resolution. In the Bra-Ger II, the maximum of
average event attention appeared at the temporal resolution of 76sec, but the maximum
of signal noise ratio appeared at the temporal resolution of 5min(304sec). This result
shows that the observation window of 5min width is the best choice for event detection
and we should employ the 1min wide window for event segmentation. It is interesting
that the result meets some facts in the statistics of game and video production: an ef-
fective shot appears about every 5 minutes and the replay duration is about 1 minute.
Table 6.5 compares average attention intensity over different resolutions. Some inter-
esting conclusions can be drawn: (1) the maximum of average event attention appears
at the temporal resolution of 76 sec; (2) the maximum of signal noise ratio is reached
at the resolution of about 5 min (304 sec). These ﬁndings indicate that the observation
window with 5 min width is the best choice for event detection and the 1min for event
segmentation.
As the hypothesis of affective approaches, game events catch more attention than gen-
eral content does. The average attention ratio between highlights and the whole game
video can evaluate the performance of a modality fusion algorithm efﬁciently (Equation
6.73). A good fusion algorithm will enhance the ratio. However, it is difﬁcult to agree
on the selection of highlights except goal events. We only use the attention intensity on
goals.
Rattention =
E(Aevents)
E(A)
∼
E(Agoal)
E(A)
(6.73)
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Time Event Attention @ 1 sec resolution
Audio Visual Average Estimated
1’04 shot 6.832 4.733 6.431
3’18 free kick 6.748 5.272 6.670
5’08 corner 6.713 6.340 6.819
6’10 corner 6.713 4.733 6.819
6’40 shot 6.708 5.272 6.451
9’15 shot 6.687 6.340 6.469
11’10 shot 6.616 6.345 6.399
13’56 free kick 6.639 5.700 6.742
14’10 offside 6.619 4.320 5.330
15’10 shot 6.287 5.121 5.877
17’15 shot 6.631 5.312 5.910
21’05 free kick 6.740 6.450 6.833
21’50 goal 8.774 9.327 9.255
24’04 shot 6.835 6.273 6.714
25’15 shot 6.844 6.520 6.89
25’35 corner 6.355 6.332 6.573
25’59 corner 6.843 6.374 6.510
29’50 corner 6.798 6.113 6.432
32’40 corner 6.729 6.377 6.388
33’38 goal 7.728 8.923 8.112
37’40 shot 6.754 5.352 6.527
37’58 shot 6.786 5.473 6.435
40’50 shot 6.897 5.497 6.435
43’43 free kick 6.581 4.345 6.327
43’52 shot 6.875 4.740 6.340
mean over events 6.829 5.964 6.628
mean over all 4.374 4.731 4.020
Table 6.4: Event list of 2nd half in Brazil vs German, World Cup 2002
where E is the expectation function, and Aevents,Agoal,A stand for the attention intensity
on events, goals and the whole game, respectively.
The linear combination algorithm in [Ma et al., 2002] was taken as the baseline and
we employed the feature set {average block motion, shot cut density, base band audio
energy} in [Hanjalic, 2005] and [Hanjalic and Xu, 2005]. In Table 6.6, six methods are
compared: Linear I Ma et al. [2002] is the baseline, which directly adds up normalised
feature values; Linear II linearly combines normalised feature values with the optimised
weights from the ﬁne-to-coarse step in MAR fusion; MAR I compares attention inten-
sity on the leaves of MAR tree (0.3 sec), while MAR II on 1-minute resolution; Linear
III and MAR III are similar to Linear I and MAR II respectively, but work on the seven-
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Resolution 1.2 38 76 152 304 600
event mean 6.628 6.628 6.807 6.743 6.671 6.563
average 4.020 3.974 4.122 3.532 3.432 3.342
delta 2.608 2.654 2.685 3.211 3.239 3.221
Table 6.5: Attention intensity under different resolution in 2nd half in Brazil vs Ger-
many, World Cup 2002
feature set. The performance of MAR framework is better than linear combination at
all resolutions and MAR III gets the highest attention ratio.
As used in [Lenardi et al., 2004] and [Hanjalic and Xu, 2005], we counted the number
Linear I Linear II MAR I MAR II Linear III MAR III
Ger-Bra II 1.522 1.874 1.802 1.997 1.213 2.141
Bra-Tur II 1.671 1.944 1.972 2.187 1.371 2.245
Ger-Kor II 1.142 1.326 1.411 1.563 1.074 1.665
Mil-Bar II 1.377 1.700 1.741 2.043 1.176 2.226
Ars-Bar I 1.274 1.427 1.419 1.778 1.143 1.912
Ars-Bar II 1.192 1.325 1.422 1.760 1.051 1.732
Ita-Fra I 1.302 1.377 1.420 1.723 1.014 1.658
Table 6.6: Attention Ratio (Goals vs. General Contents) in Games for Fusion Algorithm
Evaluation
of goal events in the top ﬁve attention peaks in Table 6.7 and recorded related average
of attention intensity (Table 6.8).
It is interesting to ﬁnd that many replay segments of goal events are detected with-
out using any temporal sequence information (4). As a special video editing technique,
replay segments invert temporal sequence and are used to depict important game events.
Hence, replay segments perceptually attract attention. But such a phenomenon did not
be reported in other affective approaches [Ma et al., 2002][Hanjalic, 2005]. We owe
this to the measurement of self-information entropy, because manual composition tech-
niques incur the rare appearance of feature values, i.e. silence clip in an audio track and
a swift increment of shot frequency, which will gain a high self information entropy
value.
As a case study, we compare the highlight list from BBC Sports and FIFA ofﬁcial
website for the game Italy vs. France with attention in Table 6.9. Note that the coverage
of these manually selected highlights in the top ﬁve of attention peak list is 100%.
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Goal Detected Rank
Number Goal Events
Ger-Bra I 0 - -
Ger-Bra II 2 2 1,2,3,4,5*
Bra-Tur I 0 - -
Bra-Tur II 1 1 1,2*
Ger-Kor I 0 - -
Ger-Kor II 1 1 1
Mil-Bar I 0 - -
Mil-Bar II 1 1 2
Ars-Bar I 1 1 1
Ars-Bar II 2 2 2,3
Ita-Fra I 2 2 1,2,4*
Ita-Fra II 0 - -
Table 6.7: Performance of Goal Detection (*goal events are replayed for several times)
Appearance Mean Attention @ 1 min
Number Goal Events All
Ger-Bra II 5 8.827 4.122
Bra-Tur II 2 9.277 4.132
Ger-Kor II 1 8.679 5.211
Mil-Bar II 1 9.506 4.270
Ars-Bar I 1 9.148 4.783
Ars-Bar II 2 8.374 4.833
Ita-Fra I 2 8.970 5.409
Table 6.8: Goal and general contents attention
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FIFA BBC Sports Rank
Players enter the ﬁeld - 3(I)
Penalty Zidane Penalty 1(I)
Goal Goal 2,4(I)
- Zidane expulsion 3(II)
Italian Triumph - 1(II)
Table 6.9: Game Highlights and Attention Rank in France vs Italy (I,II for the game
part)
6.8 Conclusion and Discussion
The attention-based approach is an exploration from computing science towards psy-
chology. Utilising the psychological explanations of the perceptual process during
watching a video, the attention-based method shows the efﬁciency in the application of
semantics discovery and content importance weighting, such as highlight identiﬁcation
[Hanjalic, 2005], key video object selection, and video genre discrimination [Wang and
Cheong, 2006]. We propose two attention models for sports video analysis, namely,
a role-based attention model and a MAR fusion algorithm. These models combine
feature-based attention curves and estimate an optimised overall assumption on video
attractiveness from multiple modalities.
The role-based attention model clusters attention modalities into three groups, namely
director attention, spectator attention and commentator attention. Therefore, the com-
bination of modality attention features is transformed into a two-step fusion process:
(1) fuse modality features into role-based attention curves; and (2) estimate a uniﬁed
attention curve from role-based attention curves. Video events are detected by ranking
attention intensity of local peaks in the uniﬁed attention curve.
The MAR model is originally proposed for image reconstruction [Willsky, 2002]. It
is the ﬁrst time to introduce this framework into the time sequence analysis for video
event detection. The advantages of the MAR framework are as follows.
• The employment of information at coarse resolutions. The coarse resolution data
are usually meaningless in content-based video analysis because most content-
based approach are of single temporal resolution. For example, few syntax can
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be deﬁned for a 3-minute long strong background noise. However, sports events
can be observed from multiple resolutions because of the relatively long temporal
duration, special attention patterns and semantic importance. Coarse resolution
information can facilitate the discrimination of content-based events. The MAR
framework can extract and combine coarse resolution information efﬁciently.
• The multiresolution framework. As such, different modalities on multiple reso-
lutions are automatically matched and media asynchronism are alleviated. Note
that combination weights are adjusted by joint modality distribution in the coarse-
to-ﬁne step;
• The extensibility for a large feature space. The MAR framework is better than
the linear combination at all resolutions and is robust in handling noisy modality
data.
Another original contribution is the introduction of self information entropy to attention
computation. Avoiding the uncertainty in the mapping between feature-based stimuli
and attention intensity, e.g. linear and log-like stimulus-reﬂection function, the self-
information entropy is a measurement of information pan-out speed in a neural situa-
tion and, therefore, is propositional to attention intensity. This measurement is mostly
a statistics factor instead of a heuristic content descriptor. Hence, such a measurement
can weaken algorithm dependence on speciﬁc video collections. Moreover, although
video production patterns vary with directors as a visual art with personal preferences,
an overall information gain is similar no matter where a sports video comes from. Addi-
tionally, the performance of the self-information measurement is interesting. This mea-
surement is plausibly against the general assumption of affection analysis that a strong
stimulus incurs a strong reaction [Ma et al., 2002][Wang and Cheong, 2006], which
offers a high credit to a rare rather than a strong stimulus. Actually, attention is caused
by stimulus contrast rather than stimulus strength [Osgood et al., 1957]. For example,
in the ﬁnal game of World Cup 2002, Germany vs Brazil, video directors occasionally
switched off the audio stream in replays. This action brought a very low audio energy
but credited a high self-information entropy. Thinking the deviation hypothesis in per-
ception 6-0The deviation hypothesis argues that only the change in stimulus will attract
attention or invoke consciousness. For example, people will be unmindful if keeping
in a noisy situation but suddenly alarmed when it turns quiet., self-information is better
and more robust than the direct measurement of signal strength.
The regression of attention over content-based events is a statistics pathway for event-
based video analysis. This approach discovers interesting clips and subsequently help
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the annotation of video contents. Such a procedure is similar to text retrieval, where
document information is discovered ﬁrstly from the statistics of terms and then from
the content and semantics.
Both of the attention models are far from complete. The analysis on emotional aspects
leads to an efﬁcient presentation of video contents, because normal video segments can
bediscardedin thecontextreasoning. Afurther stepistointroducevideosemantics into
attention model, just like we have done in the attack structure segmentation (Chapter 5).
However, more labelled data are required and a systematic video annotation approach
is necessary.
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Conclusion and Future Works
In this ﬁnal chapter, conclusions are drawn together on various aspects of sports event
detection and highlight identiﬁcation. Three individual but closely associated tech-
niques have been presented in this thesis, namely, replay detection, attack segmentation
and attention weighting. These techniques try to ﬁnd a fundamental temporal structure
and compare the content-based importance of these structures in order to iterate game
stories efﬁciently and effectively. Multiple perspectives are discussed in the identiﬁca-
tion and decomposition of content-based events, especially game highlights in a sports
video.
We have addressed the main problems in content-based sports video analysis, i.e. the
uncertainty of event pattern, multimodality fusion, and semantic annotation. Video
events which are deﬁned by sports semantics, such as a goal, can hardly be described
by a group of clear and uniﬁed low level features or syntax. Both the duration of an
event pattern and the content components of events change with instances and video
context. Hence, motif-based mining approaches are ineffective, because a simple se-
quential template cannot meet the numerous variations in the model length and template
compositions.
Sportsvideosarecharacterisedbymultiplemodalities. Besidesaudioandvisualstreams,
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there exist many external information resources, such as game records and web casting.
These various information modalities of sports video documents differ in the format
and medium, and require different methods of feature identiﬁcation, extraction, repre-
sentation and syntax speciﬁcation. Moreover, although the syntax set of sports videos
is ﬁnite, the characterisation of sports video semantics poses an element of difﬁculty.
This is because the identiﬁcation of syntax, which is meaningful for the representation
of not-text media, remains a research problem. Multimedia feature set, which a fu-
sion algorithm is processing, is not only polymorphous, but also usually inefﬁcient for
content presentation. Therefore, multimodality fusion is not a simple matter of credit
voting on a concept, but a selection on possible syntax sets. The combination of modal-
ity features has to be conducted on a meta-data stream, which not only consists of text
and non-text data, but also records asynchronous messages from different time resolu-
tions.
Replay detection is based on the observation that sports highlights are usually replayed
to please viewers. It is an efﬁcient approach to collect game highlights by detecting
replay segments. Another advantage of replay detection is that a replay segment is a
video structure with clear boundaries, i.e. logo transitions. This indicates that a replay
segment is a complete content-based video unit and that context reasoning is unneces-
sary when replay segments are employed to present video highlights.
Attack segmentation tries to ﬁnd a conceptual structure of sports videos, which con-
veys a semantically complete video story as a replay segment does. Since a sports
game is made up by a group of repetitive team actions, such as the effort to make a
goal in football games, these structures are named as attack. This segmentation system
utilised the local statistics of shot transitions and thereby extracts recurrent temporal se-
quences. Four video production techniques and video structures, i.e. play, break, focus
and replay, are identiﬁed to describe content changes. Additionally, break and replay
are regarded as stop marks according to the contents these structure denote. Subse-
quently, a sports video decomposition system is developed to divide a sports video into
semantically independent and complete attack segments, each of which is equivalent to
a scene video structure in sports videos. Moreover, structure boundaries of attack seg-
ments outline the temporal scope of game events. An attack structure can be employed
for syntax statistics, an efﬁcient description approach for video semantics.
Attention estimation is the main contribution of this thesis, which provides an efﬁcient
pathway to identify and allocate interesting events in a game video. Rather than an-
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notating semantic objects, this technique computes the stimulus strength directly from
modality streams and treats stimulus peaks as possible game highlights, according to a
well established psychological hypothesis. Two original attention models are proposed
for the estimation and combination of modality attention signals.
Semantic annotation is the ﬁnal step of content-based video analysis, which labels video
segments with proper text tags to deﬁne video contents. However, this task is not so dif-
ﬁcult in sports videos as it is in general video data. This is because the semantics of
sports video is usually limited and self-evident. Hence, this thesis does not concern this
research issue.
The main contributions of this thesis are concluded: (1) a set of feature extraction
algorithms, including syntax and salient features, are developed and evaluated by a
large football video collection in Chapter 3; (2) an attack segmentation system em-
ploys syntax features to classify video shots and thereby identify video contents; (3)
attention models estimate and combine stimuli from salient features in order to identify
game highlights; (4) Several applications, such as syntax frequency for content-based
video indexing, browser index for video skimming, attention graph for video content
presentation, are proposed and demonstrated in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively.
Moreover, a general framework of sports event detection and highlight identiﬁcation is
developed by combining attack segmentation and attention computation. The attack
segmentation divides a game video into a series of video clips, each of which contains
only one semantically important and complete event. The module of attention compu-
tation estimates the perceptual importance of these video clips as well as plots an at-
tention curve of the game. Game highlights are local maximums of the attention curve.
As such, this system not only picks out game events, but also provides a credit on event
importance. Nevertheless, an attention curve can be used to speculate the integrity of
content presentation. This leads to a multiresolution presentation of event-based video
contents. This character is of great value in many applications, e.g. video summarisa-
tion, and has not been reported before.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. A brief attack structure decomposi-
tion and attention estimation and fusion, are presented in Section 7.1 and Section 7.2,
respectively. The discussion and future work are found in Section 7.3.
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7.1 Attack Segmentation
Attack is a semantic video structure for sports videos, especially football videos. This
structure is equivalent to a scene in general video data, and is useful in video summari-
sation and indexing. The segmentation algorithm utilises video production conventions
and a four-state hidden Markov model is trained to simulate a transition sequence of
video production styles. The advantages of this algorithm are listed as follows.
1. The introduction of structure kernel discrimination, which locates each structure
roughly. This discrimination transforms the problem of content-based video seg-
mentation into the classiﬁcation of a sequential label collection or a string set;
2. The Markov-based structure kernel extension. After the structure kernel discrim-
ination, the four-state Markov model is employed to extend these kernels on both
directions, forward and backward, to make complete video structures. When two
Markov chains meet, a boundary is identiﬁed and thereby a sports video is di-
vided. This process eases the temporal structure segmentation as the ﬁtness or
likelihood comparison between two Markov processes. Note that there are no
predeﬁned thresholds;
3. The employment of sufﬁx tree. Most video segmentation algorithms need inten-
sive training to afford media noise and estimate a reasonable threshold. However,
video production is an art, which is full of individual creations. This means that
the prior knowledge introduced by a large training set is a double-edged sword,
which may decrease the performance of structure detection by incurring observa-
tion noise. As a symbolised statistical method, the sufﬁx tree works on local data
and needs few training.
However, much space is left for the improvement of attack structure segmentation. Al-
though small video segments are usually meaningless and can be ignored in content
analysis, the over-cut is one of major problems in video structure segmentation, which
unnecessarily ﬁnds too many small segments. This is because of unpredictable varia-
tions in the video production. Small structure kernels are allocated but can hardly to be
extended. An efﬁcient approach to merge these small segments is to introduce video
syntax, such as the goal and audio whistle, if these syntax can identify content similar-
ity among these small segments. Furthermore, attack is a content-based video structure.
There may be other embedded video structures, which may facilitate content analysis,
such as the sub-shot structure. This algorithm of general sufﬁx tree requires improve-
ment to count the recurrence of video patterns in order to provide an efﬁcient approach
to identify these possible structures.
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7.2 Attention Computation
Attention estimation is an application of computing psychology to content-based video
analysis. Till now, most approaches in content-based video analysis rely on the iden-
tiﬁcation of video syntax. These methods divide this analysis process into two steps,
syntax extraction from low level audio-visual features, and semantic reasoning based on
video syntax. There are two fundamental problems in the methodology, the ambiguity
of syntax and the complexity of reasoning. The selection of syntax set and the creation
of reasoning network demand an entire systematic knowledge base. However, such a
support is unavailable in most interest domains, though some efforts have been down,
such as LSCOM for news videos [Kennedy and Hauptmann, 2006]. The technique of
attention estimation brings psychology conclusions and facilitates the understanding of
multimediastreams, inparticular, thoserelevantwithemotionandfeeling. Forexample,
sports videos are characterised with strong emotional aspects. Game events, especially
highlights, always attract attention and incur emotion variation. This means that the
approach of attention estimation provides an efﬁcient ﬁlter to discriminate general con-
tents and game events. Moreover, it is a direct pathway to identify game highlights by
computing video stimuli, which requires little supports from video syntax.
Two psychological emotion spaces are compared, attention and arousal-variance space;
then the attention space is selected for the psychological analysis of sports videos.
Salient features in video attention computation are surveyed in Table 6.1. Three feature-
attentioncomputationmodelsareaddressedtogether, namelynormalisation, self-entropy
andadaptivenormalisation. However, theapproachofattentionestimationhastheprob-
lem of multimodality stimulus fusion. Although there are many different stimuli from
different modality features, such as light, colour and motion, people can only hold one
emotion state. In other words, all modality stimuli should be combined into a uni-
ﬁed signal. But the incomplete psychological image of multiple perception fusion has
difﬁculty in guiding this combination process. Generally, modality stimuli are asyn-
chronous signals from multiple resolutions. There are several issues in the fusion: (1)
prior emotion state; (2) video syntax; (3) reﬂection role. Two fusion algorithms are
proposed, the role-based model and the multiresolution autoregressive framework. The
role-basedmodelisbasedontheobservationofreﬂectionrolesduringthevideoproduc-
tion and enjoyment. This model eliminates reaction bias by grouping attention signals
from one reﬂector and takes emotional states into consideration. The multiresolution
autoregressive (MAR) framework simulates the fusion process with a series of autore-
gressive models on different time resolutions. This simulation includes two passes,
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bottom-up and top-down, which not only smoothes signals at all time resolutions, but
also distributes knowledge gained at coarse resolutions to high resolution. This means
that a proper time resolution is able to be found for a given application and noise caused
by resolution difference and signal asynchronism is removed. These results from the
MAR framework are useful in content-based video analysis. For example, we can ﬁnd
an appropriate time resolution to discriminate game events rather than that at visual
frames or shots, which leads to an effective abstract string of event symbols and helps
content-based video modelling.
The advantage of attention computation is as follows.
1. Identify sports highlights without complete syntax understanding;
2. Find proper time resolutions to discriminate game contents;
3. Assign a psychological weight on video contents
However, disadvantages of this psychological approach are clear. Most psychological
conclusions are qualitative. For example, Walters et al. [1982] conducted an psycho-
logical experiment, which tried to ﬁnd the relationship between the colour and incurred
arousal. These authors argued that “different colors are arousing or relaxing, and color
choice indicates arousal preference”. This claim shows the relationship between modal-
ity features and psychological measurements cannot be deﬁned quantitatively. Such a
psychological ambiguity makes the computational projection from modality features
to psychological measurements questionable, although many computation models have
been developed and evaluated. Moreover, the event found by psychological approaches
is not equivalent to a content-based video event, although certain links exist between
psychological measurements and video contents. Video syntax is necessary to semanti-
cally clarify psychological events.
7.3 Discussion and Future Work
This thesis partially solves the research question of what constitutes semantic video
structure with a complete content story in sports videos. This question leads to a dif-
ferent methodology of video retrieval, which focuses on the temporal accumulation or
repetitiveness in the presentation of video semantics. Compared with image retrieval,
the introduction of a time dimension provides extra information and alleviates the prob-
lem of information scarcity. However, this information resource can hardly be em-
ployed directly and seems to be redundant because of the similarity between visual
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frames. It therefore may be meaningless to search image features frame by frame, such
as image syntax, although a double-check may increase the precision of syntax de-
tection. Therefore, a approach in video retrieval is widely accepted, which employes
various image retrieval methods to complete a video retrieval task. This approach leads
to a temporal decomposition and a complex image syntax reasoning: a long video is cut
into shots; key frames are selected from shots; syntax or harmony regions are detected
from key frames and labelled by some classiﬁers; these syntax are organised to guess
key frame semantics, shot semantics and thus the semantics of a video clip. However, a
fundamental problem cannot be answered is whether a video is a simple accumulation
of visual frames or not. From many aspects, the answer is deﬁnitely no. Hence, this
approach which employes image retrieval methods in video retrieval is unlikely to be
successful.
Note that replication is not only a redundancy but also an approach to present ideas.
The repeatable syntax sequence is a direct description of video semantics. For exam-
ple, the syntax of goal post appears frequently in a video story of a shot. This syntax
frequency can discriminate a football shot event from other events, such as a free-kick
and a corner kick. Therefore, the vector of syntax frequency is able to present video
contents and is used for retrieval game videos by a video sample (Section 5.6). In this
case, the problem is how to decide the duration of a video story or the temporal interval
of a complete semantic unit, which plays the role of retrieval targets, such as a docu-
ment in text retrieval. A new video segmentation system is required, which is different
from traditional shot-scene hierarchy. A shot can not convey complete semantics, while
a scene involves so many shots that a scene can hardly be segmented and regarded as a
retrieval unit. This is why we propose an attack structure.
From replay detection, attack segmentation, and attention estimation, we look for a
proper temporal unit for video content analysis. Two units are tried, temporal repetitive
structure attack and psychological attention peaks. It seems effective to decompose a
video according to the attention intensity. The time interval with a relative high atten-
tion refers to an attention-based video event, because these events are when people pay
attention. The frequency of multiple syntax are computed in attention events and thus
create a retrieval subspace, which is similar to the computation of term frequency in text
retrieval. Section 5.6 presents a prototype system for goal event search, which takes a
goal video clip and returns a list of goal video clips, although these videos are from
different view points, dominant colour, and audio loudness. It indicates our approach
based on syntax frequency can work in a small test bed.
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7.3.1 Attention Graph and Multiresolution Semantics Presentation
An attention graph is to a topology of attention segments in a sports video. Each atten-
tion segment is described by a vector of syntax frequency, which presents the semantics
of a video segment. Therefore, an attention graph is a semantic description of an en-
tire sports video. Compared with the traditional hierarchy of shot and scene, this graph
is efﬁcient for video retrieval and annotation. I will evaluate this idea and develop an
algorithm for attention graph matching and participation.
7.3.2 Video Annotation
Video annotation is the ﬁnal step of content-based video analysis. Different from
syntax-based reasoning, we try to employ syntax frequency to annotate sports videos.
This approach introduces extra parameters such as syntax appearance probability and
appends current ontology systems with a ﬁtness measurement to given video data. This
indicates a possible retrieval model and a video-based retrieval system, which accepts
video clips as input and outputs a ranked list of video clips.
The future work is to extend these temporal structure based approaches and make
attention-basedvideocontentunderstandingframeworkavailableforgeneralvideocon-
tent analysis. Some research targets are listed as follows.
• Improve the estimation algorithm of attention. The attention is a complex psy-
chological phenomena. Many approaches have been developed to estimate an
attention intensity or an attention area in a video. How to combine these estima-
tions and develop a robust fusion scheme remain a research question for general
video genres. This is because of the complexity in the combination of qualitative
and quantitative feature vectors.
• A retrieval unit is deﬁned by user rather than a retrieval system, although it is pos-
sible to guess what users look for. Therefore, it is necessary for a video retrieval
system to take user context into consideration.
• Syntax is decided by video domain. However, the current syntax set we employ
is small for an efﬁcient retrieval, because of the scarcity of video collection. It
seems difﬁcult to invent all syntax manually. This results in a question how to
handle missing syntax.
• Syntax reasoning is a useful approach for query extension in current image-based
video retrieval. Such reasoning is a domain knowledge based logic system rather
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than an accumulation of possible key words. How to combine these knowledge
into a video retrieval model is call for further consideration.
• Real time. Multimedia data attracts great interest from industry. Real time algo-
rithms are eagerly required in consuming electrics and media distribution indus-
try. Many new hardware platforms have been developed, such as media centres
and personalised video services. These devices provide strong computational
abilities. It is possible to make current video processing algorithms run in real
time by rescaling these algorithms onto these hardware frameworks. This leads
to a new research topic, how to decrease the computational complexity of video
processing algorithms.
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Generalised Foley-Sammon Transform
Classiﬁer
The Foley-Sammon transformation (FST) is widely regarded as one of the best methods
in terms of linear feature discrimination. Based on the ﬁsher discriminant criterion, the
FST tries to map all data samples onto a point in the high dimension feature space
and thereby maximises ﬁsher criterion (Equation A.7). The computation of the Foley-
Sammon optimal discriminants is follows.
1. Construct the orthogonal complementary space of the subspace spanned by the
discriminant vectors calculated before;
2. Choose the vector that maximises the Fisher criterion function as the present dis-
criminant vector from the orthogonal complementary space. This discriminant
vector spans a one dimentional subspace where the sample set has the minimum
within-class scatter and the maximum between class scatter.
However, it can hardly conclude that this algorithm can optimise scatter matrices in the
subspace spanned by all discriminant vectors after the FST, although each discriminant
vector is supposed to ﬁnd the best span in 1D subspace. This algorithm can not grantee
the subspace extracted can minimise with-in scatters whilst maximises between-class
scatters.
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Therefore, a generalized optimal set of discriminant vectors (GFST) is proposed (Equa-
tion A.9). The main improvement is the criterion on discriminant vector selection.
Different from seeking for an optimisation in the complementary space, which try to
minimise with-in scatters and maximise between-class scatters at the same time, the
GFST is a projected set of the training sample set in the subspace spanned by the vector
and the other discriminant vectors previously calculated, which lead to the maximum
ratio between the between-class distance and the within-class distance. Note that this
projected set on a GFST subspace is not proposed for the best separability in the global
yet.
TheFSTclassiﬁeremployedforthedetectionofuniformandothervideoobjects(Chap-
ter 3) is based on the algorithm in [Guo et al., 2003], which is a GFST classiﬁer but
improved for a better sample separability. This algorithm is formalised as follows.
Let w1,w2,...,wm be m known pattern classes, X = {xi},i = 1,2,...,N be the set of
n−dimensional samples. Each sample xi in X belongs to a class wj. Suppose the mean
vector, the covariance matrix and a prior probability of a class wi are mi,ci,P(wi), re-
spectively. Therefore, a between-class scatter matrix Sb, a within-class scatter matrix
Sw, and a population scatter matrix St are determined in the following formulae.
Sb =
m
∑
i=1
P(wi)(mi−m0)(mi−m0)T (A.1)
Sw =
m
∑
i=1
P(wi)E{(x−mi)(x−mi)T/wi} (A.2)
St = Sb+Sw = E{(x−m0)(x−m0)T} (A.3)
(A.4)
where m0 = E{x} is the mean vector of the population distribution of samples.
Hence, the Fisher criterion is reiterated by Equation A.5.
Jf(ϕ) =
ϕTSbϕ
ϕTSwϕ
(A.5)
whereϕ isanarbitraryn−dimensionalvector. Letϕ1 betheunitvectorwhichmaximise
Jf(ϕ), and thereby become the ﬁrst vector in the FST optimal discriminant vector set.
Moreover, the ith vector of Foley-Sammon optimal discriminant vectors are estimated
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by optimizing Equation A.6.
max
ϕT
j ϕi=0,kϕik=1
Jf(ϕi), j = 1,2,...,i−1 (A.6)
Therefore, let S = {varphii},Φ = (ϕ1,ϕ2,...,ϕr) a FST can be formulated as Equation
A.7.
y = ΦTx (A.7)
The ratio between the within-class and between-class distance is,
J(Φ) =
tr(ΦTSbΦ)
tr(ΦTSwΦ)
=
∑
r
i=1ϕT
i Sbϕi
∑
r
i=1ϕT
i Swϕi
(A.8)
It is clear that the transformed set has the best separable ability in global sense when
J(Φ) reach maximum.
J(e Φ) = max
Φ
J(Φ) (A.9)
where e Φ = (f ϕ1,f ϕ2,..., e ϕr) and f ϕ1,f ϕ2,..., e ϕr are unit orthogonal column vectors in n
dimensional space. Therefore, J(e Φ) is called as the generalized Fisher discriminant
criterion and the respective transformation is called generalized FST (GFST).
An iterative algorithm is employed to ﬁnd optimal discriminant vectors which con-
stitutes a GFST. For convenience, we assume the population scatter matrix St is non-
singular. Obviously, St is positive-deﬁnite and S−1
t exists. The detail process is stated
in Algorithm 4.
WhenSt issingular, weemploythesupportsetofSt. SupposeS−1
t (0)=span{α1,...,αk},
S−1
t (0) = span{β1,...,βn−k}, where α1,...,αk,β1,...,βn−k are both orthogonal unit vec-
tors. Hence, the between-class distance of the projected set on α is zero. Optimal
discriminant vectors should be selected from S−1
t (0). ∀β ∈ S−1
t (0), β = a1β1+a2β2+
...+an−kβn−k = Pβ. In the function of e Φ, let ϕl = P ˆ ϕl,l = 1..r, we get
] J(Φ) =
∑
r
l=1 ˆ ϕl
T(PTSbP) ˆ ϕl
∑
r
l=1 ˆ ϕl
T(PTSwP) ˆ ϕl
≡ ] J ˆ (Φ) (A.10)
where ˆ (Φ) = ( ˆ (ϕ1),..., ˆ (ϕ1)). which is non-singular. Therefore, analogous to non-
singular population scatter matrix, ˆ (Φ) can be calculated by Algorithm 4. The optimal
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Data: between-class scatter matrix Sb, Non-singular population scatter matrix St,
Result: discriminant vector set λ, and optimal discriminant vectors
f ϕ1(λ),f ϕ2(λ),..., e ϕr(λ)
S−1
t (0) = Φ;
a = 0,b = 1,λ = (a+b)/2;
stop = false;
while !stop do
S = Sb−λSt;
λ1,λ2,...,λr, the ﬁrst r eigenvalues of S;
ε1 = ∑
r
i=1λi;
if ε1 = 0 then
f ϕ1(λ),f ϕ2(λ),..., e ϕr(λ) the orthonormal eigen vectors corresponding to
λ1,λ2,...,λr ;
break;
else
if ε1 < 0 then
b = λ;
else
a = λ;
end
end
stop = (1+rµ/∆|λ −λ0|) ≤ (1+rµ/∆|a−b|);
end
Algorithm 4: Discriminant vector computation for GFST (I)
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discriminant vectors are e ϕl = kPg ˆ (ϕl)k
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Overview of Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a group of sampling algorithms for high dimen-
sional optimisation. A Markov chain is constructed, which has the desired distribution
as the equilibrium distribution, to sample a data set from probability distributions. The
state of the chain after a large number of steps is then used as a sample from the desired
distribution. The quality of this sample improves as a function of the number of steps.
The approach of MCMC has been proven successful in the learning of Bayesian statis-
tical models.
A MCMC is a stochastic algorithm and consists of a large number of independent itera-
tions, each of which tests a set of parameters. Generally, such an iteration includes two
steps,
1. Proposal step, which gives a new model according to given distributions or just
randomly. This step relies on former tested models and the statistics on given data
set.
2. Decision step, which computes a ﬁtness or an acceptance probability of the pro-
posed model by maximising posterior or other criterions. As such, this proposed
model are decided to be accepted or rejected with a credit probability.
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If the benign constraints meet proposal distributions, a MCMC is supposed to converge
to a global optimum. However, the speed of convergence depends on the goodness or
ﬁtness of the proposals.
Another application of MCMC is the model selection with the technique of reverse-
jump. A reverse-jump MCMC constructs reversible moves between parameter spaces
of different dimensions. Andrieu et al. [2001] applied this reverse-jump MCMC to
learn a radial basis function (RBF) neural network. The authors proposed birth-death
and split-merge steps to reconstruct RBF kernels and experienced all possible solutions.
The main limitations of MCMC are: (1) the number of steps, which leads to a con-
verge, is unknown. Although the residue after modelling ﬁtting can be used to stop this
repetitive test-evaluation procedure, it is hard to avoid this MCMC to stop at a local
maximum rather than a global maximum; and (2) the assumption that all model propo-
sitions and data samples are independent, which allows an individual observation and
evaluations. A MCMC is inefﬁcient when there is a strong correlation between data
distributions.
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Attention Curves in Games
This appendix chapter displays a part of estimated attention curves in game collections
of World Cup 2002, World Cup 2006 and UEFA 2006. Each ﬁgure group includes
a self-entropy curve of audio attention (top) and the uniﬁed attention curve estimated
(bottom).
Figure C.1: 1st Half of AC Milan vs Barcelona in UEFA 2006
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Figure C.2: 2nd Half of AC Milan vs Barcelona in UEFA 2006
Figure C.3: 1st Half of Arsenal vs Barcelona in UEFA 2006
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Figure C.4: 2nd Half of Arsenal vs Barcelona in UEFA 2006
Figure C.5: 1st Half of Italy vs France in FIFA World Cup 2006
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Figure C.6: 2nd Half of Italy vs France in FIFA World Cup 2006
Figure C.7: 1st Half of Korea vs Germany in FIFA World Cup 2002
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